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Six Persons Die
In State’s

Worst

Storm of Winter
Icy Highways

Slow

The second day of

:

Down

»

than 20 inches.
Chilling winds made the atmosphere seem colder than the actual
low of 16 during the night. The

mercury had climbed to a mere
18 at 11 a.m. today. The weather-

,

Pemfing Hearings

Gets

Fmn

$365,521

Co

-

MM

Chief, Assistant Post

Expanded; Work Will
Start Soon on Job

Grand Haven

Named

Inspected Work

ZEELAND (Special) Boone and Yvonne

Sally

Nyenhuis,

both with scholasticaverages of
3.93 out of a possible 4, have been

named

co-valedictorians

City Cottndl took official action

Wednesday night bi adopting the
name Civic Center for the new
municipal building currently under
construction on the former tan.

nery lot

of

the

1ANDALL

foot open craft that are used to

Seeley,53, Grand Rapids, accom- transport men or equipment bepanied by his attorney Adrian W. tween the shore and large ships.
Ver Spoor of Grand Rapids, and
Utility boats have wooden hulls
Kennedy, 43, also of Grand Rapids, and are powered by diesel engine.
appeared before Municipal Court They are open at the top but each
Judge Louis H. Osterhous.
has a removable canvas canopy
Judge Osterhoustentativelyset
March 10 at 2 p.m. for examina- that can be put on or taken off as
tion. Bond of $2,000 was furnished desired.
for Seeley by Henry Nietringof
Munkwitz said the present BeaGrand Haven. Kennedy furnished con Boat Company’s 10-man labor
$1,000 cash bond.
force will have to be expanded
Late Tuesday Seeley posted $10,considerably” to build the boats.
000 bond in Muskegon after it was
reduced from $20,000. He and He emphasized that the firm
Mrs. Lois Porter Ley, Muskegon, will continue normal activities on
are awaiting examinationin Mus- constructionand repair of civilian
kegon Municipal Court on charges boats along with the Navy conof conspiring to defraud the state. tract. "We don’t want to displace
Mrs. Ley had previously posted that,” he said.
The company will not expand its
$20,000bond.
facilitiesexcept for the labor force,
The Ottawa County warrants
he added.

Hear

Progress Report,

(Special)- G.

spiring to defraud the state.

Valedictorians

man

in

Name

New Bidding

City Father!

ing examination on charges of con- will start immediatelyon the 40-

YVONNE IfTENHUB
*

Girls

35 Blood Donors

Of

•

Beacon Boat Company at Holland
Palmer Seeley, ousted head of the has been awarded a $365,521Navy
State Highway Department's Grand contract to build 26 utility boats.
Rapids right-of-way division, and
Orville Munkwitz, owner of the
Ronald V. Kennedy, a buyer, were boat company at 1691 South Shore
freed on bond today after demand- Dr., said preliminary construction

MBS SALLY BOONE

Zeeland

Is Official

Labor Foret Will Be

GRAND HAVEN

«

Gvic Center

Ousted Right-Of-Way
Bonds

Michigan's

worst storm of the winter today
claimed six lives, forced traffic
to a near standstill and closed a
number of rural schools.
The wind-driven snow piled up
and deep drifts blocked some
roads and many drivewaysin the
area. Although only an inch and
a half was added here during the
night to Wednesday's downfall
some areas, especiallyin the
Thumb, were plagued by more

Local Boat

On Fraud Charges Navy Contract

Traffic; Many Schools
Forced to Close

Two Buyers Freed

EIGHT PAGES— MI& TEH CENTS

D BOSCH

HENBY

S.

MAENTZ

There had been considerable
name for several

discussion on a

Holland

Men Witness

Shootings in House
By Esther Van Wagoner Tufty

WASHINGTON

building than* the heretofore Hol-

land MunicipalRecreationBuild-

-

(Special)
Henry S. Maentz and Randall C.
Bosch of Holland, Mich., were eye

weeks and Council concurred with
Mayor Harrington in selecting a
name which would more adequately describe the functions of the

ing.

Man Bound Over

As construction develops, the
advisory committee and Council
have been paying close attention
to the details of the building,

witnesses to the wild shooting in
the House of Representatives
and several improvements aluating class.
Monday afternoon.
In
ready have been incorporated Into
Seated in the members’ gallery
Salutatorian honors go to
plans without boosting cost any
directly across from the public
PONTIAC, Mich. (UP) - James great degree.
Joan Kuipers with a 3.90 average.
gallery where the fanatic Puerto Wood, 27, was bound over to
The advisory committee reportYvonne recently was awarded
Ricans stood up and directed ’T5
Oakland County Circuit Court Wed- ed that several meetings have been
the D.A.R Good Citizen honor. A
to 20” shots into the 200 or more
"held and problems of operations
member of the national honor
Congressmen,the Holland visitors nesday for arraignmentApril 1 on
have been discussed.Progress was
first
degree
murder
charges
in
the
couldn’t
believe
their
eyes.
society, she has also been active
reportedand the committee exIn fact, even when the shooting fatal stabbing of Arthur Moran, 21.
in Student Council work. She also
pects to file a report March 17.
Donors were Phyllis White, Louis
highways if at all possible. Traffic
was stopped, Henry Maentz still
Wood admitted stabbing Moran City Manager H. C Clintock reWednesday night was light on all Ensing, Menno Dykstra, Simon has been a member of Athletic charga conspiracyand fraud on
Munkwitz purchased the busi- thought it was some kind of dem- in "self defense" in a parking lot ported 'progress on the building
Sisters,Y- Teens and Future two courts each against the exroads out of Holland. Snow blowonstration or a joke” and he was
Beverwyk, Harold Blystra, Reka
scuffle here nearly 14 months ago. and mentioned that the entire
ness,
the former Campbell- Boat
ing across the highway reduced
Teacher’s Club. She is the daugh- highway officials,in that $600 purone of the few who didn’t duck
Co.,
last
July.
council has inspected the building
He surrendered here last month.
visibility and in one five-mile Slenk, John Victor, Mr. and Mrs. ter of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Nyen- portedly was received from land
down to avoid any wild shots.
last Saturdayafternoon.ConsiderEmery
O.
Burris,
42,
a
witness
He
pointed
out
that
the
completed
purchases
which
were
not
turned
stretch of M-21 near Zeeland, two Dale Boes. John Visser. Mrs. Jane huis, route 2, Hudsonville.
Bosch tells the story: "Speaker to the stabbing who moved to able progrew has been made durboats will be tested in Lake Macaover to the state.
cars and a big steel truck were in Webbert, Bernard J. W o 1 e r s,
Sally has served as Student
Martin has just taken a standing
The $600 was alleged to have tawa and Lake Michiganand then vote on the Mexican bill. A woman Alabama following the incident, ing February and nearly all of the
ditches. Buses this morning were
Gebrge Wesseling,Howard Dyke, Council president and is a memwas present during Wood's exami- outer shell ot the building has
shipped
by
truck
or
rail
to
the
east
running about 10 minutes behind
ber of the National Honor society. been paid in transactionsinvolving
been completed. He submitted pay6lenn Nieboer, James Vanden She appearedin the Senior Class the purchases of right-of-wayland coast. Naval inspectorswill be in screamedMve something or other’ nation Wednesday.
schedule.
in the gallery and waved a flag
ment
No. 10 of $40,874.88 to be paid
County
Prosecutor
Frederick
Holland
to
check
on
construction
The impassable roads gave “bliz- Berg, John Van Dam, Rev. Ralph play and was class president.She for M-21 at the west outskiria of
with one star. I thought it was
Ziem said Burris and another wit- to Elzlnga and Volkert, contracand supervise the tests.
rard vacation” • to many county Menning, Willis Nuismer, Melvin was also in the Homecoming Hudsonville.
probably a Mexican flag because
ness, Virgil Klein, 20, both will be tors. Total spent to date la $361,Contracts for utility boats also
schools. Among those reported
Meanwhile,in Lansing the possiof the vote on Mexican labor bill.
Scheerhorn, Edward Schierbeek, Queen’s court. She is the daughavailable when a trial date has 004 which include* general conwere
awarded
by
the
Navy
Monday
closed for the day, at least were
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Boone, bility of a grand jury investigation
They looked foreign but not shabstruction, $279,778;electrical$17,Hudsonville Christian,Hudson- Harvey G. Kronemeyer,Leon San- of 337 Colonial Ave., Zeeland.
into the growing highway depart- to Webber’s Cove Boat Yard, East bily dressed. Then they started been set. Klein is with the Army
in
Germany.
160; mechanical, $64,066. Council
dy,
Julius
Van
Huis,
Leon
HopBlue
Hill,
Maine,
and
Freeport
ville public elementary and high
Joan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ment scandal loomed larger.
blasting away. Members dropped
approvedthe latest payment, leu
schools, South Olive and Beaver- kins, Howard Topp, Henry Voet- Herman Kuipers of 9 Lincoln Ave.
At tW same time, there were in- Point Shipyard, Freeport, N.Y.
to the floor.
10 per cent retained.
dam Christian schools, Harlem, berg, Fred Voetberg, Garence El- Zeeland, has been an active mem dications the present investigations Beacon will be the second boat "A number crowded around
In other business, Council apEast Holland district 11, Sandy enbaas, Mrs. June Hein, Iman ber of the Commercial club, as into the department’s right-of-way company in Holland working on someone who got hit and we disproved vacating 31st St between
View at Overisel, Jamestown, Bosch, Marvin Van Huis, Harold well as serving with the Home divisionmay spread to cover the boats for the armed services.
covered later it was Bentley of
Washington and Van Raalte Ave.
Roamer Boat Co. is in the second
West Crisp district 9 in Olive Dorn, Mrs. John Van Dam, Peter Economics Club, Y -Teens and entire agency.
Owosso. Just as one man was reto enable the Board of Education
Van
Drunen.
township, Huyser district 4, SherGov. G. Mennen Williams, at a year of a contract for 31 tugs for loading his gun he was grabbed.”
librarian.
to go ahead with plans for buildPhysicians on duty were Dr. M.
borne at Beaverdam and WestOthers in the upper third of the meeting of the top state officials the Army engineers.So far the firm
The two Holland men, who were
ing a fifth elementaryschool.
H. Hamelink and Dr. G. J. Kemme.
view.
class include Connie Miller, Tuesday, urged an investigationhas completed 24 and delivered 19. in Washington to testify Tues. at
April 7 was set as data for public
Conditions were even worse in Nurses were Mrs. Howard Davis, Donna Vander Laan, Leone Ny- of the department "from top to The remaining seven will be delivsome other parts of the state.
ered this spring and summer. a public works committee hearing Hospital Director Fred Burd to- hearing on the doting. Council
Mrs. R. Wilson, Mrs. R. Otten and kamp, Ron Wetherbee, Gary Ter bottom.”
to extend the Holland channel, were
planned to refer the request which
Five persons died of heart at- Mrs. Don Lievense.
Haar, Beatrice Bowman, Mary Williamsagreed with Highway Michael Potter, assistantto owner sitting in a gallery directlyoppo- day sought the co-operationof locame from the Board of Education
tacks due to over - exertionand
Nurse’s aides were Mrs. Larry Zwyghuizen, Bol^Vanden Berg, CommissionerCharles M. Ziegler Robert Linn, said today that Roam*
site from the one where the three cal motorists in refraining from to the planningcommission,but
another was killed in a truck-trainGeuder, Mrs. C. C. Wood and Mrs. Carol KJinestelcerpBbtty
Dams, that the present investigationhas er expects to have all the tugs Puerto Rican would-be assassins
parking in the special section re- Councilman Robert Visscher,a
collision.
Joe Roerink. Gray Ladies were Carol Vander Poppen, Bob Essen- cast a shadow over the entire de- delivered by July, 1954.
sprayed bullets over the floor.
member of the commission,said
John G. Green, a HillsdaleCoun- Mrs. Walter Van Bemmelen and burg, Mildred Wiggers, Mary
partment and "we must move to
No bullets hit near the gallery served for physicians at Holland there would be no question of
ty farmer, was killed Wednesday Mrs. C. L. Kirkpatrick. Historians
Meyers, Eunice De Jonge, Ron clear the names of anyone who is
Hospital
where the two Holland men were
the commission’s okay since it was
t when a New York Central passen- were Mrs. Howard Douwstra, Mrs. Knoper, Judy Van Omen, Mari- innocent."
seated but one hit the new ceiling
An emergency call one evening the commission that instituted
ger train hit his truck at a cross- Fred Beeuwkes and Elinore Ryan. lyn Vruggink, Bernajean De
Atty. Gen. Frank G. Millard said Nintli
of the House chambers.
earlier this week found every stall plans in the first place for the ading east of Quincy.
In charge of the canteen were Jonge, Joyce Hoeve and Paul he is not opposed to a grand jury
Maentz and Bosch, once aware filled by visitorsand the hurrying ditional elementary school.
Authoritiessaid Green drove his Mrs. C. Cunningham,Mrs. S. Schipper.
investigation,but he said there is
of what had happened,rushed to doctor was forced to abandon his
City Attorney James E. Towntruck onto the tracks in front of Wiersma and Mrs. C. Johnson.
no ne$d for it at the present time.
the corridor and made their way car in the ambulance zone, a space send explained two -bills involving
the train. He apparently was
With blood bank clinics operating
Millard said the Western Michito the opposite gallery.En route which always is kept open for the Municipal Employes Retireblinded by snow.
regularlyevery two weeks, there is
gan investigationp r o b a b 1 y will
they
encountered U. S. Rep. ambulances.
ment fund currentlybefore the
Holland’s
ninth
grade
basketball
Four persons died of heart at- considerable behind - the - scenes
in
spread into Kent and Oceana counBurd said there is a general ten- state senate. SB-1229 involves a
team closed its season with an im- Gerald R. Ford who was in a heartacks while shoveling snow. They work which goes on almost every
ties soon. So far, it has been conpressive 68-41 win over Grand ing room about 75 yards from the dency to disregard signs in the variation in the formula and SBwere Dominic Mad^wski, 68; Wil- day. Much of this work is done by
fined to Muskegon and Ottawa
gallery in question.
evening in the belief that doctors 1223 would allow firemen and poRapids Cathblic Central ninth gradliam Hane, 68; Alex Good, 81, all Mrs. Howard Doustra, chairman of
counties.
Ford had arranged for the' two do not pay hospital calls at that licemen to retire at 55 provided
ers Wednesday afternoon at Junior
of Detroit, and the Rev. Elmer donor replacement, assisted by four
He said his investigators are High School gym.
Holland men to appear at Tues. time, but he said there are many they had put in 25 years of serYount, 52, of
,
telephone callers, Mrs. A. Klomhaving no trouble obtaining sworn
hearing. Maentz is president of occasions when doctors are pre- vice. Council approved the first
Catholic Central fans, a busload
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Two
A sixth victim,William A. Pray, parens, Mrs. Fred Beeuwkes, Ethstatements from persons in WestFirst National Bank and Bosch is sent and need the parking area.
but opposed the second on the
strong, braved the storm to make
56, St. Clair, suffered a fatal heart elyn Metz and Mrs. William De women who were injured when
ern Michigan who sold property Uie trip to Holland and cheer their president of Western Machine
The employe parking area is basis of conflictwith home rule,
attack while trying to free his car Long.
their taxi ran into a train at the
to the Highway Departmentto team on. They had plenty to cheer Tool Works. Both are members of usually taken early by employes and instructedCity Clerk Clarence
* from a snow drift.
Dr. O. Vander Velde, directorof Jackson St. crossing in Spring make way for the new highway.
the Board of Public Works to who work differentshifts at the Grevengoedto inform Rep. George
about as their team took a 14-10
Many rural schools in Lower Holland’s Community Blood Bank, Lake Wednesday noon were someBut he said that if "any lead opening period lead. But from then which City Council had referred hospital. People usually honor the Van Peuroem and Sen. Gyde
Michigan still were closed today. has often pointed to the great ser- what improved today, according to
Ford's letter on the hearing a few reserved ambulance sign, it was Geerlings.
An estimated 170,000 pupils got vices of the blood bank in this area. reports fron^Municipal Hospital. points to a person we couldn’tget on it was all Holland.
weekes ago.
to testify, I feel it my duty to ask
pointed out.
Council approved the capitalexLed by Roger Plagenhoef,the
holidays because roads were im Since its start in 1948, the blood
But full extent of the injuries of for a grand jury.”
the hearing Tuesday,
Hospital parking areas were con- penditure budget which the Board
Dutch
poured
in
22
points
to
take
passable.
Mrs.
Ruth
Westra,
29-year-old
taxi
program has developed to the point
Millard told Williams his Detroit a 32-23 halftime lead. Plagenhoef Chairman Homer Angell (R-Ore.) siderably enlargedsometime ago, of Public Works submitted to
Several factoriesand stores, that it provides all possible bene- driver, and her passenger, Mrs.
of the Rivers and Harbors Sub- and there usually is plenty of Council two weeks ago.
office already is looking into rightaccounted for 13 on six field goals
chiefly in Detroit, were closed fits from the collection,typing, Max Peabody, 38, of Spring Lake,
committee of the House Public space for visitors in the area near
Council approved the purchase
Wednesday, but most of them re- storage and distribution of the will not be determined until x-ray of-way purchases in the metropoli- and a free throw.
Works Committeeexpressedhis 26th St.
tan area and that a meeting has
of a bookkeepingmachine in the
The third period again saw Plasumed normal operations today. blood.
reports are available later today.
dty auditor's office to provide a
Many workers were dismissed During the past year 1,049 units Another passenger, Edward Ras- been held between Asst. Atty. Gen. genhoef dump in 10 more points as appreciation of the local contribution to defray in part the costs of
Charles M. A. Martin and the chief
new accounting system at the beearly Wednesday afternoon.
the determinedlocal team added
of blood were collected at clinics kiewicz of Grand Haven, who was right-of-waybuyer for 10 southeastimprovementsfor section B in the
ginning of the next fiscal year.
Railroads and bus lines reported
another 22 points and grabbed a
riding
in
the
front
seat,
escaped
in the Red Cross buildingfor use in
Holland harbor project.That ofern Michigan counties.
Developmentof procedurea,detheir service gradually was return54-3 third quarter lead.
Holland and Zeeland hospitals. injuries when he jumped as the
fer to pay 25 per cent of the estisigning and printing of bookkeeping to normal. Air lines also were
Holland outscored the visitors 13Grand
Trunk
train
approached
Many transfersalso were made to
mated $182,000 (Not to exceed
ing forms, delivery of the machine
resuming
operations.
3
in
the
final
period
to
post
their
Grand Haven and Grand Rapids from the east. He told OfficerRich$45,000) was called "setting a deand training of an operator will
Planes had been grounded.
fifth victory against the same numhospitals. There has been no ard Levingstoneof Spring Lake
sirable trend" and may be just
in
take three to four months, it was
ber of defeats.
The Auto Club of Michigan re- charge for blood in hospitals parti- he landed so close to the engine he
what results in a favorable comestimated. Transfer of $5,000
ported driving conditions throughPlagenhoef led the Holland atcipating in the program, although could feel the steam coming from
mittee vote.
out the state were "considerably
tack with a whopping 31 points on
FENNVILLE (Special)- Ralph from the contingent fund to capih hospitaladministrationfee is the locomotive. He said he heard
Col. William D. Milne, of the
improved” but warned that high- made for the use of equipmentin the whistle blowing some distance
12 field goals and 7 free throws.
Haynes. 24, of New Richmond, tal outlay was approved for tha
Army Engineer Corps, the first narrowlyescaped death Wednes- new move.
ways in the Lower Peninsula still making a transfusion. The local away.
Lester Overway with 11, Ed Van
witness at the hearings, made a day afternoon at 2 p.m. when the
The city manager and dty audiwere "snow covered and slippery.”
Eenenaam,
10,
and
David
Hilbink
Red Cross annuallybudgets ap- The driver was thrown about 150 Holland’s Red Cross canvass will
strong case for both section A and
tor were designated in a resolution
In Ontario, Highways 2 and 22
with
9
points
followed.
Others
were
car
he
was
driving
was
struck
by
proximately32,500 to operate the feet out of the taxicab but Mrs. get under way here Friday with
section B, which Congressman
as the dty officialsresponsible
still were closed. The Auto Club
Peabody who was riding in the calls on all business people in the Tom Stoel, 4; Wesley Bonzelaar, 2, Gerald Ford does not want to a Chesapeake and Ohio freight
blood program.
for directing delivery, sale, repredicted Highways 2 and 3 would
and
John
Winter,
L
train
a
mile
north
of
Fennville.
Donor clinics are manned by rear seat was carried along with downtown and outlying commerseparate. Section A has been turnbe opened at noon. However, it
Accompanying him was his wife, demption,exchange or other disCatholic Central scoring honors
cial areas. Calls will be made by
volunteer help, and approximately the train about 400 feet.
ed down by the Bureau of the
position of securitiespurchased
recommended "only essential travThe engineer was unaware of the members of the Newcomers Club went to Herman Miller with 9, Tom Budget, but it could ride along who jumped clear of the car before
2,000 volunteer hours were contribel’ 1 into the Canadian province.
Flickinger,
7,
and
Tito
Navigati,
6.
L was struck. The couple was and placed in the Federal Reserve
uted by 158 volunteers last year. accident but the brakeman at the which is assuming this functionfor
with section B which is "almost taken by ambulance to Allegan Bank for safekeeping.
The Auto Club suggested motorHolland scored ^ out of 25 free
back of the caboose saw Mrs. Wes- the first time this year.
certain to be approved," even if
Coundl granted a license for
ists use only U.S. 20 enroute to
thro
vs
while
Catholic
hit
on
11
out
Health Center where Haynes was
Mrs. E. J. Pelletieris serving
tra lying on the south side of the
an appropriation is held up on rjported in serious, but not critical Fred Ten Cate, 29 East 18th St,
Cleveland, O., from Detroit. The
track.
as chairman,assisted by a large of 19.
section A. Involved is extension
to peddle brooms from house to
Club said all main roads in Indiana
Catholic defeated Holland 50-44 in
condition.
Mrs. Peabody who lives about 50 corP8 of workers. Calls will be
of the channel 2,600 feet and the
and Ulinoig were "passable but
the
season’s
opener
Dec.
18
at
Mrs. Haynes remained at the house The fee was waived due to
feet north of the track was en made at all stores,offices, lodges
widening of the turning- base from
slippery.”
his blindness.
hospital for treatment of shock.
route home from a dental appoint- and other business places as well Grand Rapids.
600 to 750 feet.
Clerk Garevengoed presented a
The
couple
and
their
children
-------- -- —
ment -in Grand
Haven. She re- as
HaU and the Temple buildFord, who for two years was
•live in one of Stuart Lamoreaux’s claim from Carl A. Buurma for
gained
consciousness
Wednesday
ln&'
Two
Injured
a member of Public Works Comtenant houses and Haynes was damage to his car Involved in an
Besides the downtown area,
night in the hospital.
mittee and therefore can better
employed by Holland Hitch Co. in accident with a police cruiserJan.
First
Methodist
Church
will
In Taxi-Train Crash
commercialsectionsat Washington
estimate the chances of approval,
13 It was referred to the dty atagain observe the Lenten season
Holland.
Square, 16th and Central, and the
left the hearing "optimistic.”He
Minnie Zwien Diet
torney.
The
car
was
badly
wrecked.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Two with a series of Wednesday night
Michigan Ave. developmentat
knows the committee was imPermission was granted the
women were injured shortlybefore worship services in the church
Vans
will
be
visited.
After Lingermf Illneis
pressed that Holland was willing
Litoary
board to purchasefurninoon today when the taxi in which chapel. Dr. Simon Blocker, who
Calls win be made in both afterto help itself and the ratio of
ture and equipment from an
i they were riding ran into a train has opened the series for the last
College
Will
Remove
Mrs. Minnie Zwiers, 52, wife of noon and evening. A special effort
benefit-to-cost
Was
impressive.
amount of $322.43 deposited with
4 at the Jackson St erfesing in three years,
again the William Zwiers, Holland route 2, i* being made to call in the after- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
An opinion was filed in Circuit Ford testified that improve- Three Housing Units
Spring Lake.
the city treasurerrepresenting
first speaker, Wednesdayat 7:30 died this morning at her home noon at those places which will be
Court Tuesday in the case of H. K. ments were necessary to allow
miscellaneouscollections over a
Driver of the taxi, Mrs. Ruth p.m.
after a long illness.
closed in the evening.
Alexander and Co. of Holland a- large boats to reach the power
City Council Wednesday night period of several years.
Westra, 29. of 301 East Fifth St.,
Other speakers will be the Rev.
She was bom in Allendale in
Fund Campaign
gainst Mrs. Macia Grossman of plant and to unload coal, cement granted permissionto Hope ColApproval was given the dty
Spring Lake, is being treated for Ralph E^an, Waylandon March 10 1901 to the late Mr. and Mrs. Al- James Lugers announced that the
Muskegon in which the plaintiff and fertilizer at privately owned lege to retain three qf six tempor- manager's recommendationto purinjuries at Municipal Hospital.Her Dr. Richard D. Wearne of Grand bert Alderink.
home canvass under the direction has sought the court’s interpre- docks. He said the Holland area ary housing unita in the vicinity
chase 27 tons of fertilizer from
passenger, Mrs. Max E. Peabody Ledge, March 17; the Rev. RobSurvivors are the husband, Wil- of Mrs. William Pluim is scheduled tation of rights and liabilities was growing in industry and popuof the campus for another year.
Artz Coal and Feed Co. at low bid
of 117 North Jackson St., Spring ert G. Geiger of Martin, March liana, two sons, James and Marvin, March 15, 16 and 17.
lation.
under a lease.
Councilman Rein Visscreh, busi- of $46.97 per ton.
Lake, reportedly was still uncon- 24; the Rev. Carl Strange of and one daughter,Gertrude,
Committee action will come "in ness manager of Hope College,said
Judge Raymond L. Smith ruled
Coundl adjournedat 8:35 pjn.
scious at 2 p.m. Extent of their Grand Haven, March 31; the Rev.
that
Alexander
is to pay rent about three weeks." Then a of the 24 family groups now occu- Mayor Harrington presided and
injurieswere not yet known.
Heath Goodwin of Ionia, April
Crowd* Continu.
similar
bill
must
clear
the
Senate
directly to Mrs. Grossman and he
pying the barracks, 12 students Coundlman Rein Visscher gave
Spring Lake village OfficerDick 7.
all of Allendale and Arthur Aide- T© Vilit X-Rljr Unit
also allowed plaintiffto exercise committee before a vote is taken. will be graduated next June and 10 the invocation. Councilman RayLivingstoneIr investigating the
The sacrament of the Lord’s nnk of Overisel.
his option to renew the lease for
in 1955.
mond Holwerda was absent
accident.
Supper will be offered to the conFuneral services will be held A’ total of 1,116 persons visited an additional10 years after Nov.
Plans call for the two units on
Local
Chapter
of
Calvin
gregation, Maundy Thursday, Monday at 2
at South Olive the mobile unit of the Michigan 15, 1954. Monthly rental is $500.
city property east of Columbia
April 15.
Christian Reformed Church, with Departmentof Health for free
Car Radio Stolen
Mrs. Grossman is owner of the Alumni Plans Banquet
Ave. and one on 13th St. to be re- Bowling Lanes Entered
Rev. Dean and Rev. Geiger the Rev. Titus Heyboer officiat-chest x-rays Thursday bringing to
Holland building formerlyowned The Holland-Zeeland chapter of moved during the summer and the
Police today were investigatii* were chaplains in World War n.
A burglary at the Holland Bowling. Burial will be in Zeeland 4,250 the total of persons x-rayed by A. Steketee and Sons. The
theft of a car radio from an au- Dr. Wearne was superintendent
Calvin College Alumni Association remaining three will be removed ing Lanes, 215 Central Ave., which
Cemetery.
in Holland city the first four days property was taken over by the
will hold its annual banquet at during the summer of 1955.
netted thieves approximately$23
tomobile owned by Harvey De of the Kalamazoo District for six
Relativesar» asked to meet this week.
Grossmans in 1948.
Boe, 357 West 18th St The radio years. He was appointed to Grand
Central Avenue Christian ReformCouncilman Visscher had asked in change sometime Monday night
in the church basement at 1:45
Long lines extended into the
Oct. 30, 1953, the court ed Church parlors Thursday, Council two weeks ago for per- was under investigationby police
was believed to have been taken Ledge last summer. Rev. GoodWarm
Friend Tavern where regis- denied two motions made by de- March 11, at 6:30 p.m.
mission to retain the temporary today. Police said the cash regissometime . Tuesday night from in win is a son of Mr. and Mrs. H.K.
Friends may call at the Lange- tration desks are located for the fendant’s counsel to dismiss the
Dr. John Krommlnga of Calvin housing units. The barracks had ter drawer had been pryed open.
front of the 18th St. address. The Goodwin of Howard Ave.
land Funeral Home Friday even- x-ray service, but lines move fairly suit. The case was heard Jan. 28 Seminary will be the speaker.
been erected with the understand- Officers were not sure how ent top of the 1950 model convertible All services are open to the
arid at the Zwiers home Saturday quickly and the longest anybody before Judge Smith without a
had
' *
Final date for reservationsis Sat- ing they would be removed in five trance was gained. Neither the
publia.
afternoon and Sunday.
had to wait was about 41 minutes Jury.
urday, March 6.
years.
doors or
promises only a 30 high Friday, but diminishing winds and
at Clinic
snow could help solve the snowdrift problem.
Roads throughout the area were
reported extremely slippery by the
local AutomobileClub of Michigan
office. Holland luckily escaped Thirty-five donors reported at the
traffic accidents despite • the regular blood bank clinic Monday
hazardousroad conditions.Motorevening in Red Cross headquarters.
ists are urged to stay off the icy
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Kalkman. Pt SWK NEK 27-5-15
ZEELAND (Special)
Ken- Twp. Holland.
GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
Topping off t fine season, the
New-Wa
league runner-up FreLittle substituteGuard Ernie BraCharles
J.
Clayton
and
wife
to
Hope College Dutchmen nabbed
mont handed Zeeland’s basket- Samuel E. Gannett and wife. Pt
zil made just three points in a
the "biggest’' victory of them all
bball team a walloping here Fri- NEK NEK 30-8-13 Twp. Wright
in the Armory Friday night by
game at Grand Rapids Central
completely commanding Calvin
day night 58-38. The contest endgym here Friday night, but those
Robert S. Brown and wife to
College 100-90.
three were the biggest three of the
ed regular season play for the Richard P. Aliment and wife. Lot
The largestand most enthusiasevening and of his career.
Chbe who have a record of three
119 Nieusma’s Resub. West MichiHere** what he did: His field goal
tic crowd of the season saw the
wins and 14 losses.
$vj
locals avenge an earlier one point
with just seconds remainingin the
Displaying precision ball handl- gan Park, Twp. Park.
defeat at the hands of the Knights.
game earned Central a 60-60 tie
John Franzburg to Lois Marie
ing that made them a title threat
Calvin, MIAA champion, though at
with Holland. While he was going
throughout the season, Fremont Purcell.Pt Lot 1 Blk. C West
times hit "hot" spurts, was outup for the close-in shot, he was (
swept to an early lead leaving Add. aty of HoUand.
i
classed from every angle by the
fouled by Holland’s Paul Beukema.
the Chix far behind. Paced by Harvey Redder and wife to
Dutchmen.
With the tension almost so thick
Forward Holcomb the Packers Richard Van Klompenberg and
/
you could cut it with a knife, BraCalvin’s Tony Diekema and Don
were never pushed.
wife. Pt WK SWK 9-5-13 Twp.
zil stepped to the foul line and put
Vroon opened the scoring array,
The Zeeland cause was hamper- Jamestown.
im
the ball through the net to give the
but Bob Hendricksonand Harold
Min Mary Von Cd«n
ed by loss of Guard John Vander • Howard E. GUlett and wife to
Molenaar quickly combinedto put
Bosch who ruptured a muscle in Lawrence Peuler and wife. Pt SK
Announcementhaf been made Hilltoppers a 61-60 victory over
the Dutch ahead 6-5 after two
his side during practice this week. SEK NWK 31-6-13 Twp. George- by Mr. and Mr*. George Van Eden, Holland High.
From the HoUand angle it was
minutes of play.
Vanden Bosch will be out for the town.
Zeeland, of the engagementof
Diekema put Calvin ahead
season, and also will be unable
Harm Rankans to Henry DeJong their daughter, Mary, to Gene Im- a heart-breaker to lose after the
momentarily 7-6, but then the
to compete in baseball this spring. and wife. Pt EK 15-7-13 Twp. Tall- mink, son of Mr. fend Mrs. Gerald Dutch fought uphill aU the way and
Dutch attack cut loose. The partiwrested the lead from the home
He was a regular first baseman madge.
Immink, route 5, HoUand.
san fans came to their feet as
team In the fourth quarter, only to
last year.
Aubrey Goldman and wife to
John Adams hit for two and Bob
see it fade on BrazU’s three-point
In- the reserve contest, one John M. Van Dyke & wife. Lot 119
Visser added a quick four as the
performance.
point was just too much for the Sheldon Heights Add. Grand Havman, assisted by Thomas and Good. Mrs.
Dutchmen soared ahead 12-7. In
HERE SOME OF THE KEY RED CROSS worktrt
Thus, HoUand now has a record
Little Chlx to overcome as they en.
a matter of seconds, the Hope
Pelletier is chairman of the business and proof 7 wins and the same number of
were edged 49-48 by Ken-New- Russell W. Vickers and wife to
check a city map for the forthcominaRed Cross
lead rapidly grew to 18-8 with
defeats, the Dutch see action
league reserve champions William Veurink and wife. Pt
fessional canvass which will be done by
canvass during March. Left to right are Don
three and a half minutes remainagain next Friday against Ottawa
Fremont.
NEK
NEK
18-8-15
Twp.
Crockery.
members
of
the
Newcomers
Club.
Thomas, Mrs. E. J. Pelletier, James Lugers and
ing in the first frame.
Hills at the HoUand Armory.- It
Carl Wissink gathered 17 points
Donald
John
Fett
and
wife
to
(Penna-Sqs photo)
George Good. Lugers is fund campaign chairCoach John Visser then initiated
wUl be the final game before tour- f
for the Chlx, who now end up In Howard W. Spencer and wife. Pt.
his familiar second platoon. The
With Hope and Holland Christ- nament
second place In league standings. Lots 54, 55 Evergreen Park Sub.
Knights spurted momentarily, but
•k
it
ian already finished with their The Dutch held a 75 lead at the
Cook had 23 for the visitors. It Twp. Spring Lake.
Willie Risk garnered five, John
was the second loss of the season
Peter Fisher and wife to Hattie regular schedules, Holland High five-minutemark but started to
Brannodc two, and Ken Armto the Little Packers for Coach Barnhart. Lot 22 Davis Add. City is the bnly club to see schedule faU behind and traUed 14-11 at the
strong one as the period ended
action this week, although Christ- end of the first quarter. Coach
Paul Van Dort’s squad,
of Grand Haven.
with Hope out in front 25-19.
armory.
John Morren and wife to Herman ian is in tournament competition. Fred Weiss started with Dick PlaThe Dutch No. 1 platoon openHoUand closes its 15 game card genhoef, Mark de Velder, Ron IsBox scores:
Klunder and wife. Pt. Lot 1 Mored the second period and the reFriday when it plays host to raels, Paul Mack and Bob Van
About 100 persons attended the
Fremont (58)
ren 'Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
lentless Hope fast break began
FG FT FF Adm. Est. John W. Bosch, Dec. Grand Rapids Ottawa Hills on the Dyke.
Plans were nearing completion regular monthly meeting of Longto make its mark on the tiring
3 • 2 to Nellie Middlevelt et al. Lots 8, Armory court. In their first meet- With two minutes to go in the
2
Johnson
fellow
Cub
Scouts,
Pack
3055,
Knights. Under the marksmanship
today for the annual Red Cross roll
4 2 3 9 Blk. 13 Village of Ferrysburg. ing the Dutchmen edged the Ind- first quarter it was 10-9 in CenSchuitema
call in Holland area which takes sponsored by the PTA at the
of Hendrickson,Molenaar, and
1
tra’s favor, then 12-11 at the one4
3
Wolters
Henry Neitring Jr. et al to Jo- ians in the season opener.
Adams, the Dutch command adplace during the month of March, Longfellow gym Thursday night.
Gets
The dash is an important one minute mark. During that first
2 seph F. Snyder and wife. Lot 125
4
4
Holcomb
vanced to 41-31 with four minutes
the month designated by Congres2
2 and pt. 124 East Highland Park for the Dutchmen since a win period HoUand made 4 out of 18
The February theme was car- Miller
4
remaining.
sional action for the annual fund
2 Sub. No. 4 City of Grand Haven. would boost them over the 500 field goal tries.
0
1
ried out to celebrate the 44th year Sharlow
Again the Knight attack spurtcampaign.
2
3
Central, paced by versatileForFord
1
Charles S. Scott et al to Gertrude mark for the season, and a loss
ed and brought the count to 41The Ottawa county goal this year of Boy Scouts in the form of a
0
0 Reidsma. Lots 83, 87 River Hills would drop them below. At pre- ward Dick Simmons, who played
Dok
1
is $35,690, slightly under the 1953 birthday party. The ceremonial
37.
sent the Dutch have a 7-7 season an outstanding aU-around game,
Kolk
0
1
1 Sub. No. 4 Twp. Holland.
With ,20 seconds remaining, GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
goal. The south half of the county lighting of candles on the totem
0
0
Willis
0
started to pull away in the second
Fred C. McCrea and wife to record.
however, the Dutch managed to Holland High School’sreserve bas- has a quota of $21,414 and the board and the pledge of allegiOttawa brings a strong, fast quarter. At the five-minute mark
George L Nordhouse and wife.
pull out of the danger as John ketballteam swept to win No. 11 north half $14,276. Holland city’s ance to the Flag were conducted
16 Lot 4 Far Hills Sub. No. 1 City quintet to HoUand, and are riding it was 20-14, then 27-16, 29-20 and
20
18
Totals
Brannock hit for four, Hendrick- as they defeated Grand Rapids quota is $13,169.61.Other quotas by Den II.
high after their upset win over 33-20 before the half ended with r
of Grand Haven.
Zeeland (88)
son, two, Dwight Riemersma two, Central’s reserves 60-52 Friday are Zeeland city, $2,034.33; Holland
Cubmastpr
Bouwman Klamt
2
3
3
John P. Doering Jr. and wife to Grand Rapids South last Friday. the count at 35-24.
and Rink one. Leading 51-46, night at Grand Rapids Central township, $1,498.98; park township, opened the meeting by present- Schout
3 West Side Federal Savings and They finished in fourth place In
During that •time, Simmons
1
3
Brannocklet fly with a long one as gym. The Dutch have lost only $1,39L91; Zeeland township, $642.- ing District Commissioner Hugh
2
1
3 Loan Assn. Pt. WK EK WK NWK the Grand Rapids league, behind scored eight field goals and three
Tyink
the horn sounded. The ball swish- three contests.
S. Rowell who spoke briefly and
42.
Christian. Central and South.
2
4 NEK 27-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
4
free throws and was getting a lot
Wyngarden
ed perfectly and the referee noddHolland’s Bill Japinga opened James Lugers, local fund cam- presented the charter to the Pack.
Holland opens tournament play of shots from rebounds. Holland,
2
4
0
Edwin
A.
Taylor
and
wife
to
Padding
ed "yes." At the half Hope led scoring in the first quarter that paign chairman,is being assisted He awarded pins to Anthony
2
0 Melvin Ter Avest et al. Pt Lot 48 at Western MichiganCoUege gym on the other hand was having
Faber
1
was nip and tuck all the way with by George Good and Don Thomas. Bouwman, Otto Dressel, Ben
53-46.
March 9.
0
1 Laug’s Plat No. 1 Coopersville.
Raterink
1
trouble with Central’s pesky zone
In the first half both teams had the Dutch ending on top 15-14. Mid- The Newcomers Club will take Rowan Stacy McBride. Mrs. WilSalvadore Cuti and wife to Wildefense and most of the time had
revealed that they were out to win way through the second period charge of the business and pro- lis M. Oosterhof, Mrs. Merrill J.
10
18 liam F. Blease and wife. Lot 58
14
to just pass the baU around and
at any cost Noother team could Tom Overbeek got hot and drop- fessional canvass in Holland, head- Miner, Mrs. Ben Rowan, Mrs.
Mieras Add. City of Grand Haven.
wait for an opening, which was
claim board control,but the tor- ped in 12 points to lead the Dutch ed by Mrs. E. J. Pelletier. Mrs. Harry A. Campau, Mrs. Wallace
Jennie Van Appiedom et al to
rare. Israels made five field goals
rid fast break of the Dutchmen to a 32-25 halftime score.
N.
Dykhuis
and
Mrs.
Herbert
William Plulm is chairmanfor the
Willis E. Klaasen and wife. Pt.
and two free throws during , the
was the outstanding action. The Overbeek continued in the third home canvass in which more than Coburn.
first half, most of the field goals
NEK
SEK
335-15
Twp.
tiring Knights slowed quickly un- stanza and a scoring duel devel- 200 women make personal calls.
Awards to Cub Scouts from
HoUand.
from close In.
der Coach Vlsser’s platoon stra- oped with Dave Krueger of the The business district will be can- Den I were given to Buzzy BeckOtto Joseph Wilbert and wife to
HoUand made 5 out of 18 field
(From
ftatvday's
Sentinel)
tegy.
Hilltoppers.In this period Over- vassed by a corps of workers of the er, two arrow points in the Bear
Schmitt and wife. Lots 14,
The Wooden Shoe Factory team goals during the second quarter.
The third period saw the beek hit for 13 points while Newcomers Club Friday, March 5. Rank; Eddie Bosch, Bear Badge; Miss Cecelia Ver Hage and Mrs. Robert
Marie Saunders, Zeeland High 15 Spring Lake Beach Sub. Twp. staged a last-minute spurt to de- Aided by some nifty long shots
Knights make another bid as they Krueger garnered 12.
Attempts will be made to make all den mothers, Mrs. Oosterhof and
Spring Lake.
feat Kopper Kettle and keep its by Beukema in the third quarter,
battled back to take the lead at
With two minutes left in the third collectionsFriday afternoonand Mrs. Miner. Den Dad, Mr. Me School teachers spent Thursday
Benjamin Diekema and wife to record unblemishedin the Recrea- Holland started the long cUmb
the five-minute mark, 62-61. The quarter Central narrowed the gap evening. The schedulingis such Bride. Boy Scout Donald Smith and Friday in Battle Creek as representatives at the Michigan edu- James H. Town and wife. Lot tion "B" 1 BasketbaU League back into the game. During the
slow starting Dutchmen quickly to four points but a sudden scoring that the places not open Friday is Den Chief.
31 Howard B. Dunton’s Sub. Twp. Thursday night at Junior High period the Dutch outscored the
extinquished the Calvin hopes and splurge pushed the Dutch ahead to
Den It— Bobby Cooper, arrow cation Association.Meetings were
evening will be contacted Friday
Toppers 1644. HoUand did better .
held
at
St
Mary's
MEA
Camp
gym.
poured it on. Molenaar garnered a 51-42 quarter tally.
point in Bear Rank. Mrs. Rowan
afternoon.
Peter J. Van Dyke to HilbertDeIn that third quarter with 7 out of * ']
near
Battle
Creek.
They
attended
Although
Wooden
Shoes
led
aU
six, Hendricksonfour, Visser one,
In the final quarter scoring was
The home canvass Is tentatively and Mrs. Robert Zimmerman Den
Adams one, and Bob Wagner one divided as Central garnered 10 scheduled March 15, 16 and 17. The Mothers. Mr. Rowan is Den Dad. group discussions on the secon- Young and wife. Lots 31, 32 Ches- the way in the 49-43 victory,the 18 field goals.
dary school and college agree- ter Shores Sub. Twp. Chester.
game was pretty close toward The Dutch really came to Ufe
as Hope again took a commanding points and Holland nine to give
month’s campaign will be launched All eight Cub Scouts of Den V
Fred C. McCrea and wife to J. final stages of the fourth quarter and made the Central zone defense
ment.
lead 74-66. .
ihe Dutch the win.
won
their
Wolf
Badges.
Cubs
are
nationallySunday with President
Corp. and Mrs. Dirk C; Bloe- Watson McCaU and wife. Lot 13 when the winners lost two men look like a sieve during the' fourth
With a minute remaining in the
Overbeek was individualstar of Eisenhowerspeaking over a large Douglas Dykhuis, James Tillema,
mendal
are the parents of a son, Far Hills Sub. No. 1 and Lot 16 because of too many fouls and quarter. Beukema, Plagenhoef,
period Calvin hit for five to nar- the contest as he collectedan outSteve Penna, Richard Brondyke,
radio and TV network.
Dirk
Cornelius,
HI, at Fort Far Hills Sub. No. 2 Twp. and City ended with just three men on the Van Dyke and Dwayne Teusink
row the count 75-71. As the third standing 32 points. He was far
Newcomer workers who will can- Alan Bosch, Robert De Vries, Leonard Wdod Hospital, Missouri of Grand Haven.
were the scoring leaders as the
floor,
canto ended the Dutchmen still ahead of teammates Bill Japinga
vass the business and professional Jack Nyhof, Alan Vandenberg,
Elizabeth Willhoft to Stanley P.
Ken Etterbeek made three out Dutch garnered 20 points to 11 for
led 77-71.
and Ron Van Dyke who had 12 places are Mr. and Mrs. Ed Pelle- Den Mother is Mrs. Dykhuis and on Saturday Feb. 20, 1954. The
16-7-15 of four fouls in the closing stages the visitors. The locals made 10 out
baby is the first grandchild of Wasko et al. SEK
Jim Kok and Vroon opened the each. Jim Vander Poel had 4.
tier, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Wan- Den Chief is Jack Alexander. Dr. and Mrs. Dirk C. Bloemen- Twp. Robinson.
to insure the victory.Ken Koning of 16 field goal tries during the
period with another quick five
gen, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Ette- From Den VI, Larry and Garry dall of this city.
was high scorer for the victors quarter.
points to narrow Hope’s lead to
meuller, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Speet received their Wolf Awards;
With six minutes to go It was
Hospital Notes
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the
with
23 while Etterbeek had 11.
77-76. In championshipform, the Holland Residents Have
Barber, Mr. and Mrs. Loren How- Howard Brondyke;.three arrow Zeeland Rotary Club held the
Admitted to HoUand Hospital Red Martin had 18 for the losers. Central 52 and Holland 50. Then
Dutch again put the damper on
ard, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Heyniger, points in Wolf Rank and David
past week the following officers Monday were Mrs. John Weeber,
Baker’s Market led all the way the Dutch tied it up at the 5:30
the Knight uprisingand went Party at St. Petersburg
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sam
Houston, Mr. Cobum, two arrow points in Wok were elected. Marvin Ver Plank, Jr., 10 West 35th St.; Mrs. Gerald against the Knights untU the final mark at 52-aU. It was tied again i
ahead 81-76.
Rank. Mrs. Cobum and Mrs. ElA group of Holland residents
With four and a half minutes who are spending the winter and Mrs. Horace Renick, Mr. and mer Speet are Den Mothers and president; Henry Lokers, vice- Lokers, 210 East 15th St.; Dirk quarter when their defense sag- at 54-aU with 3:30 minutes to go.
Mrs. Frank Klann, Mr. and Mrs.
president; Julius F. Schlpper, sec- Walvoord, 124 West 12th St.; Mrs. ged and the Knights came up with Holand went ahead 56-54 before
remaining, Rink in full command,
months in St. Petersburg, Fla., Robert Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cobum is Den Dad.
retary; Harold Becksvoort, treas- Gardner Joyce, 732 Myrtle Ave.; a 58-45 victory. Quarter scores the score was tied at 58-aU with
unveiled Hope’s "dog or nothing"
A
colored
movie
of
the
Scout
gathered for a double birthday Will J. Scott.
1:30 to go. The Dutch went ahead
ball. The desired dog shots came
Jamboree at Valley Forge was urer. Directors are Roger Prince, Bartel Mulder, 363 West 22nd St.; were 19-13, 31-30 and 41-38, aU 60-58 at the 30 second mark.
surprise party on Tuesday, Feb.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Milford Hale, Mr.
LiUian
Van
Dis,
East
Saugatuck;
Thomas
R.
Hoover
and
Ford
A.
in
favor
of
Baker’s.
and Hope went ahead 88-81. Again 23, the occasion being the birthshown and Den I closed the meetTHEN CAME BRAZIL.
Top defenseman Ned Stuits had
the Knights tried to catch the day anniversaries of Mrs. Gerrit and Mrs. A1 Ackerman, Mr. and ing with all Cub Scouts in the Berghorst. These officerswill be- Mrs. Edwin Biggs, 109 Walnut
Simmons was far and away the
Mrs. Max Billings, Mr. and Mrs.
Ave.; Diane Moore, 298 East 13th to leave before the fourth quarter
gin
their
duties
in
July.
At
the
rampaging Dutchmen and brought
Alderink and Mrs. Dick Plagge- C. R. Gordon, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Living Circle using the Cub Scout
arid it seemed to take the starch high scorer of the evening with 23
last meeting, Jack De Witt of St.
the count to 88-84, but their efsign
and
repeating
the
Cub
Scout
mars. The affair was held at the Taber, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
points on nine field goals and five
this city discussed great changes DischargedMonday were Mrs. out of Baker's.
forts were to no avail.
Alderink home in. St. Petersburg. Springer, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ed- Promise.
free throws. High for HoUand was
Henry
Sjoerdsma,
route
2;
Mrs.
High
for
the
winners
was
Veltwhich
have
taken
place
In
the
The Dutchmen were out to An evening of reminiscing of
Refreshmentsof ice cream,
wards, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rathke,
Gerald
Hamstra
and
baby,
582
man
with
23. Jesse King had 15 Beukema with seven field goals
poultry
business
in
recent
years.
prove a fact, and with every bit of
happeningsin the Netherlands as Mr. and Mrs. Lee Watson, Mr. and cake, milk and coffee were serMembers of Zeeland High Pinecrest Dr.; Mrs. Gordon and Bill Heydom 14. Norm Japin- and two free throws for a 16-point
confidence they hit eight tree
well as in Holland and the singing Mrs. Wilbur Cobb, Mr. and Mrs. ved.
throws in a row. Riemersma got
School Future Farmers of Amer- Weighmink and baby, 432 West ga had 14 and Hank Jager 12 for total.
of Dutch Psalms was enjoyed. A Ward Wheaton, Mr. and Mrs. Del
Plagenhoefand de Velder each
two and Adams six of the game
ica journeyed to Caledonia by 32nd St.; Raymond Van Eyk, 99 the losers.
two-course lunch was served
Pemberton, Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Circuit Court Grants
clinching charity tosses.
There will be just one game got 10 rebounds for HoUand. Others
bus last week to attend a district Clover Ave.; Mrs. James Wallace
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Ger- Kline.
Leading 98-90 with but a few
next week to determine who plays were: Israels,10; Beukema, 5;
elimination contest in speech, and baby, 155 East Fourth St.
seconds remaining, Riemersma rit Alderink, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Mr .and Mrs. Chick Stewart,Mr. Three Divorce Decrees
farm forum, parliamentarypro- Hospital births include a son, Wooden Shoe for the double eli- Mack, 4, and Teusink, 2.
Plaggemars,Mr. and Mrs. Harry and Mrs. Walter Woods, Mr. and
For the evening HoUand made
arched a comer shot that hobbled
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - cedure and demonstration,Cal- David Jon, bom Monday to Mr. mination title. It will feature the
Vissers, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit KlinMrs. Ken Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Three divorce decrees were grant- vin Leestma of Zeeland was en- and Mrs. Donald Sundin, 238 West Hard Rocks against the Knightf 26 out of 70 field goals and eight
on the rim. Hendricksonwent up
genburg, Mr/ and Mrs. Gerrit
out of 12 free throws.
Dick Nicholson, Mrs. Huldah Be- ed in the Ottawa Circuit Court tered in the speech contest.
for the tip, and again as the horn
29th St.; a daughterbom Monday at 7 p.m.
Box score:
•
sounded the ball came down Estie, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Schut- quette, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wymore, Thursday afternoon.
A
meeting of the East Zeeland to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Klomparens,
Holland (60)
through the meshes to make it ten, Mrs. Minnie Landstra,Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones, Mr. and
home
extension
group
was
held
824
West
24th
St. ; a daughter bom
Jean I. Slaughter of Paris TownGrace Lenters, Mrs. Lucy Clark,
Grand Haven
FG FT PF TP •
Hope 100 and Calvin 90.
Mrs. Walter Finninger.
ship, Kent County, was awarded last night at the home of Mrs. today to Mr. and Mrs. Chester SteMrs. Gertrude Kelley, William
Plagenhoef, f
5
1 12
Little 5’8*’ Vroon led the Calvin
Much of the industrialeffort in a decree from William H. Slaugh- Peter Petroelje. Sayings of Lin- ketee, 569 West 32nd St.
Succumbs
at
Home
Noorlag and Simon Meeusen.
de
Velder,
c
2
2
4
6
attack with 26 points. He was folthe Red Cross is taken care of ter, of Hudsonville. There are no coln were given in response to
Admitted to HoUand Hospital
Israels,f
5
2 4 12
lowed by Kok with 17 and DiekeGRAND HAVEN (Special)
through the Single Solicitation Plan minor children and Mrs. Slaugh- the roll call The topic of dis- Tuesday were James Van Oss,
2
0 1 4
with 17. Vroon constantly Deborah Nyhof Feted
in which employes in firms under
cussion was "What’s the Score route 1; Jack De Boer, 1711 Lake- Mrs. Hulda Fritz, 82, died unex- Mack, g
ter was restored her former name
3
0 0 6
sparked the Knight attack and hit
the plan give periodiccontributions
in 54." Lunch was served and an- wood Blvd; James Handwerg, pectedly at her home 209 Colum- Van Dyke, g
of
Jean
I.
Hale.
On Third Birthday
7
2 1 16
when the chips were down.
bus
St., Sunday afternoon. She Beukema, g
to the fund which covers Communnouncement
made
of
the
next
360
East
Sixth
St.;
Marion
ShackVelma Kimble of Tallmadge
2
0 1 4
Hendricksonwas Hope’s big gun
was bom Hulda Greger on Feb. Teusink, g
ity Chest, Polio, Red Cross and Township was awarded a decree meeting to be held March 17.
son.
311
West
12th
St.
Mrs. Howard Nyhof entertained
with 18 points. Adams and Rink
14, 1872, in Germany, and came
many
other charities.
Discharged
Tuesday
were
Mrs.
from Lester Kimble. There are
Friday at her home, 362 East Fifth
26
8 12 60
accountedfor 17 more apiece and
Harry Blystra, 486 Washington to this country as a young girl. Totals
no children.
Many Attend Meeting
Central (61)
Molenaar added 15. These four St., in honor of her daughter,
Ave.; Albertus Wieghmink, route Nov. 19, vl891, she was married
Deborah Ann, who celebrated her Sandra Felon Honored
Evelyn Arbogast was awarded
1'
3
men should all be commended for
1
6; Mrs. James Klomparens, 83 in Grand Haven to Herman Fritz, MandviUe, f
third birthday anniversary.
a decree from Billy Arbogast, Of Resthaven Guild
Simmons,
f
9
4 23
their play. Hendricksonand Rink
who
died
in
1931.
East
26th
St.;
Mary
Lou
Kolean,
At Birthday Party
both of Grand Haven. Custody of
0 14
again turned in masterful perfor- Refreshments were served at the
6
A large number of members and 267 Rose Ave.; Mrs. Louise WyUe,
She was a member of St. Paul’s Hecker, c
Sandra Lou Pelon, daughter of the minor child was awarded to
afternoon party.
3
7
mances. “Henry",the old faithful,
guests
attended
meeting
of 80 West 11th St.; Hanna Steg- Evangelical and Reformed Church Brown, g
1
1
Attending were Mike Van Dort, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Pelon, 1859 the mother.
0
2
put on a one-man battle under
0
Resthaven Guild Friday evening enga, 59 West 15th St.; Mrs. Paul
Surviving are three sons, Ixwis English, g
Robbie
Gilcrest,Diana Wood, Lakewood Blvd., was guest of hon5
both boards, and with his 18
1 11
in the social rooms of Bethel Re- Slotman and baby, Hamilton; and William of Grand Haven, and Klunder, g
Kristi Galien, Kerry Nyhof, Kristi or at a party in honor of her sixth
BrazU, f
1
1 J
points, boosted his college scoring
Edward
of
Spring
Lake;
two
formed
Church.
Mrs.
Edward
Plasman,
and
baby,
and Kevin Kuipers and the guest birthday anniversary Friday.
mark for three seasons over the
Hymns and choruses were led by 155 East 37th St.; James Hand- daughters, Mrs. Ella Zehner of
Decorations were in the Walt
of honor.
25. 11 10 61
1,000 mark. He now has 14)09
Mrs.
W. Van Duren, accompanied werg, 360 East Sixth St.
Grand Haven and Mrs. Helen Totals
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Disney motif with favors given to
and still one more season.
Hospital births Tuesday Include Wingfield of Bronson, nine grandCharlie McMillan has been ill by Mrs. R. Van Duren. Mrs.
each guest Games were played
Rink always seemed to come Suspended L^ense Count
Henry Naberhuis led devotions, a son bom to Mr. and Mrs. Wal- children and seven great grand 5,367 Get Chest X-Rays
and prizes awarded. The honored for two weeks.
through when the chips were
»
O. H. Snyder observed his 87th using the fifth chapter of Matt ter Bosma, 173 West Eighth St.;
guest was presented gifts. Birthday
down. In command of Visser’s sec- Results in Fine, Sentence
a son bom to Mr. and Mrs. MarDaring Five-Day Period
cake and ice cream were served. birthdayquietly at his home on hew as her theme.
ond platoon,the speedy and scrapGRAND HAVEN (Special)
The Miracle of Cana was pre- tin Jipping, 65 East 35th St.; a Local Teachers Attend
Sandra’s three aunts assisted her Feb. 18. Several of his children
A total of 5,367 persons had
py guard consistentlyhit with the John Joseph Stille,17 of 1717 Wavsented in an interpretiveand daughter, Judith Ann, bom to Mr
mother with the party. They were called on him during the day.
chest x-rays at the mobUe unit
timely scores. Rink will stand erly Ave., Grand Haven, arrestMr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing caU- dramatic reading by Mrs. Francis and Mrs. Kenneth Stickney, 144 Guidance Conference
Mrs. Willis Van Vuren, Mrs. G.
of the Michigan Department of
out as one of the season’s top ed by city police Friday night for
East 18th St; a daughter, Kathy
Joel St John and Mrs. E. P. ed on their old neighbors,Mr. and Dykstra of Harlem Reformed
Health during the five days the
MIAA players.
driving while his operator’slicense
Lynn,
bom
to
Mr.
and
Mrs
Several
HoUand
High
and
JunChurch.
Mrs.
Henry
Nyenhuis
and
Mrs. Tony Beukema of Grand RaSmith.
Box scores:
was suspended, pjeaded guilty beHarold
Ende, HamUton.
ior High School teachers were In unit was parked in front of the
Mrs.
Henry
Ver
Hulst
sang
two
pids,
last
week.
Guests were Leslie Nienhuis,
Hope (100)
fore Municipal Judge Louis H.
Grand Rapids Saturday to 'attend Warm Friend Tavern this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Snyder and duets, "Lord Be My Companion’’
FG FT PF TP Osterhousthis morning and was Cathy Windemuller,Karen Pelon, two children spent Sunday with and
Friday was the heaviest' day
a guidance conferenceat Grand
Holland Rifle Club
Adams, f
4
with 1,233 persons getting x-rays,
9 4 17 sentencedto pay $25 fine, $5.75 Diane Sanford, Nancy Sanford, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Porter and
Rapids Junior CoUege.
During
the
business
meeting
Riemersma, f
3 3
9 costs and serve five days in the Pamela Bruursema, Mary Percl- family of Grand Haven.
1
Attending were Miss Ruth Blek- rounding out daUy average for
conducted by Mrs. William De Defeats Paw Paw Team
Visser, f
2 2
3 6 county jail, or a total of 20 days val, Barbara Hoving and Vicki
kink, George Bond, Miss Ruby the week of about 1,100. OrdinariRoo,
president,
a
balance
of
$6,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dave
Smead
and
Lynn Van Vuren.
Hendrickson, c
5
8 4 18 if fine and costs are not paid.
baby spent a couple days last 391.90 was reported by the treas- The HoUand Rifle Club retained Calvert, Mrs. Ludlle Donivan, ly, the unit is geared to do 600
Molenaar,g
6 3
2 15
Stille’s license was suspended
week with her sister and husband, urer, Mrs. B. Lemmen. Announce- Its grip on second place in the St. Miss Carol Holmes, Clifford Mar- a day, or 100 an hour.
Rink, g
7 3
5 17 last Wednesday.
Boyntons Have Son
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Hansen of ment of future projects included Joe Valley League by defeating cus, Miss Harriet Mulder, Mlsa Long lines formed in the hotel
Wagner, f
2
4
3 8
A similar case against LaVerne
rummage sales in HoUand and the Paw Paw Club by a 1,452-1,432 Clara Reeverts, J. J. Riemersma, Friday, and some had to wait
Word was received in Holland Greenville.
Armstrong, g
0 1
0 1 W. Rummler, 24, Grand Haven, this morning of the birth of a son,
Mr! and Mrs. Russell Lowing Grand Rapids during March, a score in a match here Friday Miss Marion Shackson, Miss Lil- nearly an hour for the service.
Brannock, f
4 1
2 9 who was scheduled to appear James Frank Boynton, II, to Lt visited: relativeshere Monday af- flower sale in April and the sell- night
lian Van Dyke and Mia* Gladys Volunteerworkers had the system weU organized.
Thursday,is still pending.
*
and Mrs. James Frank Boynton, ternoon.'
ing of novelties during Tulip HoUand scores were: Jarvis Ter
Totals
33 34 25 100
The moDUe unit left HoUand
Hunderds
of
teachere
from
Haar,
296;
Glen
Bonnette,
293;
in Anchorage Hospital,Anchorage,
Recent • vistors at the Floyd Time.
Cal vi* <M)
Mrs. Dykstra gave the closing Clarence Baker, 288; Thomas western Michigan were present this morning for Port Huron.
Alaska at 3 ajn. Feb. 26, (Alaska Lowing home were Mr. and Mrs.
Boersma, g
Smith, 288, and John Clark, 287. tq discuss problems of guidance
time). Lt Boynton is stationed Robert Lowing and two children prayer.
Among the most densely popu- f
Paw Paw scores were: Keith tor children and young people.
De Kruyter, g
Refreshmentswere served durwith the Air Force. Mrs. Boynton of Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs.
lated places in the world is Hong r
Hotf, g
is the former Patricia Ann Hart- Floyd Lowing,- Jr., of Gratten and ing the social hour. Mrs. Peter Watson. 292; Al Hathowny. 287;
Most widely read language in Kong with 5,148 persons par
zell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Lowing of Kalkman and Mrs. Henry Hulst Jesse Stevens, 287; Howard Smith,
square milt.
the modern world is English.
Totals
286, and Ha Smith, 280.
33 24 25 80 Lewis HartzelL 596 Elmdale CL Tallmadge.
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Awards Here for

But Follow Rules

Youth Activity

Are

Many

.

Add Etch Dependent
•

following articleis one
'of a series on helpfulhints on
filing income tax prepared as
a public service by the Holland chapter of the American

Women

received

Youth Achievement section at the
hobby s1mw at NetherlandsMuseum. Presentation was made at
the finals of the performancedivision Tuesday at 7:30 t>.m. in Holland High School. Awards follow:
Photography
16 to 18— class A first, Jim
Cook; second, Jim Cook; class B,

'

The

Society of

have

awards for their entries in the

Allowed $600;

/

students

'•I k

•• :

Damstros Mark 40th Anniversary

Many Receive

To Exemptions,.

All Individuils

•

1954

Accoun-

tants.

first,Phil Cook, second, Phil Rathke, third,

Exemptions
Each person who files a tax
return is allowed at least one exemption. You may . have many
more. There is no limit on the
number you may have on your
tax return, but you must come
within the rules to claim your

first,

Jim Vande Wege,

Johm A. Dvlkaara.fomtr Holland
rotldtnl.will bo modoratorhr Um
•a’a llnalt ol tko Nkkfeaa J*
torcolloqhio S pooch Loaqvo oratory coaftiu Friday at Hop# Co/Jo«o. Mta'i finala ora tcbodolod
•t i pM. to Hop# Ckopol. Judgo
Dothmort altoodod Nopo Collogo
and to 1124. wo* Hopo't roproMatattro to tb/s NISL oratory cootost. His ton. Roborf. is now a
ooator studsnt at Hop#.

second, Dave
Mulder, third, Jim Cook; class D,
first Birton Hilson,second, Lavem
Root, third, John Madison: best of
division. Birton Hilson.
13-14-15 — class A, divisionXI
first, Charles Pardue; second,
Mary E. Steketee; division I, first,
class D, Bill Kuyper; Christian
Junior High, first,Calvin Dykstra,
second, Mary Louise Grover; best
of divisions, Charles Pardue and
Calvin Dykstra.
12 and under-Vance Dykhuls. Bill
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Hill, Bill Bremer and Carl HolkeWord was received here Sunboer.
Art
day of the sudden death earlier
12 and under— first place, Paul that day of Mrs. Charles Babbitts

exemptions.

The tax you pay depends upon
the number of your exemptions.
The more you have, the less your

De Yongh, "Crayon Drawing," al-

at Newaygo. The
so best of age group; second. Sharboth well known in this vicinity,
on Huff, "Cherry Blossom Time";
Mr. Babbitt having owned the
third, Janet Wichers, "Abe and
farm now occupied by his son,
Dog."
Gordon Babbitt and family. Fu13-14-lS-first and best of age
neral sendees were held in Chigroup. Bertrand Adams, water col- cago Wednesday and burial was In
or, "Italio” Alaskan fishing boat;
Chicago. Surviving besides Mr.
second, Bertrand Adams, water
Babbitt are her stepchildren,Mrs.
color landscape; third, Jack Dam
Edward Sisson, Gordon and Shirson ’Football’ ’.
ley Babbitt.
16-17-18, water colors and oils
The Ganges Garden Group was
first and best of age group, Stan- to meet Friday afternoon at the
ley Harrington, "Scene near Junior
home of Mrs. Roy Nye, for a desHigh;’’ second, Stanley Harrington sert luncheon. Mrs. Clouis Doman
"Sand Dunes,” third, Delores Moo- will have charge of the program.
mey, "Lake in Winter;’* pastels, Her subject being "UnusualHouse
first, Barbara Brent for "Head," plants." Roll call will be
second. James Meyer, "Abstra- “Phstit; Helps for Gardening.
tion.” third. Mary Jean Hornstra,
The Lakeshore Farm Bureau
"Still Life;" pen and pencil,first, discussiongroup will meet this
Barbara Brent "Horse,” second, evening at the home of Mr. and
Naida Steenblik,"Self Portrait."
Mrs. Lewis Symons.
Haadicraft
Friends of Mrs. George Mecham
Model building (kit) 12 and un- are remembering her 90th birthder, first, David De Witt, second, day Feb. 27 with a card shower.
‘

—

HILAR A, THE 55-FOOT YAWL, owned and
skipperedby Huge Schaddelee, ' is continuing
the long tuning up process necessary for
breaking in a new boat in the waters around
Fort Lauderdale,Fla., base during the winter.
Schaddeleeis taking the Hilaria to Fort Myers
for a week before entering the St. Petersburg
to Havana race on March 19. He says, "She is

a

I

beautiful boat

and has

everything. By the

time we get her back home to the Great Lakes

and Lake Macatawa, she should be really
ready." Schaddelee will be glad to get the

Wm1.

vt -I

Mr. ond Mrs. Pater Domstro
surprise party was given and Mrs. H. Dokter, Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday evening in honor of Mr. L. Maatman, Mr. and Mrs. J. Aland Mrs. Peter Damstra, North iens, Mr. and Mrs. M. Cook, Mr.
Franklin St., Zeeland, who were and Mrs. W. Wolters, Mr. and
celebrating their 40th wedding an- Mrs. H. Van Langevelde, Mr. and
niversary.The party was given at Mrs. B. Van Langevelde, Mr. and

A

the home of Mr. and Mrs. Neal
Vanden HeuveL
During the social evening,
hymns were sung and recorded.
Slides of the Rose Bowl parade
were shown by Art Green. Refreshments were served and a gift
was presented to the couple.
Present were Mrs. Janet Damstra, Billy and Janice, Ronald
Damstra, Carol Vander Poppcn,
Mrs. Grace Van Oort, Mr. and
Babbitts are Mrs. George Zuverink,Sr., Mr.

Ganges

tax.

The personal exemption for all
individualsis $600. You are allowed one exemptionfor yourself, one
for your spouse, and one for each
dependent. However, you do not
get this exemption for a dependent if his gross income for the
year is $600 or more.
Extra exemptions are allowed
for the aged and for the blind.
If at the end of your taxable year
you were blind or were 65 or older. you get two exemptions for
yourself. If you were blind and
65 or older, you are allowed three
exemptions.
A taxpayer filing a separate return may claim his wife’s exemptions only if she had no income
and was not claimed as a dependent on another taxpayer’s return for 1953. His wife’s exemptions.arelike his own— one if she
was neither blind nor 65. two if
she was either blind or 65. three
if she was both blind and 65.
The extra exemptionsfor 65 or
blindness can only be taken by a
husband and wife or individual
filing a return. They cannot be
claimed by another. For example:
A son claiming his over 65-year
father as a dependent is allowed
a $600 exemption for him— not
the $1200 the father could deduct
if he had sufficient income to file
his own return.
You may claim only one exemption for each dependent Qhild or
stepchild. The term ’’child” includes a legally adopted child. The
law puts exact limitationson who
is a dependent. Each child mqst
meet all four of the following
tests for the taxable years: •
1. Did not have $600 or more
gross income.
2. Received more than one-half
of his or her support from you.
3. Is not claimed as an exemption on the return of his or her
spouse.
4. Was either a citizen of the
United States or a resident of the
United States,Canada, or Mexico.

Jim Cook; class C,

•TATE 8UVIEME COUHT JUDGE

Mrs. M. Nienhuis, Mr. and Mrs.
H. Postma, Mr. and Mrs. R. Boeskool. Mr. and Mrs. G. Rookus
and baby, Mr. and Mrs. W. Zuverink, Mr. and Mrs. E. •Zuverink,
Mr. and Mrs. G. Kuite, Art Green
and Ruth and Cindy Zant, Mr. and
Mrs. John Bos, Mr. and Mrs. Bud
Bos, Mr. and Mrs. L Solomon and
Donna. Mr. and Mrs. L. Wolters,
Mr. and Mrs. M. Tubergan» the
Damstras and Vanden Heuvel
family.

Story of Mozart Told
In Music by Pianists
John and Florence Richardson,
pianists of East Lansing entertained

members of the Century

Club Monday night in the home of

Zeeland

Dr. and Mrs. I. J. Lubbers with
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
their dramaticpresentation,"MoLeah Telgenhofand Barbara
zart, the Story of a Genius in Dozeman were leaders at a meetMusic.” In a series of brief scenes. ing of the Junior Christian EnMrs. , Richardson recap- deavor society.Work was contintured the atmosphereof imperial ued on the memory work for Feb-

Mr. and

Austria in the times of Maria ruary— the Junior C. E. Pledge.
water is "hard on things." The Hilaria belongs
The meeting was held Sunday afMany in the club remembered
to the Macatawa Bay Yacht Club fleet.
Mrs. Richardson who came to Hol- ternoon. Brenda Lokers was in
(Miami Herald photo)
land ns FlorenceEfty of Grand charge of the Intermediate C. E.
Rapids
to present similarypro- meeting held in the evening. WalTony Holwerad, third, Davi^Esh- Her address is, Battle Creek,
grams, and were pleased to/enjoy lace Schllstra was leader of the
man; 13-14-15,first, DelwynDick- Rural Route 3, Box 303.
ema. second, Randy Driesenga, Several Ganges friends of Mrs. again her dramatic as well as her Senior C.# E. meeting.
At the midweek prayer and
third. Young and Lemmen; 16-17- Marvin Wolters gathered at her muaical talents. Her husband, giftpraise service to be held at the
18, first, William Jackson, second, home in Fennville Tuesday even- ed pianist and teacher of Michigan
First Reformed Church at 7:30
Congregational meeting was Keith Brower, third, Keith Brower; ing of last week. The occasion was State u>)lego,collaboratedin set- p.m. Wednesday, a detailed study
ting the scene and In the musical
(original)
12
and
under,
first, the surprise birthday party.
held in the Reformed church last
of the messianic Psalms will be
presentations.
week Thursday evening follow- Verne Wedeven; 13-14-15, first, Sid Those attending from here were; It was • charmingstory of fam- held during the Lenten period.
Tiesenga;16-17-18. first, William Mrs. Robert Cunningham and
ing prayer meeting. William Dykily life, Mrs. Richardson, imper- Psalm 8 will be studied this week.
Jackson, second, Robert De Jonge. daughter Janet. Mr. and Mrs. I^a
sonating
Mozart’s older sister, The annual Prayer Day for
huis was elected elder to fill a
Leathercraft
13-14-15, first, Verne Foote and son, Mr. and
telling of the incredible accom- Crops and Industry will be obvacancy. A report of the churches Mary Ellen Stekete^; second, Mar- Mrs. Ralph Knowlton.
plishmentsof the baby Mozart, served next week, March 10, with
in Canada was given by those cia Vander Ploeg; 16-17-18, first,
The Rev. Charles Bolles was
a sen-ice at First Reformed
men that went there last week- Marcia Welch, second, Joyce Cook. guest speaker at the Church of the child prodigy, and also his Church at 9:30 a.m An offering
later days. The great genius died
end. It was decided to help the
Ceramics—12 and under, first, od in South Haven Sunday.
It the early age of 35. leaving will he received for Youth Haven
Woodstock church for one year Barbara Walvoord; 13-14-15, first,
World Day of Prayer Services
at Muskegon. An evening sen'ice
This congregation was organized Alice Timmer, second, Mary Ellen for Ganges and vicinity will be a wealth of piano compositions,
will be held at Second Reformed
operas,
symphonies,
quartets,
last May and has a membership Steketee.
held at the Ganges Methodist
Church at 7:30 when the Rev. H.
trios,
duets
and
concert
of around 50 familes, all immiDressmaking-13-14-15, first, Ro- Church Friday, March 5, at 2 p.m.
Colenbranderwill speak.
grants from the Netherlands. chelle De Vries, second, Beverly with the Ganges Baptist Church To illustrate and co-ordinate At 7:45 tonight a "I^per Team"
They have no church so help will Lubbers; 16-17-18,first, Dolores participating.All in the commun- their program. Mr. and Mrs. Rich- from Holland will be in charge of
be given them by the local con- Moomey, second, Georgians Banks. ity are urged to attend this ser- ardson played two duets, "Sonata a meeting of the Mission fculld at
Let’s
in D,” and "FantasieMn F.” Mr.
gregation to secure a church. A
Woodworking and metal, 12 and vice which is being held on s
Richardsonwas heard In two the First Reformed Church. They
chair was presented to John Plas- under, first, David Eshelman; 13- world-widebasis.
will present the phases of the
man in appreciationfor having 14-15, first, Verne Brower, second, Mrs. Roy Nye accompanied her piano solos, "Fantasie In D Minor” leper mission work.
You are allowed one exempand
"Turkish
Rondo.”
completed 25 years as church Rochelle De Vries.
sister, Mrs. Fred Clark of AlleThis evening at 7:45 the monthtion' for each dependentclose reIf the occasionalspring-like days new horticulture section of the custodian.
Needlework-12 and under, first, gan to Grand Rapids, Thursday, " Kenneth De Pree presided and ly meeting of the MubesheraatSolative. In addition to meeting the
appointed a nominating committee
Membership
papers
have
been
Jeanne Piersma and Karen Van being called there by the illness of
ciety will be held In the Fellowrequirementsapplicable to a de- we have had recently give you the show will have the enjoyment of
receivedby the local Christian Huis; 13-14-15, first, Beverly Lut> their brother, Evan Hathaway, composed of Vernon D. Ten Cate. ship Hall of the Second Reformed
pendent child, the dependent re- urge to plant something as a start doing something different this
Reformed church from Mr. and bers, second. Lorraine Kooyers; 16- who is at St. Mary’s Hospital Mrs. J. D. French and Adrian Church In charge of the presilative must be one of the follow- toward next summer’s garden, year for the show, and of having as
Buys. Final meeting and election
Mrs. John Molewyk and Mr. and 17-18, first, Joanne Weighmink,sec- there.
well
one
dozen
dlphiniums
which
dent Mrs. James Watt. Mrs. Jay
ing: Mother, Father, Brother, there is one thing you may begin
of officers will be Aoril 5.
Mrs.
Howard
Molewyk
and
their
ond, Joanne Weighmink,third, DoMr. and Mrs. Walter Studley
Jansen will conduct devotions and
sister, grandparent, grandchild, now, though it is too early to begin will, show some fall bloom in their
Miss Laura Boyd and her combaptized daughter, Diane Sue. lores Moomey.
ha\e returned home from Florida
Miss Anne De Pree will furnish
stepmother, -father,-brother, sister most things in flats.For fall bloom, gardenkv-arnL-will put on a real
mittee
served
refreshments.
They came from the Drenthe Miscellaneous — 12 and under- where they were vacationing the
special music. Mrs. George W,
of either husband or wife, or, if perennial delphinium seeds should show in June and July of 1955.
Christian Reformed church.
first,Dale Hanson, second, Ed Ry- past few weeks.
Lang of Allendale, former misrelated by blood: uncle, aunt be planted about the first of March.
The address of Paul Welters cenga; 13-14-15, first Tom Black- The Parent Teachers Club of Rod, Gun Club Auxiliary sionaiy to Japan will tell about
nephe^, or niece.
The giant Pacific Hybrid varieties
who recently left for the Armed burn, second, Dan Bos; best of di- the Darling School met Friday
missionary conditionsin Japan.
are recommendedfor their tali,
services is Pvt. Paul Welters, U.S.
Miss Hannah Mae Borst and Mrs.
Five
for
vision, 12 and under, Jeanne Pier- evening at the school. A dessert Approves New Projects
showy spikes.
55443612 Co. D. 13th Armed Inf.
Kenneth De Jonge will be hostess.
sma, embroidery; 13-14-15, Sid lunch was served. Mrs. Kemieth
There is available a miniature
The Tulip City Rod and Gun All women of the church are inBn. CCA 3rd Armd Div., Fort
Tiesenga. original schooner; 16-17- Van Leeuwen was in charge of the
flat with twelve small plant bands
Club Auxiliaryheld its regular vited.
Knox, Ky.
program.
Recently
elected
officers
18,
Delores
Mooney,
corduroy
coat
which is appropriate for this pur- Buildiiig
monthly meeting Thursday eveChristian Endeavor of the ReOn Thursday afternoon at 2:30
of the club are: President,Mrs.
Hobby CollectloM
pose. Three or four seeds are sown
formed church met last week Dolls— 12 and under, first.Jan- John Stover; secretary and trea- ning at the home of Mrs. Ernie the regular monthly meeting of
in each band, though only the
McFall, 15 East 19th St. The new
Five applications for building Wednesday evening. A question yce Tregloan : 16-17-18,Karen surer, Foster Warren.
the Women’s MissionarySociety
strongest seedling is retained s»in
president,Mrs. Bernie Waterway,
box was held with the Rev. A. Damsin and Nancy Moran,
will be held at the Second ReMr. and Mrs. William Mosier
permits totaling $9,750 were filed
one band.
KALAMAZOO (Special)-Hol- A good planting media is made last week with City Clerk C. Tellinghuisen leading discussion Animals and shoes— 12 and un- have returned home from a six opened the meeting with prayer. formed Church in charge of the
Two new projectshave been unLater in the evening volleyball
land High School will face Battle
up of one third sharp sand, one Grevengoed and Building Inspec- was played in the community der, first. Joyce Peters; 13-14-15. weeks trip to California where dertaken to raise money for the president, Mrs. Charles Kuyers.
Creek in the initial contest of the
Mrs. D. Winstrom will be in
first, Katie Reed, second, Sarah they visited in the home of their
third peat moss, and one third good tor Joe Shashaguay. Applications
clubhousefund. The organization charge of devotions and Mrs. Jack
hall.
regional class A basketballtournadaughter, Hazel and other relaDixon.
garden loam, topped by about one follow.
approved plans to again prepare Boonstrawill present a review of
Nancy Marie, daughter of Mr.
ment at Kalamazoo Thursday,
Coins and stamps— 12 and under, tives.
half inch of terralite or vermicuand serve a hot lunch to the men
Maple Grove Dairy, 676 Michigan and Mrs. William Kleinheksel,
March 11, at 8 p.m.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alva
Hoover
and
the book "Within Those Borders
first,
Phillip
Weyenberg;
second,
The Dutch were represented at lite. Since one of the difficultiesin Ave., new addition to present and Patricia Kay, daughter of Mr. Harold Van Tongeren, third, Karen daughter Esther were Sunday din- on their work day at the Holland by John R. Scot field. Members
raising seedlings in the house is plant. 24 by 44^feet, and install and Mrs. Bernard Timmerman,
State Park Saturday,April 1U.
the drawings here by Ned Stuits,
the frequent “damping off’’ it is new front, $4,800; Vander Kolk and received the sacrament of infant Andreasen; 13-14-15, first. Sidney ner guests In the home of Mr. and It also was agreed to cooperate are reminded of the specialofferof the local athletic department.
Mrs. Roy Nye.
ing for India.
Tiesenga,
second,
Lauri
Ziel,;
16with the men in preparingand
baptism at the morning service in
Winner of this contest meets best to sterilize the soil mixture Son, contractors.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Warren left
Dr. Elton Ecnigenburg. of West17-18, first, Dale Brouwer.
before planting.This can be done
serving hot lunches when desired
Doesburg Drug Store. 32 East the Christian Reformed church
winner of a Tuesday match beern Seminary, Holland conducted
Arrowheads.— 12 and under Thursday of this week for an exby heating it in the oven for one Eighth St., new store front, $3,200; Sunday.
on
their
work
days
at
the
club
tween Kalamazoo Central and
tended Florida vacation.
sen-ices
Second Reformed
Harold Van Tongeren.
hour at 160 degrees or by using A. R. De Weerd, contractor.
The Sunshine band of the first,
Grand Rapids South in the semiA number of members from property and the trout stream im- Church on Sunday. Dr. Simon
Best of Age division, 12 and untersan or arasan according to diprovement project.
James Crowle. 115 East 25th St.. ChristianReformed church met
finnls Friday at 8:30 p.m.
Blocker, retired, formerly of
der, Harold Van Tongeren, Jr., ar- here are accompanying the FennThe women were urged to at^ Western Seminary will be guest
Meanwhile in Holland Coach rections.The terraliteis already add two bedrooms to present last week Monday evening.
rowhead
coUecUons;
13-14-15, Sid- ville High School Band to Waysterile, so needs no treatment.
tend the box social being planned preacher next Sunday.
Thurman Rynbrandt of Holland
dwelling, $700: self, contractor.
Fred Weiss expressed satisfaction
ney Tiesenga. coin collection; 16-17- land today to participatein con- by the men’s organization.
Terralite, or vermiculite,hastens
J. D. Huizenga, 176 East 27th was guest soloist in the Reformwith results of the draw, although
test
of
the
district
Class
C
schools.
The K. Y. B. Auxiliary met at
18. Karen Damson and tfancy Morthe germination of seeds by proAfter the business meeting en- the home of Mrs. J. C. De Pree, on
St., finish attic, $300; self, contrac- ed church Sunday evening. He
he noted that winner of Tuesday’s
The Bands will be judged by three
an, tie for horses and dolls.
viding a near ideal air-water bal- tor.
tertainment was in charge of Mrs
sang "Great Is Thy Faithfulness"
g?yne gets the long rest period beEast Central Ave. this afternoon
eminent band directors. The bands
ance. Seeds should be planted
Lewie Kadwell. First prize was at 2:30 o'clock.
twe the Friday semi-finals. .
Simon Paauwe, 302 West 20th St., and "There Are Ninety and Nine.”
will
play
three
numbers,
one
about twice as deep as in soil, delawarded to Mm. Jack Zwiers, Sr.
Other drawings include Grand
add bedroom to present dwelling, He was accompanied by his sisMr. and Mrs. Don Vander Heuwhich is required and two that the
phinium seeds one quarter inch
and the consolationprize went to vel are the parents of a son, DonRapids Catholic with a bye, meet12 by 16 feet. $750; Harold Lange- ter, Mrs. Wayne Folkert.
band
chooses.
The
required
numdeep. The whole flat should be well
Mrs.
Harold
Van
Slooten.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Zoet left last
ing the winner of Tuesday’s Benjans, contractor.
ald Christian, born at St. Mary’s
ber is “Green Meadows” an overwatered, but not too wet, and set
Lunch was served by Mrs. A1 Hospital. Grand Rapids, on Sunweek to visit relativesin Florida.
ton Harbor-Grand Rapids 'Union
ture.
Selected
numbers
are
"March
in a dark place. Delphiniumseeds
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Wilbur Vander Kolk and Gerrit
7 p.m. encounter.
Yam" and "American Scene,” an Kuipers and Mrs. Harve Blue- day, Feb. 21.
germinate best at a temperature Mrs. Chase S. Osborn
Jcamp. The next meeting will be
J. Lampen’ representedOverisel Monday were Mrs Dewey Belksma overture.
All games, including the finals
of about 50 degrees, and since they
54 West 35th St.; Mrs. Edward
held at the home of Mrs. Lee Wentownship
at
the
Michigan
associaat 8 p.m. Saturday, will be played
take longer than many, two to Will Speak in Florida
Cammenga, 1522 Lakewood Blvd;
zel, 375 Douglas Ave. Thursday, Polio Foundation Awards
tion meeting in Lansing last
at the Western Michigan College
three weeks or more, the flat may
Sandra Boeve, 805 South Lincoln
March 25.
week Thursday.
Field House.
Certificate of Appreciation
need wateringonce before germ- FOUL AN, Ga. — Mrs. Chase S. OsAve.; John Vande Burg, 293
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Veldborn, widow of Gov. Chase S. Osination. The flat may be covered
North
River
Ave.;
Nancy
Raak,
born,, will speak to the Jackson- kamp and family of Kalamazoo
Gene Hiddinga
again
led the
The National Foundation for Inmu 4.
-----— ......
- Holland Represented
route
with a layer of dampened burlap
Grand Haven Man Diet
ville, Fla., League of Women were Sunday guests of Mr. and
fantile Paralysis has awarded a
to prevent too rapid loss of moisAt
Committee
Hearing
Voters %t their luncheonmeeting Mrs. Sander Woltera.
certificate of appreciationto W. A.
At Nnnica Rett Home
ture.
March 9 on "The Non-Military Lois and Ruth Kronemeyer of Wdiart Stefth, Jr 252 East 24th J 733 score. Other scores were:
Butler, publisher of The Holland
As soon as the seeds germinate Provisions of NATO."
Clarence Van Langevelde,
Henry S. Maentz and Randall
Holland were Sunday evening
Evening Sentinel,"in recognition
William Walter Snell, 79, died they should be brought up to a
363
_Weft
22nd
St;
James
Van
jqq
g-u
p
1
u
i
s
t
e
r
670^
members
of
the
Mrs. Osborn, now wintering at guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Oil.
1?
Nanrv
<w. BOD
mi
. p.
unexpectedly Saturday at the sunny window, but in not too high
of
outstanding effort in the fight
Ott route
1Nancv Roak
rotiT#
C0D r Da)e
1 u 1 §
* i1 e r,
r. oiu
oiu;
Jom Board of
uss,
route
1,
wancy
Raak,
route
Schul2(
Vi5SW>
ggQ. War
Public Works, left
Kronemeyer, Beverly and Ronald
against infantile paralysis.”
little Village Rest Home in Nuni- a Jemperature. The new plants Possum Poke in Possum Lane,
Sunday
for
Washington,
D.C.
ca. Death was caused by a heart should not be* allowed to become Poulan, Worth County, Ga., is a and atended church service with
where they will representthe It further states: "W. A. Butler
attack. Mr. Snell has been ill sev- “leggy” and if they show this ten- member of the national board of them.
is gratefully awarded this testigovernorsof the Atlantic Union
Mrs. Sarah Peters of Holland
eral years.
monial for distinguishedservice to
dency they may be in too warm
Bora in Munce, Ind.. he had a room or may not be getting Committee and chairman of the was a Sunday evening guest of
The March of Dimes with unselfish1
provementsbefore the House
lived in Grand Haven since 1918. enough light Daylight can be sup- Michiganbranch of that organiza- Mr. and Mrs. Leser Gunneman
concern for the needs of the
and family and attended church
His wife, Lilly Bell, died May 7, plemented with a 25 watt blue- tion.
stricken and for the ultimate conBert
De
Graaf,
route
5.
482.
Rep.
Gerald
R.
Ford,
Jr.,
service with them.
1949.
Jousma,
~r
-t t ...... quest of infantileparalysis, you
white flourescent bulb placed one
He was a member of Second Re- foot above the seedlings.As del- Pays Overload Fine
Shooting period. w«*
.Hol,?nd
have helped advance the day when
Marriage Licenses
formed Church. For several years phiniums can take quite a cool
Pluister,Paul Barkel, Dick Tay- 50,1,1(1 a ,hf
(he children of America may walk
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Don- Girls League Meets
lor
Ottawa
tor and
ana Gene Hiddiga.
he had been custodianof Elks temperaturethey can be placed ald Nutt, at Ravenna, paid $29.20
in freedom from this cripplingdisAt Marilyn Lam's Home
Lodge and had been employed at many spring days in a sunny proCalvin Sail, 20, route 2, Zeeland, Marve Wabeke again led group “robattons Continued
ease."
fine and $3.90 costs in Justice
n
*U »
_
_
Keeler Tool Co. for many years. tected corner outside and thus
Florence Driesenga, 21, shooting in the tournament
_____ _ _
The certificatewas signed by
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Frederick J. Workman’s Court FriMaplewood Girls League met route 3. Hudsonville; ClarenceE. continues for one more week. He Roger
Surviving are two daughters, start their hardening off for outD.
Boorsma.
Grand
Haven,
Basil O’Connor, president of the
day on a charge of having an over- Monday at the home of Marilyn
Mrs. R. W. Greer of Columbus, door plantingthe end of May. They
Morrison. 24, route 2, Coopers-shot a 720. Other scores were and Robert Michele, 17, route 2, nationalfoundation,and G. Phillip,
load of 1,460 lbs. of cattle on his Lam. Karen Lam read scripture
Ohio, and Mr$. Louis Van Schel- may be given a light fertilizer
ville, and Joy Hollinshead,19, Norma Naber, 714; John Lanr, 704 Spring
I
Lake, appearedbefore
Cir
truck. The arrest was by Sam Hart- and Elaine Van Voorst led prayer.
route 2, Conklin; Marshall Teunis, Bill Brown, 692; John Mulder, 686 cuit Judge Raymond L. Smith
ven. Grand Haven; one son. J. spray every week or two to prowell, Sr., weighmasterfor the OtAfter
officers’
reports,
Marilyn
25, Ferrsyburg, and Dorothy Glenn Brower, 636; Don Caauwe, Thursday for violationof their
Harvey Snell of Grand Haven; mote sturdy growth.
tawa County Road Commission,on Lam gave a talk on the Children’s Wezeman, 24, route 2, Nunica.
two sisters, Mrs. Walter Curtis of
C^7; Jute Ten Cate, 594; Jerry probations,and both probations
The Tulip Time Flower Show 68th St. on Polkton township Feb.
Retreat in Cutierville.
Dayton, Ohio, and Mrs. Joseph will have a class for delphinium
IGine, _582; Jim Crozier, 483 and were continued.
OQ,1. ___ . . .
-- 24. The truck was driven by Merle
Project for the evening was
Curtis of Muncie. Ind.; a brother, seedlings Planted in miniatureHuston, route 2, Ravenna.
In the put 13 yean farm eni- Webb Dalman, 390.
charged with nighttime
making of valentine scrapbooks ployment in the southern United
Carl of Fort Wayne; nine grand- flats, one seedling each in
for
the
Children's
Retreat
The
children, and four great grandThe Bunker Hill monument
plant Itaitda,and started about the Mohammed, founder of Islam, girls also made bibs and
,he
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- •
. • - - i first of March. Those entering this was bom in Mecca about 57CWL P.
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Sunday School

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

so

Council

that the incidents and discourses
which he gives us of the life of
Christ are probably in chronological order, and second, that
he passes over lengthy periods
Th*> Horn* ot th*
Holland City Newt
PubllihedEvery Thur*- without so much as a single red»y by the Sentinel ference to them.

we

But

will not be perplexed

by the latter statement if we

keep in mind that John is giving
Entered at Record claia matter at
post office at Holland,Mlclv, us material that does not appear
under the Act of Congreis, March 3, in the other three gospels, and
1879.
that he is selectng those events
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher which \yill serve to produce a
living faith in Christ as the Son
Telephone— Newi Items 3193
Advertising and Subscriptions. 3191 of God.
It is also necessary to keep in
The publishershall not be liable mind that the journeys of Jesus
for any error or errors In printing
any advertising unless a proof of during the last weeks of His
auch advertisementshall have been earthly career were determined
obtained by advertiser and returned very largely by the activitiesof
bv him in time for corrections with
such eyors or correctionsnoted His enemies. He did not needlessplainly thereon;and in such rase If ly expose himself to their hostile
any error so noted is not corrected, schemes. He attended the feast of
publishersliabilityshall not exceed
the tabernacles at the temple in
such a proportion of the entire space
occupied by the error bears to the the fall of 29 and the feast of
whole space occupiedby such adver- dedication in the winter of the
tisement.
same year, and then returned to
the region east of the Jordan, at
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One vear. $3.00; tlx months. $2.00; a place named Bethabara where
three months, $1.00; single copy 10c.
he had been baptized by John. He
Subscriptions payableIn advance and
will be promptly discontinued If not was in this place when he received
renewed.
word of the illness of Lazarus.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
Jesus' heart was in Bethany.
reporting promptly any Irregularity
He loved Mary and Martha and
In delivery,write or Phone 3191.
Lazarus. He was a true friend. He
appreciated their love for Him.
TOD ARE PAYING INTEREST
Their home was a sweet refuge
Perhaps you think you are debt- for Him when He wanted to esfree. You may have squeezed the cape the hatred and the misunder-

the

or those notes that you had to give

a

were

tonic to His soul. There
a few who could in some

City Council Monday nifht accepted a bid for 140,000 water service improvement Jtond*.
The bonds, sold once before to
McDonald Moore and Co. of Detroit but. then later rejected on a
technicality,were bought by Zeeland State Bank at an interest
rate of 2 per cent. No premium
was listed.
Motion to accept the State.
Bank bid was made by Councilman
Ray Schaap and seconded by Peter
De Kock. Vote on the motion was
unamimous.
In other business the signed
oath for City Treasurerwas submitted by Richard Van Dorp, who
will serve in the position until
the April elections. Van Dorp succeeds Miss Rosamond Moll who

birthday annivtrsary Saturday paid a visit to Jean Hill, local

resigned recently.

Storyland lady, last summer and this picture was taken at the

RED-HAIRED DOUGLAS KUIFER who

Sumner Chemical Company reported that a new purification

proved.

HOLUND NATIONAL GUARD

CO. D was at
Tuesday night as the 124 enlisted men
and six officersunderwent their annual federal
inspection. Records, vehicles, and all items
pertaining to the operation of the guard unit

out fortificationproblem to his class as Maj.
H. W. Darby, (second from right) Fifth Army
Inspector, listens to the explanation. Others
are Battalion.Commander Col. Cecil L. Simmons, (right) and Capt. Russell Kempker,

came

commandingofficerof

its b«st

under t|ie scrutinizingeyes of the inspec-

the local unit.
(Sentinelphoto)

tion team. It. John Schutten (center) points

H.D. Strabbing with whom he has
been residingfor nearly 10 years.
He was taken to Holland Hospital for x-rays and treatment. He
was 97 years old last September
Our and was up and about every day

Holland, Zeeland Schools

Schedule Music Festival

•

City SuperintendentLeon W.
Sears announced that construction
on west end sewer project is almost completed. Practicallyall
lines are in and service in most
areas has begun.
Sears also said work has begun
in determining what the city must
do to be certain of proper Civilian
Defense protection.He said contacts have been made with authorities to determine what call
equipment for police and firemen
is needed.
City Assessor Nick Cook also reported that he is making pmgress
in establishing a card index for
city housing, as required by the
new charter. Cook said about one
fourth of the cards are completed,
and another month or two would
be needed to complete the project

is celebrating fils 10«h

time. Jerry has been ill more than three years but he has an
indomitable spirit to

plant it in operation as of Feb. 22.
according to a request by Common
Council.
A motion to install asphalt, tile
In the council room floor and City
Superintendent’s
office was ap-

have standing of the unsympathetic
world. The Bethany home was
like

Sak

ZEELAND (Special) -Zeeland

Geerlinga

The student of John's gospel
must remember two things, first

paid off that mortgage on the house

Approves

Bond Issue

March 7 1954
Raising of Laxarns
John 11:32-46

By Henry

nickels so effectively that you

—

Lesson
The

Printing Co. Office 54-56
We«t Eighth Street, Holland. Michigan.

.........

match his red

hair and. he gets around

pretty well even though he had a leg amputated.
(Sentinel photo)

Plucky Dougie Honored
On His 10th Birthday
JAMESTOWN

(Special)

-

Satur-

day was a big day for Douglas
(Dougie) Kuiper who has been ill
for more than three yean. The
plucky red-hairedfreckled lad
who had a leg amputated a couple
of years ago celebrated his 10th
birthday anniversary, and a good
share of the people of this rural
•

village joined in to celebrate the
event.
In the afternoon,about 50 youngsters and adults gatheredin the
YMCA hall to honor Dougie. It
was somewhat* in the nature of a
surprise,but Dougie’s mother told

March Roars

in

like a Lion’
March 1 arrived in Holland arct
with temperaturesjust abo-e 31
degrees at a.m. Monday. If was
staying pretty chilly outside
through the afternoonand the

the bank when you needed money measure understandHim and we
all like to be understood.
Hojland and Zeeland Christian Marcus at the piano; "God of
badly to meet an unavoidable outBut one day He received word
before the accident.
weathermanpredicted a low of
elementary
and junior high school Fathers," Roberts - Warren-Johnlay. You may have managed your that the brother in that home had
son, accompanied by organ, piano
The Hamilton Farm Discussion
28 at night with occasional light
students
will
present
a
“musical
personal affairs so carefullythat died. Strange as it may seem He
and brass ensemble.
him
about it earlier so that snow Monday night and Tuesday.
Group met in the home of Mr.
delayed His going to His friends festival"at Central Ave. Christian Wendell Rooks, principal of and Mrs. Don Lohman for the
he wouldn’t be too excited.The
Wind velocity was lo to 20
you are at last sure you don’t have
when
they so much needed Him. Reformed Church. Friday at 8 p.m. Christian Junior High, will close February meeting. The discussion
guests included all the youngsters miles an hour.
to appropriate a single nickel for
The
program
is
under
the
direction
As we read between the lines we
in his room in Jamestown school,
topic for t!vc evening. "Financing
with prayer.
High forecast for Tuesday was
interest And since interest usually
see a good and wise purpose in of Miss Albertha Bratt of Holland
some relativesand others ih the 32.
Drains
Within
and
Between
k»ks to the average person as the this. EvidentlyHe was thinking and Henry Hoeksema of Zeeland.
village, and of course his older
Counties"was led by Don LohWhile the roads were clear in
most futile kind of outlay, repre- of the good of others in addition Following the processional,
man. with general participation
brother, Terry, who was 14 Western Michigan and the Upper
senting money that has already to (hose in the home where death “Pomp and Chivalry March.’* RobMonday. Dougie manages to go to Peninsula, the AutomobileClub of
following. Mrs. Ben E. Lohman
been spent, this consciousness of had come. He was thinking of the erts, by a ChirstianHigh School inschool part of the time.
told of a Women’s meeting held
Michigan reports persons in the
Ray Weiss of Ontario. Calif at Wayland recently.The March
being interest-free is very comfort- great lesson He might impress strumental ensemble under direcMothers in the community plan- eastern half of the Lower Pention
of
Henry
Vender
Linde,
the
upon the minds of His disciples
senior seminarian of Western meeting will be held at the home
ing.
ned most of the event. Hot dogs, insula weren't so lucky.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
But don't shout too recklessly. by means of this death and His opening prayer will be offered by Theological Seminary conducted of Mr. and Mrs. John Tien.
birthday cake and ice cream were
"Snow-coveredand slippery in
police report several acciJ. Elmer Mulder, principalof the
You are paying interest,and a own attitude toward it.
The Rev. and Mrs. Peter J. State
on the menu.
spots" was the road report from
services at the local Reformed
dents
during
the
week-end.
At
9
He hoped to be able to give a Zeeland school. Narrator for the Church. Sunday, also teaching the Muyskens and son Dale of
Dougie was first taken ill in that section.
substantialsum if you havd a sublarger and more beautiful con- the program will be Sam Wecv- Adult Bible Class. The Senior Coopersville were Hamilton visit- p.m. Saturday on US-31 in Port November, 1950. His ailment reThe club said that from midstantial income. You are paying
Sheldon township, Stanley Zimmerception of death to His disciples stra.
sulted ‘in the amputation of a leg night to 9 a.m. 600 persons In the
Christian Endeavor Society fea- ors last week.
it to Uncle Sara, but that is not any
man,
24,
route
1,
Grand
Haven,
and the Bethany sistersand the
Selections by the Zeeland Boys
somewhat later and Dougie was Detroit metropolitanarea had
H.D. Strabbing. chairmanof the
tured the topic "Your Quiet Hour”
easier than to pay it to a bank or
Jews than that commonly held. Glee Club are "The King of Love with Marlene Joostberns and Heath township Polio Fund Drive, going north, lost control of his car, a patient in St. Mary’s Hospital call<M for road service because
the holder of your note.
He seemed to be aiming to show My Shepherd Is,’’ Shelly; Jesus Connie Haakma as leaders and with Harold Schipper as assistant, ran off the right shoulder of the and Mary Free Bed Guild in their cars had stalled in the snow.
In the current national budget His own relation to death and Lover of
Soul" Marsh: Phyllis Brink serving as pianist. reports that to date the amount road and rolled over. About $250 Grand Rapids for quite a period.
the tidy sum of six billion, eight what power He had over it. He "Watchman Tell Us of the Night,"
damage resulted to his 1949 car. He
At first Dougie was somewhat
The Junior High C.E. group stu- contributed this year will run
hundred million dollais goes for would have them know that Elvery-Marth. Accompanist is died the topic, "Reforms That close to $1200. far exceedingthe was charged with excessive speed discouragedat the prospect of
for existing conditions.
interest on the public debt. It is a death is not final. He speaks of Thelma Vredeveld.
(or
getting around with one leg. But
Need Our Aid," with Jean Kapcr amount last year. The initiation
At 12:20 a.m. Sunday on M-104
fixed charge that cannot be scaled it as a sleep. It is a beautiful The HoUand Girls Glee Club will and Vivian Folkert in charge.
of a "Mothers March" and liberal
some World War II amputees in
in Crockery township, two cars
sing, “Old Folks at Home and
down. You yourself get a trickle of figure of speech. Death is not
this area heard about Dougie's
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Bremmcr contributions by business organiHumoresque,"
Foster
- Dvorak;
travelingwest were involved in an
sleep
but
is
like
a
sleep.
We
are
that sum if you own any governplight and paid several visits. The
announce the birth of
son. zations. smaller groups and in1
accident.
William
Cook,
17,
Grand
ment bonds, as most people do not dead when we are asleep.Our "Land of Hope and Glory," Elgar. David. A daughter. Kathy Lynn, dividualgifts of generous amounts
amputees showed Dougie how they
Rapids, told officers he was having operated their artificial legs and
faculties in sleep are • not func- Violin accompanist is K a t h 1 e e n
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Harold have been encouraging. The exact
now, but you are likely to pay
Business was back to near nor«
tioning. at least they seem not Teerman and the piano accompanEnde on Feb. 23, at Holland amount has not yet been tabula- a nose bleed and stopped his car just how easy the whole thing mal at the Holland License Burseveral times the amount you get.
on the highway to give himself first
to be. When we awake out of that ists are Beverly Hemmeke and
ted by the county chairman.
was.
Hospital.
eau office on West Eighth St.,
The* intereston the public debt
state of being we return to the Janice Palmbos.
The Woman's Studv Club met
Seaman Donald Brower has aid when he saw another car ap- Dougie learned his lessons well Monday after one of the busiest
represents more than ten per cent
full use of our powers. We have
proaching
from
the
rear
at
a
high
Holland's eighth grade choir will In regular session last week at been home on a week’s furlough
and today when he is able to be da>s of the year Saturday
of the budget. That means that if
not lost life. It is just quiet and sing. "Nobody Knows the Trouble the home of Mrs. Henry Funckes, with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. rate of speed.
out gets • along remarkably well. when a total of 450 passenger car
your income tax is, let's say $500, resting. And why shall we not
Before he could get his car in moI See," "Swing Low Sweet Char- with Mrs. C. Hansen presiding Harry Brower after serving sevOne warm day recently he went licenseswere sold.
you are paying out $50 a year in feel that in death we do not die, iot," spirituals; "WonderfulGrace
and conducting the opening num- eral months with the U. S. Navy tion, it was hit m the rear by a to the creek for polliwogs and
Manager A1 Dyk said he has
interestthat neither you nor the but simply rest from our labors of Jesus," Lillenas.Georgia Boubers 'and business session. Mrs. in the Mediterranean area. He ex- car driven by Stanley Kulik, 39, came home with quite a catch, sold a total of 13,700 so far ths
governmentgets anything for; it is and awake to newness of life. ma is accompanist.
Spring
Lake.
Allene
Linsman,
32,
Funckes gave a legislationre- pected to be on duty in Cuba
plus a very wet foot.
year and 200 from opening time
paid out for money that has al- Life goes on and on and we have
Numbers by the Zeeland Girls port and an all-memberprogram upon completionof hi* furlough. Spring Lake, riding with Kulik, was
Dougie explained to his mother Monday until early afternoon.
ready been spent. Or if you are not suffered any from the experi- Glee Club include. "All in the April with everyone present participat- A group from Fillmoretown- treated in Municipal Hospitalfor a that an artificialleg can be a dis- That leaves about 150 to go, he
enough of a plutocratto pay $1,000 ence we call death. »
Evening." Robertson; "In the Gar- ing, gave a varied selection of ship sponsoreda play "Look Out lacerated tongue. She also lost sev- tinct advantage in going polli- said.
Jesus finally goes to Bethany, den," Miles; "Thanks Be to God," interest a/id enjoyment. The club
in income taxes your interestbill
Lizzie" at Hamilton Auditorium eral teeth.
wogging. "I use that leg to step
When the office opened Satur- j
He proved that He was the res Dickson. Ellen Schermer is accom- decided to send a $10 CARE last Friday evening before a large Kulik. charged with drunk driv
is of course $100.
in the water to make
good day morning there was a long line
surrection and the life by raising panist.
That is true of scores of millions
package abroad and contributed audience. Proceeds were for the ing, paid $100 fine and $4.30 costs catch, and it isn’t even cold," he stretching well back up Eighth
Lazarus. Some people do not ac
Holland s Boys Choir will sing, $5 toward "Radio Free Europe” Allegan county Polio and Cancer before Municipal Judge Louis H. said.
St. The office was full most of the
of Americans who are under the
cept the rtiiraclebut there should "The 100th Psalm," Mueller; "Let
Osterhous Monday. Cook was
supportedby "Crusade for Free- funds.
The Jamestown youngster is time Saturday morning' and Dyk
illusion that paying interest is not
be no more difficulty in believing
The Earl Kennedy family en- charged with parking on the trav- mentionedquite often on Jean estimatesthere were about 100
one of their troubles.It is your this miracle than the miracle of All Things Now Living," Welsh dom.
melody. Robert Cook is accompan- The annual World Day of Pray- tertained Mrs. Kennedy's mother eled portion of the highway. About -Hill’s Storyland program on at a time crammed into the space.
trouble, unless you are so low in His own resurrection.We ought
ist.
er will be observed by churches from Grand Rapids several days $400 damage was done to Cook's WHTG He visited the local station
Deadline for new licenses was
the income brackets that you es- to be glad that the raising of
1951 car and $1,000 damage to Ku- on one occasion last summer.
Instrumental numbers by the of the rural areas in this vicinity last week.
midnight
. cape income tax entirely.
Lazarus found a place and a pro- Zeeland brass ensemble are "O on Friday, at 2 p.m. at the local
As of 1:30 Monday Holland poMrs. Allen Calahan is still sub- lik’s 1951 model.
Red-haired Dougie is one of two
During the New Deal era there minent place in John’s gospel. It Light of All Our Seeing," Bach,
Reformed church. The Rev. Isaac stitutingas clerk in the Hamilton One deer was killed and another children of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry lice said they had not ararested
was a theory that a public debt certainly is not out of harmony and "There Were Ninety and Apol of the local Christian Re- Post Office, while the regular injured when they were struck by Kuiper. Mrs. Kuiper is the former anyone for not having new plates.
was a good thing ibr the country, with the mind and power of Nine." Sankey. A comet duet, com- formed. church is scheduled to ad- clerk. Miss Flarence Lugten is a car driven by Harry Fellman, Mildred Oosterbaan .of Holland.
few called, however, and
and such economists as Maynard Jesus. Why should He not have posed of two Holland students, dress the group and specialmusic recoveringfrom an elbow frac- 51. Grand Rapids, at 3:30 p.m. Sunasked for a slight delay until they
Keynes argued that the bigger the done it for the sake of all suc- John Geenen and Calvin Vander by the Bentheim and Oakland ture received in a fall a few day on M-50 in Robinson township.
find their titles.
ceeding generations as well as Meyden, will play, "Transformed."churches. Participatingin this
It is reported Fellman was watch- Miss Marilyn Neff Has
debt the better for the good of a
weeks ago.
for Mary and Martha and the disAckley, and "O That Will Be meeting are the two Overisel
country. So we piled up a debt
Mrs. John E. Lohman is still ing several deer in a field when the Birthday Celebration
ciples? Why should He not just
Glory,” Gabriel.
churches, the Bentheim and Oak- seriously ill at Holland Hospital two animals darted from the left
won by Shirley Meiste, Avis de
recklessly and now we are being
show to the world that we have The massed choirs will sing. "Re- land churches. Dunningville, East
following major surgery last week. side of the road to cross the highMr. and Mrs. W. A. Neff, 284 Maagd, Myrna Cook, Helen Wade,
called upon to pay the piper.
reason to believethat there is the
member Now Thy Create r,” Saugatuck,Diamond Springs and Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lugten way. One ran into the front of the West 10th St., entertainedat a Elizabeth Ver Hey and Marsha
How do you feel about that glib life beyond the grave.
Adams, Ellen Schermer accom- the two local churches.
are are making extensive im- car and the other, into the side.
birthdayparty Thursday evening Borr.'
debt theory when you have to pay
There was a surprise,but not
The
injured deer was found later in honor of their daughter, Miss
panying;
"Thanks
Be
To
Thee,"
The
Rev.
A.
H.
Strahhing
suf- provements to the houe they purGuests included Mary Jo Oonk,
that $50 or $100 extra, or whatever for Jesus. It was the people who
Handel, accompaniedby Mrs. Bert fered a bone fracture last week chased last fall, the former George in the field, but ran away when it Marilyn Neff, who celebrated her Shirley Meiste, Carol Luth, Marthe sum is, a sum for which you were surprised.The loud voice of
was approached. The dead animal 17th birthday anniversary.
P. Bos at the organ and Elizabeth Friday at the home of his son, Jacobs home.
sha Borr, Jane Klaasen, Marcia
have nothing to show and for which Jesus broke the stillness that folwas dressed by Conservation OfficThe Neff home was decorated Glanton, Helen Wade, Sandra
the government gives no service? lowed the prayer. Doubtlessthe
er Harold Bowditch and turned in a pink Uicjn^, featuring pink Dressel, Mary Vande Pool, MarIf you have any good ideas about spell of reverencewas over the
over to the county infirmary.About floral arrangements.Supper was garet Hagans, Shirley Miller, Avis
reducing our waste of our tax people. The loud cry surprised
$250 damage was done to Tellman’s served and during the evening de Maagd, Myrna Cook, Elizabeth
them.
He
called
to
Lazarus,
comdollar write 300 words. Write your
1951 car.
games were played. Prizes were Ver Hey and Sonja Bouwman.
manding him to come out of the
elected officials. Everyone seems
tomb. He was living but hamperto want the governmentto do more
ed by the grave clothes. There
and more. That's just you and you was not any doubt about his havand you.
ing died. There was no doubt that
,
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Man, 78, Injured

Mexico Missionary

he had been restored to life.
There was no doubt that Jesus
had raised him from the dead.

In Bike Accident

Speaks to Auxiliary

Henry Bos. 78,

Mrs. John Kempers. missionary Resthaven Patronf
was guest speaker at a Plan Annual Meeting
monthly meeting of the Trinity
Reformed Church Women’s Mis- Plans for their annual meeting
sionary Auxiliary Tuesday evening. were made by trustees of RestMrs. Kempers. assisted by Henry haven Patrons,Inc., at a board
Tysse. showed colored slides of meeting Tuesday evening in the
Chiapas.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dryer.
Mrs. Esther Kooyers introduced The annual meeting is scheduled
the speaker and presided at the for April 6. Trustees whose terms
meeting. Devotions were led by expire are the Rev. Paul E. HinMrs. Leo Salisbury.
kamp, John J. Jipping, Rein VisMusic included selections by a scher and Wilburt Van Appledom.
clarinet quartet. Patty H o w e r.
Preliminaryplans submitted by
Sharon Pippel Gayle Steketee and architectsfor the new home were
Suzanne De Pree, who p 1 a-y e d approved. These plans for the first
“SouthernWaltz,’’and a clarinet- unit will be publicizedas soon as
taxophone duet. Lynda Nyhof and possible.
Patty Hower, who played “Song of
The treasurer reported $R11.12 in
India." Henry Nyhof accompanied the current fund and $88,667.92 in

Ave.,

in Mexico,

4

the duet.

During the social hour, refreshments were served by Mrs. Fred
Meppelink. Jr., Miss Adrianna Steketee and Miss Helen Kuite

Firemen were called out at 1:10
Monday to the home of Mrs.
Bertha Vander Velden, 183 East
St., where an overheated oil
heater had caused some
inside the chimney. There
no loss outside of a little
p.m.

v

where he

is be-

ing treated for injuries received

noon.

Bos received a compound right
leg fracture and a fractured right
arm in the accidentwhich occurred
on M-21 near Waverly Rd. shortly
after 2

p.m.

Driver of the truck, Douglas J.
Jenison, 32, of 823 Port Sheldon
Rd., was not held. Jenison told police he was westbound-on M-21
when Bos "seemed to appear in
the middle of the highway.”
Police believe Bos was crossing
M-21 from the south. The left front
of the truck struck Bot. Chief Deputy Sheriff Clayton Forry continued
his investigationtoday.

Register Now
Tulip Time Manager Larry

<

mm

of 334 Central

in fair condition Monday

when a bicycle he was riding was
struck by a truck Saturdayafter-

Weight Limits Modified

Wade Monday requestedchurch
Firemen Called Out

was

at Holland hospital

the building fund.

societiesand other organizations
interested in serving meals to
visitinggroups during the Tulip
Time festival to register at Tulip
Time headquartersin the chamber of Commerce building. Several
inquiries have been received for
such services,usually for one or
two meals from groups traveling
to tauo.

Celebrate 60th Anniversary

OTTAWA COUNTY PROSECUTOR JAMES

Sheriff Jerry Vanderbeek (right) two warrants

BUSSARD

state land buying in the county with Assistant

were issued against G. Palmer Seeley, and
Ronald V. Kennedy, charging conspiracyto

Attorney General Perry Maynard (seated left).
After the conference with Maynard and State
Police Detective Murray Young (left) and

commit fraud. The group met Tuesday in Bussard's office at Grand Haven.
(Sentiml photo)

(right) discusses the irregularities in

Mr. ond Mrs. Morinus Brandt

Mr. and Mrs. Marinos Brandt and Brandt, of Nashville,Tenn.
celebrated their 60th wedding Both Mr. and Mrs. Brandt are
anniversary at a family gathering

Monday evening

in their home at

Effective at 6 wn. Tuesday,
weight restriction enforcement 265 Lincoln Ave.
were modified to allow normal Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
loadings of 18,000 pounds per axle Dick Brandt, Mrs. Jean Kuhlman,
on all county roads west of US-31, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Brandt and
accordingto announcement from sons, Kevin and Wayne, and Mr.
the board of County Road Com- and Mrs. Frank Pierema and children, Stevie and Patty. Unable to
mission.
attend will be a granddaughter and
Beriberi is caused, by an unbal- her 'family, Mr. and Mrs. Okey
anced diet lacking in B vitamins. Johnson and sons, Okey, Rickey

and are in exceptionally good health. Mr. Brandt has
been janitor of Sixth Reformed
Church for the last 18 years. He
retired five years* ago as a fireman after 45 years on the force.
He held the rank of assistantchief
at the time of his retirement.
Last Thursday afternoon, Mrs.
Brandt treated members of the
Sixth Church Ladies Aid and was
presented with a gift for her anniversary.
81 years old

—
THf HOLLAND CITY

Merz-Schipper Rites Performed

Maroons Avenge

NIWS, THUMDAY, MARCH

4,
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Library Adventures

10 Girls Confess

By Arnold Muldtr

Earlier Setback

Shopliftmg Items

Win

In Holland Stores

ffith

60-42

Holland Christian pulled

down

Ten girls, all 13 to 14 years old,
who specializedin shoplifting from
downtown Holland stores during
the past three months, have been
picked up og police.

the curtain on a highly successful

regular season cage schedule
Thursday night, on the Armory
court when they overpowered
Grand Haven, 60-42. A sellout
crowd, the second in less than a
week for the Maroons, witnessed
the clash between the two county

Total value of the stolen goods,

mostly recovered, was estimated
in excess of $500, police said. The
girls admitted, In signed statements to officers, they took items
including lipstick, skirts, sweaters,
blouses, costume jewelry and dia-

win Thursday night,
'Dutch defeated every foe on
their 18 game schedule, at least
once. The card included six games
with class A foes and was considered to be one of the roughest
Ifith

When Somerset Maugham ob- thousands of writing dubs. Many
served his eightiethbirthday
of them doubtless have value in
ccntly he had some things to say stimulating the enthusiasmof the
young writer,but that is about all.
about his work as a writer. "I
Somerset Maugham himself, at
guess there will be no more novels the age of 70, wrote a book called
and short stories,"he said to re- "The Summing Up" in which he
porters. "Besides, I have ex- handed out wholesome advice.
hausted all my themes, and try Along with other successful writI will J can’t think of a plot. ers he had been bombarded with 5
I’m not as inventive as I used to pleas of would-be authors tq give
be."
them a formula that they could
At 80 that is not surprising.use to become successes.His book
Many writers arrive at that point boiled down to the bitter truth
long before that. Often, like that there is no such formula.
Maugham, they keep on writing, Many others have testifiedto
but usually they have nothing more the same wholesome but unpalatable truth. Mary Heaton Vorse
to say.
As a matter of fact, considering gave perhaps the best answer
writers as artists not as human to all such questions? Appealed
beings, those are the lucky ones to by a young writer to tell him
who die physically before their to become a successful writer,
minds run dry. Dickens was only she answered: "Apply the seat of
58 when he died in the full flush of your pants to the seat of a chair
his powers, and Thackeray was and begin to write."
That’s about all that anybody
only 52. young enough to be still
mentally at his best. Everybody can say. If a person hu anything

their

mond

rings.

Officers said each of the girls
apparently started out by stealing
lipstick from each of the three
dime stores on Eighth St. Other
stores which were victimized in-

in the school's history. This year’s
record of 16-2 was the best compiled by* Coach Art Tuls in regular season play. Last year his
team had 15-2 over the schedule
and 17-3 overall.He has also had
other 17-3 seasons in his eight
year stint at Christian.
Although the Hollanders held
command of the contest all the
way against the sharpshooting
Bucs, it wasn't until the second
half that they turned on the
steam and won with ease. The outcome was decided early enough in
the final stanza to permit both
Tuls and Coach Steve Sluka of the
Bucs to use a flock of men. Tuls
used 13 and Sluka 11.
Once again the Hollanders showed genuine team effort to come
through with the victory. The
game didn’t have any stars, with
all turning in good performances.
Two of the big factors in the
Dutch’s decisive victory were the
terrificreboundingby Carl Edewaards and Ken Scholten, and the
fine defense on the part of the

cluded Penney’s,DuMez, Homer
Haydens, Taylor’s, The Record
Shop, Hansen’s Drug Store, Montgomery Ward and Vandenberg
Jewelry
*

Store.

I

•

knows, of course, that the greatest to say he will get it~«ald provided
them all in English literature, he keeps the seat of hi* pants apnamely Shakespeare, was only 52
when he died. But in his case' there plied long enough to the teat of
was so clearly a diminutionof his chair, ftiat is, provided he has
literarypower that even if he had the gumption to work hard — and
lived 20 years longer, the chances to work alone, without applause.
are that his reputation would not
have been enlarged by later work.
Then, of course, there was the
poet Shelley, who was under 30
when he died, and there was John
Keats, who was only 26 at the time
of his tragic death. In both those
cases death probably came too
soon; the probabilitiesare that
both of them would have produced
more great poetry if they had
lived on to at least middle age.
Yet. It is Impossible to be certain. There is the case of Wordsworth, for iristance. He lived to the
ripe old age of 80 but if he had died
at 50 his reputation would have
been just as great as it is now;
during the last 30 years of his life
Ar# you driving
he wrote voluminously but, in the
words used by Maugham, "he had 100 milts ptr hour car

Two other 14-year-old 'girls,

missing from their Holland homes
since Feb. 22, were still being
sought by police. The two have
been implicated by several of the
teen-agers questioned by officers.
One of the missing girls is believed to have been taking items
from stores since early in 1951,
police said.
Mr. ond Mrs. George Louis Merz,

Jr.

The girls left Holland sometime
(Prince photo) the afternoon of Feb. 22. Officers
Ferns and white mums, with groom’s family. Her bouquet was
questioned two boys who said they
a single set of candelabra wqs the of white roses.
picked up the girls and gave them
setting for the marriage if Miss
The maid of honor wore a gown a ride to Douglas.
Shirley Ann Schipperand George of deep aqua blue iridescenttafThe boys, who said they did not
Louis Merz, Jr., Saturday, Feb. 20 feta and the bridesmaids were atknow the girls, told officersone
in First Baptist Church of Zee- tired in deep red iridescenttafof the girls tried to sell him two
land. Vows were spoken at 2.30 feta gowns. All wore half- Juliet
diamond rings saying they were
p.m. with the Rev. Herbert Van- caps to match their gowns and
just ‘‘cheap’’ rings. Police believe
dcr Lugt performing the double carried colonial bouquetsof pink
the rings, valued at more than
ring ceremony.
and white pompons.
$200, were taken from Vandenberg
• The bride is the daughter of
A reception for 150 guests was Jewelry store at the same time
SKIING CONDITIONS WERE IDEAL lor Mr. and Mrs. /amts logon el 1121
Maroons.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius F. Schipper, held ot Legion Memorial hall
South Short Dr. when tho/ sptat two wooks of Sun Valloy, Idaho. Thor
Christian constantly kept the 215 South State St., Zeeland, and with Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Nykerk, another $150 ring, since recovered,
lako an annual ski vocation at oltbor Sun Valloy. Atpon. Colo* Otoogo or
sharpshootingGrand Haven the groom’s parents are Mr. and uncle and aunt of the bride, as was stolen.
Boyoo Mountain.Jim Logon is also an let boat sothusiost ond racos his
a
guards, Pete Fisher and Bob Mrs. Chester R. Norman, Bemus master and mistress of ceremon- Officers said other girls remain
“Skootoru orory potslblo WMk-tnd on Lako Macatawa. Thoy art shown
to be questioned as they continued
Dirksc, on the move, not per- Point, N.Y.
ot tho top ot Baldy Mountain,ono ot ths highssf poaks In tho Sawtooth
ies. In the gift room were Misses
mitting them many open shots at
Attendingthe couple were Miss Maggie Walcott and Jean Griffith their investigationtoday.
Rango at Sun Valloy. Alto shown art towsrs ol tho ski lilt at tho tAOO Ioot
exhausted his themes" and was
40mlltiptr hour tafotf
the hoop. Once they did get a Dorothy Schipper, sister of the and serving at the punch bowl
•(•ration.Mr. and Mrs. Logon roturnod to Holland latl Sunday.
mostly warming over old stuff.
chance to set, it was usually two bride, as maid of honor; Miss was Miss Laurel Grace Speedy.
Writing is a queer business and
To* wooMal drfco «i* aa* haM yoov
points..Tun. Buursma who led the Martha Merz, sister of the groom, Mrs. Rod Yates poured coffee
it does not conform to any known
hrataa woriioe
aad aaaafa fcohaa
Maroons with 14 markers, was the and Miss Ruth Bauer, a college and Mrs. William R. Reynolds,
rules or regulations for success.
ar« mmoS by Moka Haiai aa* praoarif
outcourt artist as he connected on friend, bridesmaids, and Mary aunt of the groom, cut the weddThe greatest writers often run dry.
owaod la ifca amt an of iho braha
seven, periodicallythroughout Jane Schipper, sister of the bride, ing cake.
Old Anthony Trolope. Britishnovdraak Oa yoar aam talaa hbbba fofMy
the game.
junior bridesmaid;Norman Roh- The bride, a graduate of Middleelist of the Victorian era, even
fcm aad boat Maai groaod on tm
Another feature of the game from rer, best man, and Paul Schipper, ville High School, attended Bob
Aomm Safa-AiaBraha Sboo *Had«:
believed that every novelist should
the local standpoint was the Mar- brother of the bride, and Thomas Jones University in Greenville,
quit at 50. He himself kept on writCharles R. Ash of Viifeinia "Tish," a three-act comedy, has
oon fast break which they turned Beers, ushers.
S.C., and is a graduate of West Park who has just retired from
ing novels, but he felt that they
on and off like a faucet.After usMrs. Dennis De Haan played Suburban Hospital School of the Michigan Bell Telephone been chosen as this year’s productlacked the stingo that great fiction
ion by the Zeeland High School
ing the set pattern for a few min- traditionalwedding music and ac- Nursing In Oak Park, 111. The
should have.
Company, was honored Friday Junior class. The play will be stagutes, the Dutch would suddenly companied soloist Mrs. Robert groom, who plans to enter Cornell
evening at a gathering at the
Nor are there any rules and
break loose with a torrid attack Vanden Belt who sam? ’K) Per- University in September, recent- Marquee. Attending were 65 ed March 24, 25 and 26 in Zeeland
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
regulationsthat a successfulwritHigh
gymnasium.
for several easy two pointers.Its fect Love" and “I Love Thee, ly was dischargedafter serving
friends made at Michigan Bell
Mrs. Willis Boss entertained er can communicate to • beginThe comedy, which takes place
effectiveness, of course,can e from, Dear."
three year; in tne Marine Corps. during a period of almost 30
ner. Scores of books are published
the fact that the Bucs didn’t know
A gown of white Japanese- silk He attended Wheaton College be- years of service.Guests included in a hotel lunch room, revolves members of the' North Holland each year purporting to give the
Dm Hortgortak— Reno Blok
around
Tish,
a
middleaged
spinHome Economic club at her aspiring writer t blueprint for a
what to expect most of the time. with a satin finish was worn by fore' entering service.
several from Grand Rapids, Battle
!2»
W. *k
Phone 7777
The contest was nip and tuck the bride. It featured a bodice of
month’s wedding trip to Creek, Grand Haven and Benton ster, and her two companions, home Thursday evening, Feb. 18. writing career, .and there .are
Lizzie and Aggie, who decide to
for much of the first quarter French imported lace with a scalThe roll-call was answered with
Mexico was chosen by the couple. Harbor.
take a trip out West. Alter they
loped square neck, long lace
Ash
who
began
as
a
repairman
a helpful household hint tfhe les
sleeves with scalloped edge, and They will make their home in for the company in 1952, was pre- register at the hotel, Tish especiCassadaga.
N.Y.
For
traveling
the
ally gets into all kinds of trouble, son on "What’s the Score for ’54’
a full skirt. The fingertip veil of
sented with a wrist watch, enScrappy toys:
mLschef and adventure.
illusion was held in place by a bride changed to a navy wool suit
was presented by the two leaders,
graved inside, and an engraved
Jan Van Peursem will appear in Mrs. Peter Siersma and Mrs. P.
Juliet cap made of Belgian lace, with navy and white accessories billfold with money.
In Amarka, ovir 30,000,000 tons of
100-year-oldheirloomof the and a shrimp-colored coat.
His experiences covers most the title role of Tish, who despite Bauman. Refreshmentswere serv
"purchased" scrap is consumtd par
her years possessesa youthful ed by the hostess. The next
AT HOME AND AT
phases of installing and maintainspirit and craves excitement; Anne meeting will be held March 16 at
yaar.
with Grand Haven holding a one
ing
local
telephones
and
long
Grand Haven (42)
THE
De pree portrays Aggie, a veritable t^ie home of Mrs. Albert Brouwpoint lead midway in the period Dirkse, f
distance lines. lie has worked in
The Dutch then hit for six straight McPhee, f
Grand Rapids and other points in bean pole inclinedto sneezing and er.
whining, and Eloise Elenbaas is
Mrs. John Workman, the former
markers to take a 13-8 margin at Clark, c
southwestern Michigan. Since
always buying
materia Is
Lizzie, who is built on a roly poly Grace Houting, was honored guest
the first period horn.
Fisher, g
1947 he has been located here as
plan and tires easily.
at a miscellaneous shower TuesBoth clubs played on even terms Teasley, g
stockman, ordering and mainMarianne Wildschutappears as day evening at the home of Mrs.
in a rather low scoring second Marod, g
taining the stock of items reEllen, a charming girl of 19 who Edward Schilleman. The bride
period, although the Hollanders Rowhorst,f
quired for supplying telephone
owns the hotel and lunch room; was preseneteda* rose corsage
120 Alvar Ave.
HeUend, Mick.
always managed to stay out in Kammeraad, f
service in the Holland area.
John Van Dam, as the breezy and with streamersof red hearts. On
front. By halftime the Tulsmen Van Dongen,
In
his "assignmentto leisure,"
TOUR HOSTS:
buoyant Charles Sands; Edgar each heart was printed,in poetry,
were still leading 21-16.
Murdick,g
he and Mrs. Ash are looking forPAUL AND IDNA VAN RAALTE
Geerlings, as Sheriff Lem Pike; where each gift could be found.
Christian moved out to a 10- De Vecht, g
ward to traveling, "maybe folpoint margin at the start of the
lowing the sun to its winter Julia De Witt as Gallic Hopkins, Games were played and duplicate
1.
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE
self-reliant person extremely loyal prizes given to the bride and to
third quarter and pretty much Totals
haunts."
16 10 19 42
to her friends, and Peggy Kole as Mrs. Ann Frericks, Mrs. B. BosZEEUND
2.
maintainedit throughout the
Brettina Trent, refined woman nian and Mrs. Carlton Brouwer.
period. Just before the stanza
Lincoln
Cabs
Stage
with a determinednature.
3.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
The guests included the Mesclosed, the Maroons staged anHerbert Dozema plays the role dames M. Overbeek, J. Bauman,
other spurt to lead 40-28.
Blue and Gold Banquet
4.
of pompous mannered Luther R. Weener, H. Frericks, F. Kraal,
It didn’t take long for the HolGene Hiddinga led the Holland
Hopkins;
Tom
Bloemsma,
the
role
R.
Houting,
Mrs.
I.
Houting,
C.
landers to build up a sizeable mar- Archery Club in its weekly shoot
Lincoln School Cub Scout Pack
3003 held its annual blue and of the athlete, Wesley Andrews; Nash. C. Brouwer,Blauwkamp, C.
gin in the final period. Midway
at Holland High gym Wednesday
in the Quarter the Dutch were
gold banquet Tuesday evening at Isla Heyboer, the Mexican maid Sas, B. Bosnian, E. Ten Clay, J.
Co's.
Charita; Gerard Wiggers. role ol Raak and R. Veldheer.A twoleading 52-33 and subs began night. He had a 716. Alvin Pe- the school.
Auto
Fira
-p
Ltto
Denly
Grimes,
and
Marcia
Ter
course lunch was served by Mrs.
Mrs. Norman Cramer's den led
pouring into the fray. Dave Van- troelje with a 710 was close be•IN VAN LINT1
Floyd Kraai and the hostess.Mr.
der Hill, playing his first game hind. Other scores were: Dick the Lord’s Prayer. Cubmaster ,®r’ ,,n.p;
Miss Betty Roelofs is directing and Mrs. Workman are living in
77 CollageAvenue
Clarence Kammeraad introduced
Phono 7133
for the varsity,hit for five out of
Taylor, 688; Paul Barkel,;682
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Row- the production. Della Nykamp is Muskegon.
seven free throws in the final
The members of the C. E. and
three minutes. Another reserve Warren St. John, 662; Andy Naber, ell. Rowell presented the pack assistantdirector.
catechism classes invited the
turning in a fine game was Syl- 659; John Schulz, 658; Bruce charter. Membershp cards were
mothers to a special meeting in
van Disselkoen who collectedsev- Glass, 642; Bob Pluister. 624; Bud presented to the committee, Cubthe chapel last Tuesday night.
en markers during the time he Van Tak, 618; Joyce Barkel, 618; master Kammeraad ; Russell
Chuck Rozema, 615; Earl Welling. Boyce, assistant Cubmaster;
Harold Korver, who teaches the
played.
Junior Catechism class, showed
Following Buursma with 14, 559; Mel Jousma, 526; Glad Jous- Chairman A.L. Edwards* comAdmitted to Holland Hospital slides of his work to the migrants
Ron Nykamp was next for Chris- ma, 511; Pauline Hiddinga, 425; mittemen Henry De Jonge and
tian with 13. Leon Teasley was Joey Wabeke, 408; Barb Rozema, Carl Garbrecht, and den mothers, Thursday vlere Joyce Klomparens, near South Haven last summer.
379.
Mrs. George Piers and Mrs. A.L. 120 Clover Ave.; Mrs. Henrietta
high for Grand Haven with 12 talShooting a perfect score of 54 Edwards. Special recognition was Dykhuis, route 3; Edward Vender
lies. Christian hit on 14 out of 27
foul tries, while the Bucs hit only was Alvin Petroelje,1, and Rich given Mrs. Piers for her outstand- West, 692 Plasman Ave.; Marlene
Taylor, 1.
Puffs
1C for 26.
ing work. Mrs. Jack Beverwyk Bosma, 338 West Washington,
NOT OUR PRICES
Shooting in the tournamentlead- was registered as a new den Zeeland; Daniel Barrett, route 1;
Box srore:
Eclairs
Wc offer you top quolity Roofing ot
ing the group was Marve Wabeke mother.
Ronald Baumann, route 2, HolHolland Christian (60)
prices you con meet. Remember This
FO F PF TP with 720. Followingclose behind Thanks were expressed to Mrs. land; Sikko Huizenga, 367 CenPlea
4
1
You Con't Miu A Soving When You Edewaards,
10 were John Lam. 718; John Mul- Cramer and Mrs. Andrew Dalman tral Ave.
Discharged
Thursday
were
Louis
der,
670;
Bill
Brown,
653;
Norma
Sharda, f
1
0
1
3
for the assistance they gave durBuy Tho Best. Coll Us Todoy.
and FILLED
All Main
Garvelink, 692 West 26th St.; Mrs.
Scholten, c
2
3
4
7 Naber, 648; Glenn Brower, 632; ing this month.
Gardner
Joyce,
732
Myrtle
St.;
Don
Caauwe,
624;
Millie
PetroelNykamp, g
6
1
4 13
Awards included: Wolf badge,
Buursma, g
7
Authorized
0
3 14 je, 591; Jerry Kline, 539; Jim Dale Cramer; Lion badge, Tommy Mrs. Hans Suzenaar, 2l2 West
ChryslerPlymouthDsalop
Mulder, g
0
0 Crozier, 536 and Juke Ten Cate, Edwards, gold arrow, Dale Cram- 23rd St.; Mrs. Leonard Marcinkus
0
1
Disselkoen, g
3
7 531.
1
er, silver arrow, Dave Mulder, and baby, route 4; Mrs. Stanley
1
Vander Hill, c
0
5
2
5
Motor Saloo
John Dalman, Carl Looman, Jim Roelofs and baby, 451 Central
Vryhof, g
Ave. Mrs. Jomes L. Hardy and 29 W. 9th Street Phono 7142
0
0
0
0
Beverwyk
and
Jim
Overway.
384 CENTRAL
* PHONE 2677
Pollack Sapper Held
Myrick, c
0
1
3
1
Mrs. Piers’ den conducted open- baby, route 4; Mrs. Donald Derks,
Dykema, f
O’ 0
0
29
0 On 75th Anniversary
ing ceremonies and Mrs. Edwards’ 069 Lincoln Ave.; Edward Vander
Nykamp W.f f
0
0
0 0
den, the closing ceremony.Tables West, 692 Plasman Ave.; Ronald
PHONE 3
Vander Ark, f
The Erutha Rebekah Lodge were decorted with blue and gold Baumann, route 2.
0
0 0
0
Totals
Hospital births include a daugh23 14 20 60 gathered in the lodge hall last cakes.
Friday evening for a potluck supThe group sang songs from new ter bom Thursday to Mr. and Mrs.
per in celebration of its 75th an- books made by the pack. Nation- Russel Fredricks,77 East 29th St.;
niversary.
a daughter bom today to Mr. and
al Jamboree films were shown.
Mrs. Jerald Sternberg, route 6; a
A regular business meeting and
Annoineameils
card party followed the supper.
son bom today to Mr. and Mrs.
Bong
ohooto
FRKB with eoeh
Serving on the committee were Educational Committee
George Bosch, 94 East 34th St.;
order
of
Wedding
Stationery.
Mrs. Melva Crowle, Mrs. Blanche Of Womanfs Pub Meets
a daughter. Laure Ann, bom toShaffer, Mrs. Minnie Serier and
day to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Mrs. Estelle Dore.
The Educational committee of Bowman, route 2, Zeeland.
Special
Mrs. Jeannette Cranmer was the Women’s Literary Gub met
voted the Declaration of Chivalry. Thursady afternoon at the home
Yellow jaundice hospitalized
Factory Engins for
Prilling
Tho Bier Holder offers many
The Past Noble Grands Club will of Mrs. Andrew Hyma. Current- about 300,000 American troops in
AN Models
meet at the home of Mrs. Jo ly there is over $5,000 In the World War Q.
services for your pleasure.
Complstdy New,
Bender on Tuesday.
fund
which
is
available
to
young
The best In draught and
Conmercial
150**
•oonloo Chevrolet
women for higher education, to be
Exchange
bottledbeers and wlnea and
Short Motor
paid back without interest
Printing
flue Lehor
Rosendahl Infant Diet
ohampagnea. Also, sandAt present,only two young wowiches
and
snack*
All
INCLUDES
men have secured loans and girls
At Home of Parents
451 W. 2M St. Phon. 6-1042
served by trained employees.
seeking financialaid for their ed• New
• New fistoo fine ~
' I
9
Let w do all yoar printing! Quality prassworfc, dependable — Charles Edwin Rosendahl, three- ucation are urged fo get In touch
Alncondlttanedand open
•
• New Piston Rings
.
Fine Fu.nifurefor
month-old son of Mr. and Mrs. with the chairman, Miss Laura
isnric* prompt dtihrtry . . • satisfoctiou guaranteed!
• New M«» Bearings • New Timing Genre
neon until midnight
Robert Rosendahl, died at his Boyd, either at Hope College or
FashionableHomes
! S"
• New Camshaft
• New Pistons
• New Camshaft Bearing.
home. 65 Burke Ave., Holland at her home.
FURNITURE
Township,Saturday. He had been
Announcement also was made
BUDGET PAYMENTS AVAILABLE
ill since birth Nov. 29, 1953.
LAMPS
CARPET
that the $60 collectedIn memory
He is survived by the parents, of Miss Martha Sherwood, chairCUSTOM
UPHOLSTERING
Inc.
one sister, Diane Ljiin; the grand- man of the committee for many
COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE
parents,Mr. and Mrs. John Caauwe years, has been set up as a memRIVER AT NINTH
Oh« Ivory Afternoon ond
PHONE 2316
of Holland and Mr. and Mrs. orial fund for diplomas for the
Moo. • Wed. - Fri.
Marion Rosendahl, North Holland. girls who make use of the fund.
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Hope College Will Host

Study Income

State Oratory Contests
Hope College will be host

Engagement Told

Tax

Fonns Carefully

to the

men’s and women’s oratorical

Before Selecting

contests of Michigan Intercol-

Speech League on Friday, March 5, Dr. William Schrier, head of the Hope speech delegiate

m-k

The following article is one of
a series on helpful hints on
filing income tax preparedas
a public service by the Holland chapter of die American Society of Women Ac
countanta. Today’s article
takes in indivinual Income
taxes. Other articleswill
be on exemptions, taxable income, non-taxable ihcome and

partment, has announced.
"This is by far the most important speech activity to take
place on Hope campus in the last
11 years," Dr. Schrier said. In regular rotation, the contest was
last held at Hope in 1942.
Finest collegiateorators of the
state will compete in the contest
in Hope Memorial Chapel. They
will represent Albion, Alma, Calvin, Central Michigan, University
of Detroit, Detroit Institute of
Technology, Kalamazoo, Michigan
State, Michigan State Normal,
Western Michigan,Hillsdale and
Hope Colleges and Ferris Institute.

Hope’s participantswill be
Bruce Van Voorst, Holland senior
who was 1953 Community Ambassador to Austria, and Donna

Mis* Phylli* Joyce Schuitemon
The engagement of Miss Phyllis Raymer, junior from Belding.
Hope has rated high in this
Joyce Schuitemanto Pvt. Earl F.
Kalkman of Fort Knox, Ky., has speech league since its beginning
been made known by her parents, in 1898 when J.W. Beardslee, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Schuiteman was the first contestant. Dr.
of Zeeland. Pvt. Kalkman is the Beardslee now is professor of New
Brunswick
son of Mr. and Mrs. Neil Kalkman Testament at
Seminary, where he was presiof Holland.

deductions.'
Individual Income

Tax

Income Tax time again!
Most of you have received your
individual income tax forms
through the mail. However, if you
haven’t you may secure them from
It’s

CALVIN COLLEGE STUDENTS will be among many wbo
win faJre part FrUar la (be Michigan Intercollegiate
Speech League Oratory contests at Hope College.
Dorothy Do Lano, a junior from Grand Rapids, and
Andrew Rienstra. sophomoreand pre-seminarystudent from Oostburg, Wis- will representCalvin In

the contest which Is a lop speech event In the stale
each year. Pictured with the Calvin entrants Is Frol.
Melvin E. BergbnJs. center, chairman of the Calvin department ol speech and coach of oratory. AJenstra's
father,the Rev. Richard Rienstra ol Oostburg. was Calvin's representative In

1S2S.

»

PVT. KENNETH

L BAUMAN

PVT. LLOYD

HUTBEB

the Director of Internal Revenue,
Detroit, Mich., or from the post
office.

Banka usually have a supply of

forms on hand and most employer* have the forms for the
convenience of employes. The law

Sixth Graders of Washington School Present Play

requires that every citizen or resident of the United States, children, that is minors, as well as
adults, who had $600 or more
gross income in 1953 must file a
return.
The one exception to this rule
concerns the self employed. If you

New

I

dent from 1935 to 1947. Other
past contestants were Dr. Irwin
J. Lubbers, now college president,
are a self-employedindividual,
you will have to file a return if
the Rev. John Hains, Trinity Relions
formed Church pastor; Dr. Paul
you had at least $400 of net earnFried, now on the faculty; Guy
ings from self-employment
during
1953, even though you may not
Vander Jagt, student at Yale
By K.
Seminary, and Don A. Lubbers,
have had enough income to otherPVT. DALE S.’ DEWITT
PVT. ROBERT C. ROOS
wise require the filing of an instudent at Rutgers University.
K. Robert Hahn, of Lear, Inc. The women's divisionof the concome tax return. A return should
be filed in order to protect yourGrand Rapids entertained the test was added in 1912 when Mrs.
John Dykstra of Grand Rapids
self and thus come under social
Lions dub at their annual meeting
security.
was Hope’s first participant.Mrs.
Tuesday noon at the Warm Walter Scott of Holland competed
Some of you may have earned
Friend Tavern. He described the in 1929, Tena Holkeboer,now a
less than $000 during 1953. We
are thinking now of students who
instruments being manufactured missionary in the Philippines,
worked during summer vacation,
by Lear and told how the Lear in 1920, and Mary Houtman, now
or, housewiveswho had extra
company is aiding the government Mrs. Eugene Van Tamelen of
Four Hope College graduates
time and helped out in seasonal
in the military program. He also Madison, Wls., who placed first
have completed basic combat
in the state in 1950.
jobs. Of course, married persons
showed civil defense movies.
trainingconducted by the 3rd Arm- '
State Supreme Court Judge
should report jointly with husCost of Queen of Heorts opd Her Torts on HHS Stage.
Henry Geerlings of Zeeland, Lion
ored
Division at Fort Knox, Ky.
John
R.
Dethmers,
Hope’s
conband
or
wife
if you have not earnWashington
School
sixth
graders
Walvoord
and
directed
by
Vicky
zone chairman,conducted an inMary Eakley, hope; Nancy Borr,
Included in the group are Pvt.
stallation service for five new testant in 1924, will be moderator entertained their older brothers Ziel. On the costume committee Kindness, and Philip Van Huis, ed $600 during 1953 and tax was
withheldfrom your wages. Your
members, Austin Buchanan,Henry for the men’s, finals at 8 p.m. in and sistersin a special program were Colean Key, Linda Walvoord page.
Kenneth E. Baurpan, Pvt. Dale S.
the chapel. The women’s finals
and Alice Weeks. Brian Dykstra,
PI aggemeyer.'y Harold Van TongerOthers in the cast were Andries withholding tax should be shown
De Witt, Pvt. Lloyd Huyser and
at Holland High School Tuesday
will be held at 4:15 p.m.
as
a
credit
on
the
joint
return.
Don Kievit and Bill Watson were Steketee and David Groenewoud,
en,' Herman Medema and Dr.
Pvt. Robert C. Roos.
morning.The group, Mrs. Ernest stage crew. Pearle Miles was guards; Chuck Pomernacki,David If you have not earned $600 durChester Van Appledomj Cornell
Bauman is married to the foring
1953
and
tax
was
withheld
Penna's
class,
wrote,
directed,
and
stand-in.
Brewer, membership chairman, asHdlenbach, Kenneth Terpstra,
mer
Dorothy Ten Brink, who is
acted in the production,"The
Shown in the photo are. left to Valdis Grants, Jerry Hagans from your wages, you too should
sisted. N
staying with their daughter, Nora
file
a
return
in
order
to
get
a
reQueen
of
Hearts
and
Her
Tarts.’’
Music was furnished by Holland
right: Marcia Osterink and Judy Jerry Dobbertin and Don Houtman.
Jane, at the home of her parents
The assembly program was in
High School students and Bob
wise counselors; Barbara Bald- fund from the government for the;
on 705 Saunders Ave. Pvt. Bauman
Borgman,
maids;
Wayne
Slag,
Dethmers of Hope College spoke Admitted to Holland Hospital charge of Miss Van Dyke’s Engridge and Karen Poppema, an- amount deducted by your emspent the week-end with his famstreet urchin; Judy Sweringa,
ployer
as
shown
on
the
W-2
form
Friday
were
the
Rev.
A
H.
Strablish
class
with
Nick
Havinga,
briefly of the state oratoricalcon
nouncers.
ily.
bing, Hamilton; Mrs. Joseph Hart- chairman. Birton Hilson led devo- Queen of Hearts; Stephanie
test
Following the play, the high which you received from him.
After graduation, De Witt and
And
speaking
of
W-2
forms,
tions.
gerink,
789
Columbia
Ave.;
John
Goodes,
love;
Sandra
Van
Beek,
Guests at the meeting were Ken
school audience gave the players
his wife, the former Jane Noxon,
do
remember
to
attach
the
oriThe play was written by Linda faith; Alice Weeks, happiness; a curtain call.
Vander Heuvel of Holland and W. G Baumann, route 4; Mrs. Charmade their home with his parents,
ginal copy to your completedreS. Thompson of London, England. les, V. Miller, 296 West 16th St.;
Mr. and Mrs. Augustine De Witt,
turn
before
mailing
it. Also, make
Jhne
Otten,
225
West
21st
St.;
Henry Ter Haar, Lion president
472 Columbia Ave.
be presented Tuesday night. The certain that you sign your reLarry Driy, 302 West 22nd St.;
was in charge of the meeting.
Miss Borboro Joyce Allen
Huyser, who graduatedin 1953
entire second floor of the museum turn and DO double check every
Mary
Louise
Van
Voorst,
402
The Holland Lions have received
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allerf of has completed16 weeks training.
was turned over to exhibits of item. The deadline for filing is
Hazel
Ave.
an invitationto a celebration to54 West Seventh St. announce the He spent 14 days at home at
young people of school age.
March 15, 1954.
DischargedFriday were Roger
night at the Pantlind Hotel in
Faculty members in charge of
engagement of their daughter, Christmas time with his parents,
There
are
three
types
of
inKoning,
route
6;
Mrs.
Gerald
Grand Rapids when two new Lions
the talent show were well satis- dividual returns. Form 1040A,
Barbara Joyce, of Arcadia, Calif., Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Huyser, 439 i
Clubs will receive their charters. Lokers, 210 East 15th St; Diane
About 35 young people survived Jane Vereeke and Sharon Huff; fied with responseto the initial short form 1040 and long form to E. Kenribth Martin, son of Mr. Lincoln Ave. He intends to be an
InternationalPresident S. A. Moore, 298 East 13th St; Mrs.
art teacher after his Army stint.
contest and hope to branch out on 1040. The size of your income, the
Dodge is making his first appear- Donald S undin and baby, 238 West the elimination contest sponsored trumpgt trio, Jim Vande Vusse,
and Mrs. Eric Martin of Arcadia.
a
larger
scale
in years to come.
Rdos was graduated from Hops
sources of your income, the size
ance in Western Michigan and 29th St; Mrs. Donald Sturgis and by Youth Achievement Thursday Harold Wise, Andries Steketee;voMiss Allen is a graduate of Hol- in 1952 and took a year o'f gradu- •
of your allowabledeductions,such
cal duet, Betty Van Huis and
will speak. Several from the local baby, 241 East 15th St; Mrs.
evening at Holland High School, Grace Elzinga; tap dance, Mary
as contributions and medical ex land High School and is now em- ate work before entering the serdub plan to attend.
Walter Bosma and baby, 173 West
Gerrit De Fouw, 65,
penses and the exemptions to ployed at the Harriman Insurance vice. He is the son of Mrs. Arthur
Eighth St; Larry Driy, 302 West and they will compete In the finals Van Kampen; ballet, Sandra Ver
which you are entitledwill deter- Agency in Pasadena, Calif. Mr. C. Roos, 230 Cambridge and .the
22nd St; Marlene Bosma, 338 Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. for ratings Beek and Gallic Zuverink; reading, Dies of Heart Ailment
Hamngton Cnb» Stage
and
prizes.
mine which form you should use. Martin, a graduate of Monrovia- late Mr. Roos. Mrs. Roos teaches
Martha Penna.
West Washington,Zeeland.
The talent show was sponsored
Gerrit
De
Fouw,
65, of route Form 1040A is the simplest form. Arcadia-DuarteHigh School, has at Van Raalte School.
Admitted
Saturday
were
George
Blue and Gold Banquet
15 to 15
attended Sawyer Business College
Japink, route 1, Hamilton; Mrs. In connectionwith the hobby
Vocal solos, Marjorie Zickler: 6, died unexpectedly Thursday at However, the simplest form may in Pasadena and is now employed
show
currently
in
operation
at
be
the
most
expensive
in
your
Cub Scouts, Pack 36, of Har Amos Earl, 2054 Lakeway Dr.;
Visitor Thanhs Gideons
his
home.
He
had
had
a
heart
Ruth Van Hoeve and Marlene
case, therefore,it is a good idea at Southwest Welding and Manurington School held their annual Mrs. Jim Kapenga, route 3; John Netherlands Museum. The hobby Blok; instrumental solos, Rochelle
ailment
for
several
years.
Mr.
De.
to study the forms before filing facturing Company in Alhambra. For Work in England
Blue and Gold banquet last Wed- Ter Beek, Sr., 90 East 14th St.; show was closed last night for De Vries, marimba; Suzanne De
summer wedding is being
nesday eveninngat the Marquee. Henry Bos, 334 Central Ave.; Glen the talent show, but will be open Pree, alto clarinet; Connie Nor- Fouw was a farmer and lived at a return.
Holland Gideons were visited
You may use form 1040A if planned by the couple.
Tables were decorated with Allen Bareman, 268 North River tonight until 10 p.m. Louis Mul- lin, baton twirling; girls’ quar- the same locality for 36 years.
Monday evening by W. S. Thomp- 1
Surviving are seven sons, Clar- your total income was less than
der will demonstratewood carvblue and gold place mats and Ave.
tet, Betty Brower, Evelyn Van ence of Muskegon, Marinus,
son of London, who was paying a
$5,000 and considered only of
matching place cards. A large DischargedSaturday were John ing.
return
visit for D. J. De Pree,
Mere
than 50 young people per- Iwaarden,Linda Riemersma and Arthur, Gerald, Nelson, Vernon wages reported on withholding
yellow cake decoratedthe speak- C. Baumann, route 4; Lillian Van
Trudie Van Lente.
former internationalpresident of
and Robert,. who is stationed with statements, which are the W-2
ers table. On adjoining tables Dis, East Saugatuck; Mrs. Ed- formed in Thursday’selimination,
16 to 18
Gideons. De Pree and D. J. Zonthe armed forces at Fort Lewis forms mentioned before, or, of
were four small busies with blue ward Prins and baby, 96 East 18th the bulk of them in the under-12
Vocal solos, Leah Broker, Jo Wash.; two daughters, Mrs. Maridervan
of Grand Rapids were inclassification. The following will
such wages and not more than
and gold butterflies.
St; Mrs. Kenneth Bonnema and
Ann Hill and Betty Heidema; an Gutknecht and Mrs. Jurte $100 of other wages, dividends
strumental in placing 156,000
In charge of decorations were baby, route 3, Zeeland; Mrs. Dan- appear in Tuesday’s finals:
boys’ quartet, Dave Jalving, Bir- Brown; 17 grandchildren;three
Bibles in England hotels before
Under 12
and interest.
Mrs. K. Kerbs, Mrs. H. Derkse, iel Barrett and baby, route 1; Mrs
the coronation festivities..
Vocal
solos, Barbara Steenwyk ton Hilson, Stan Hamngton and sisters, Mrs. John Hamelink, ^Irs.
In this form you are automatiMrs. J. Masuga and Mrs. R. Junior Slagh and baby, route 3
Thompson reported that many
and Kerry Shaffer; instrumental Brian {Ward
John Van Wyk and Mrs. Henry cally allowed approximately10
Jesiek. Dr. E. Oosterhaven,Cub Mrs. Harold Ende and baby, Ham
solos, Jim Vande Vusse, cornet,
new
Gideon camps have been
Smeenge,
and
two
sisters-in-law, per cent of your income to cover
Awards
for
young
people
who
master, presided.
ilton; Mrs. Jerald Sternbergand
formed in England and thanked
Mr. and Mrs. R. Wilson were baby, route 6; Dale Weighmink, Jeanne Piersma and Phyllis Baker, entered the Youth Achievement Mrs. Herman De Fouw and Mrs. allowabledeductions. From your
piano; viola trio, Mardi Johnson, section of the hobby show also will Corneal De ^ouw.
Gideons of this country for their
answers to the questions on this
guests of honor. He presented the 432 West 32nd St; John McDowell,
generosity in placing the Bibles.
form, the district director will
pack with their charter. Member- route 1, Dorr; Jane Otten, 225
Thompson has been in HoUand
either send you a bill or a refund,
ship cards were presented to the West 21st St.
several days and also addressed
whichever
the
case
may
be.
committee induding Dr. OosterAdmitted Sunday were Miss
a banquet of Western Michigan
Short Form 1040 is simpler
haven, Chairman G. Van Putten Sherill Amoldink, 29 West 29th
Gideons and pastors in Grand Rathan Long Form 1040. It differs
and Den Mothers, Mrs. E. Oos- St; Cornelius De Graaf, 115 East
pids.
from Form 1040A in that you
terhaven, Mrs. J. Masuga, Mrs. K. 17th St ; Mrs. Alidus Vanden Elst,
A report was given by the Milimust find your own tax. If your
Kerbs and Mrs. H. Derkse. Mrs. 179 West 28th St
tary
Testament Committee on Inincome
is
less
than
$5,000
and
Van Brogan has taken over one DischargedSunday were Bartel
duction services in which young
you do not desire to itemize your
of the dens since Mrs. Steffens Mulder, 672 East 11th St.; Mrs.
men leaving for the armed sercontributions, interest,etc., you
moved from the city.
John Weeber, Jr., 10 West 35th
vices are presentedTestaments.
will
find
your
tax
from
the
table
Cubs were awarded badges by St; Mrs. Chester Steketee and
Aid was requested from the Holon the back of the form. Any balDen Mothers and Gary Smith was baby, 569 West 32nd St; Mrs
land Camp in Placing Bibles in
ance due must be paid in full,
welcomed into the Boy Scouts.
Miss Grace Herrington
Keith Brenner and baby, 1001
either by cash, check or money Mr. and Mrs. RusselWarrington Salt Lake City and New Mexico.
On display were artides each West 32nd St; Mrs. Kenneth A.
Herman Bos showed pictures of
order, with the return.
den made, including Indian belts, Stickney and baby, 144 East 18th
of 89 East 37th St. announce the enLong
Form
1040
must
be
used
Jewelry boxes, bear heads, ear- St; Mrs. Jack Klomparens and
gagement and approaching mar- the international conventionin
if your income was $5,000 or riage of their daughter, Grace, to Seattle last summer. Reinder
rings, salad forks and spoons baby, 824 West 24th St.
more. On this form, you may take Harold W. Ott, son of the Rev. W. Hosksema of Doir conductedthe
dressed as dolls, leathernotebooks
Hospital births include a son,
a standard deduction or you may C. Ott, route 5, Marion, Ind. Both meeting in the absence of Presiand candy.
Paul Alan, bom Saturday to Mr.
itemize and claim your actual de- are students at Marion College. dent Ben L. Van Lente.
Entertainment Includedsongs and Mrs. Laveme Berkompas,
ductions. If you are single, or if The wedding will take place April
directed by Oosterhaven. G. route 2, West Olive; a daughter
you are married and file a joint 3 in Holland.
Smith showed colored travel bom Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Boven Honored
return, the standarddeductionis
films. Seventy-eight attended.
Albertus Vereeke, 692 Goldenrod
10 per cent of your income, but
By Hospital Guild
Ave.; a son, Gary Lee, bom Satnot more than $1,000.If husband
urday to Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Gertrude Van Zanten
Mrs. J. J. Brower was hostess
and wife file separate returns and
Molenaar, 172 West 24th St.; a
to members of the Rena Boven
each
had
income
of
$5,000
or
Honored on Birthday
son, John Foster, bom Sunday to
Hospital Guild at a luncheon
more, then the standard deducA surprise birthday party was Mr. and Mrs. Foster Kooyers, 378
Thursday in the Brower home
tion is a flat $500 for each. If husgiven Thursday for Miss Gertrude East 32nd St; a daughter, Debra
honoring Miss Boven for whom
band and wife both work, they
Van Zanten at the home of Mrs. Jean, bom Sunday to Mr. and
the guild was
v
may
file separatereturns but if
Harold Langejans, 38 West 34th Mrs. Bobby Glover, route 1; a son
Members presented her with
one
itemizes deductions on page
St. Hostesses were Mrs. Justin bom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
orchid and a gift in appreciation
3, the other must also itemize, or
Hulst, Mrs. Steve Langejans and Phillip Begley, 111 East 16th St
of her many years of service to
they
may
file
a
joint
return.
UnMrs. Harold Langejans.
Holland Hospital.
married persons, provided you
A gift from the group was preMiss Boven gave a brief history
furnish over half the cost of
sented to the honored guest. State Commander Visits
of her career and told many intermaintaining
a
home
which
was
Games were played and prizes Holland Legion Posts
esting incidentsconnected with her
occupiedas your principal resiawarded to Mrs. Herman Schierwork. Fifteen were present —
dence by yourself and the one for
beek. Mrs. Jake Bakker and Mrs.
Billy Wickens of Midland, state
whom
you
are
entitled
to
an
exErving Brummel. A two-course commander of American Legion,
emption or your unmarried child,
lunch was served.
Mrs. Daniel Hacklander
visited local Legion posts Wedgrandchild or stepchild, even
Others invited were the Mes- nesday.
though the child is not a depenDies After Long Illness
dames Julius Hulst, Herman He was met by a Legion deledent, or, if you are married to a
Hulst, Bernard Hulst, Jerold gation in the late afternoonand
Mrs. Estelle L. Hacklander,
non-resident alien, you may quaHulst, Chester Hulst, Harold B. was taken to the home of Harry
wife of Daniel Hacklander,died
ify as a head of a household.
Hulst, Herschel Hulst, Melvin F. Wetter in Waukazoo for a
Wednesday afternoon at her home
When using the long form 1040,
Hulst, Kenneth Hulst Dale Hulst. social hour and dinner.
in Saugatuck township(Fennville,
you
must
use
the
tax
rate
schedKoops, Justin Brinks, Cliff
In the evening, a joint meeting
Miss Rebecca Arenas
route 2). Death followed a lingerule found on page 12 of the inra, Norris Rotman, John of local Posts 6 and 188 was held
Mr. and Mrs. Miguel Arenas of ing illness. She was 68.
struction
pamphlet
which
you
reZanten, Marvin Van Zanten, at Legion Memorial club house.
Bom Dec. 11, 1885, in Grandceived with your forms, or which 379 West 15th St have announced
LICENSES, LICENSES, LICENSES. Forty-two of
sold in 1938-1939.Probablythe most durable
Van Zanten. and the Misses There was a large turnout of both
are available at the local Inter- the engagement of their daugh- Rapids to the late Mr. and Mrs.
them, storting with one issued in 1912, ore dislicenses issued were those in the years 1912HHulst Haaet Hulst and posts and members enjoyed an
ter, Rebecca, to Leo Rivera,. son Carl B. Tracy, Mrs. Hacklander
nal Revenue office.
hour-long -talk by Commander
played in a local automobiledealer'sshowroom
1913-1914 when porcelainized metal tags were
of Mr. and Mrs. Jose Rivera of had lived in Saugatuck township >
Wickens. Refreshmentswere servas he celebrated 42-years in business. Henry
sold. Most of the tags are fairlv conservative in
Reynosa, Tamps, Mexico,
for 24 years. She was a member
disasters—In ed after the meeting
Marriage Licenses
of Douglas Congregational church.
Venhuizen (left) proudly shows the collection
color. The brightest is the 1924 plate painted
are killed
Wickens returned to Midland
Ottawa Coaaty
Although it is an inland city,
Surviving besides the husband
to his son William. The tags range in size from
with fire engine red numbers on a silver backper cent after the meeting,but promised
Anthony Van Duihe, 61, Detroit, Chicago handles
h
more water an a son, Caryl Stevens of Kalathe
largest,
15%
inches
long
issued
in
1924ground.
in the a return visit here during Tulip
and Beatrice Nichols, 56, Coopers- borne traffic than the Panama mazoo; five grandchildrenand
25-26 to the smallest, barely 10 inches long,
(Sentinelphoto)
ville.
canal.
four great grandchildren.
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Maroons Waflop

Farm-to-Prosper

WANT-ADS

Zeeland, 66*34;

Contest Already

LOANS LOANS

Move

Into

Fnals

Has 75 Groups

Holland Christian'sbasketball
squad moved into the finals of
the districttournament here
Wednesday night when they outclassed a scrappy Zeeland crew,
66-34. Coach Art 'Dlls’ Maroons
will meet the winner of tonight's
Hudson ville-Grandville cash, on
Saturday night, for the district

Organizations

(Sentind photo)

Junior League Stages
Children's Puppet
Members

Injuries

Received

Saturday Fatal
^ Injuriesreceived

when the

bicy-

Show

Wifl Close Friday
Friday will be the last day for
hobby show in Nether-

visiting the

lands Museum. Tonight’s main attractionwill be a lethercraftdemonstrationby Jean Morrison,
earlier this

week

who

demonstrated

to Prosper Contest This compares
with 54 enrolled at end of Feb-

sheUcraft.

—

86 YEARS OLD
Hinry GMrlings (left) of 90 Wort 14th Stood Mrs. Nick Hofstoonof 1S8 West 14th St., ooch coltbrotod
on 86th birthday Sunday. Mrs. Hofstoon was joinod by Dr. and
Mrs. Loslio Hofstoon and children, Jimmy and David, of
Madison,
muunun,Wis.,
tth., and'
una ivir.
Mr. unu
and mrs.
Mrs. louis
Louis Haight
noigni or
of Virginia
Virginia Park
for colobration. Stott Son. Clydo Geerlingi and family
f joinod
joinod
his fathor for a quiot colobration. Both in roolity art only
July ona
fourth of thoir actual ago, bocauso they were born on Fob. 29.

binations.
Christian used some fine outcourt shooting and a timely fast
break to stop the hepped up Zee29.
land dub. Zeeland started with
a zone defense, but moved to a
man to man early in the second
Miss Myra Mulder Feted
period with the Dutch leading 274. From then on, the locals used
At Shower in Zeeland
their plvotmen well with lanky
Ken Scholten hitting consistently
A shower honoring Miss Myra
from the foul line.
Mulder who will become the bride
Once again it was strictly team
of Albert Van Beck on March 19,
effort In the Dutch victory.. Some
Grrace Episcopal Church ob- was given Friday evening at the
fine passing and good general aU
served Ash Wednesday, the first
to an arm Infection,
home of Mrs. Cyrus Mulder, Sanaround ball handling on the part day of Lent, with three services: ford Ct., Zeeland. Hostesses were
the
Holy
Eucharist
end
Penitential
of the Dutch was evident, even
when the reserves played. Quite Office at 7:30 a.m. and 10 «.m., Mrs. Mulder, Mrs. H. Bakker anc
by aeddent, three Holland per- and the PenitentialOffice, and Mrs. H. Ter Haar.
Games were played and dupliformers took turns getting hot. meditation by the rector,the Very
cate
prizes awarded. A two-course
Rev.
William
C.
Warner,
at
7:30
Jun. Buursma hit for three quicklynch was served.
ies in the first period, mostly from p.m.
Invited were the Mesdames
Every Monday in Lent the rector
out court Ron Nykamp hit four
straight In the second stanza for will conduct a children’*class and Mulder, W. Spillane, J. Van De

,

tography at the photo display in
sends her Little Boy to the basement.
Youth AchievementDirector Joe
the only place the woozle bird
can be found— the dark, myster- Moran today reminded the young
ious Dingle Dell. There, the Little people to be sure to pick up their
Boy meets Mushmouth, and much entriesSaturday, preferably in the
morning. Adults as well as the
excitement follows.
Mrs. x Don Winter and Mrs. young people are. asked to pick up
Mrs. Paul Winchester make up their displaysSaturday?
The high school auditorium had
one cast and Mrs. Joseph Bergman, Jr., and Mrs. Jay C Fet- a good crowd Tuesday night des
ter, the second cast. Mrs. Jane pile stormy weather. Those winDampen and Mrs. Lewis Vande ning merchandise certificatesfor
Bunte are co-chairmen of the the best-in-division competition
project,which is in keeping with were a trumpet trio composed of
strict diet of woozle bird eggs. So,

Beat

In State Circles

—

DETROIT
Holland Christian, Lansing SLMary and Rapid
A number of others may have River were tagged “the teams to
cnroUed but not yet notifiedthe beat” in Classes B, C and D of
county agriculturalagent While the state high school basketball
no deadline exists for enrolling, tournament Tuesday as they
organizations are urged to do lO flnnlshed on top in their respecas soon as possible.
tive classes in United Press rat’T am sure Coopers vllle Grange ings.
will Vote to enroll at its meeting
Meanwhile, Highland Parti rtthis Saturday,” said Charles talntd the lead In Gass A. The
Esther, master. "We 'always have final ratings in that class win bo
participated.”
announced next week before the

ruary, 1953.

L
was riding last Saturday and Washington on Thursday.
Wednesday night’s silk screening
Schools will be divided, with one
afternoon was struck by a small
half the students seeing the show demonstrationby Verne C.'Hohl eight markers, while Scholten got devotions at 4 p.m., and, beginning Bunte, Joan Van De Bunta of
truck proved fatal Wednesday for
at 1:30 p.m. and the other half proved particularly popular and six points In a hurry in the third March 15. an adult class on “The Grand Rapids, Mrs. R. Victory anc
visitors who braved the storm all
78-year-oldHenry Bos of 334 Cen- at 2:30.
period. Rich Sharda, who had Bible In the Prayer Book” at 7:30 daughter, Shirley, Mrs. G. HamUton of Hudsonville, Mrs. H. Ter
"Deep in the Dingle Dell" fea- received hobby show book marks been ill all day with a throat ail- p.m.
tral.
as souvenirs. He also displayed ment, started, but played only a
Every Wednesday the Holy Haar and daughter*,Nelva and
He died Wednesday at Holland tures three puppet characters. It
is the story of Mammy Raccoon, mounts of Christmascards he had few minutes. Sylvan Disselkoen, Eucharist will be celebrated at 10 Sharon of Vriesland, Mrs. B. MulHospital where he was being treatthe Little Boy Raccoon and an designed for silk screen.
a first line reserve, didn’t play due a.m. The Litany will be recited der, Mrs. D. Mulder, Mrs. H. Van
ed for a compound right leg frac- old hound dog named Mushmouth.
Youth Achievemententries on
Christian’sCarl Edewaards and and a sermon delivered by a guest De Bunte of Holland, Mrs. L. Mulder, Mrs. C. Postma, Mrs. N. Multure and a fractured right arm When the story begins, Mammy the second floor of the museum Scholten controlledthe boards preacher at 7:30 p.m.
and Little Boy Coon are getting continue to attract a lot of atten- with Zeeland seldom getting a
Sunday morning services will be der, Mrs. M. Mulder, Mrs. H. Baksufferedin the accident
ready for a visit from Grand- tion. as did Chairman John Em- second shot at the hoop. John the Holy Eucharist at 8 a.m., fam- ker and daughter, Bonnie, of ZeeThe accident occurred on M-21
father Raccoon, who is on a miefe’s 3-D demonstrations of pho- Mulder and Dave Vander Hill, ily eucharist and classes at 9:15 land.
near Waverly Rd. shortly before 2
cle he

to

in the 1954 West Michigan Farm-

Lenten Services

Welfare League will entertain Holland's
school children this week with a
comic puppet show called "Deep
in the Dingle Dell"
The show will be given at each
elementaryschool during assembly programs,at Lincoln School
on Monday, Longfellowon Tuesday, Van Raalte on Wednesday
of Junior

As Team

Seventy-flvo rural community

Grace Chnrcli Sets

Hobby Show Here

Maroons Tooted

organization* are enrolled to date

M

Reheori* Puppets for 'Dmp in the Dingle Dell'

Urged

Prepare for Ronnd-Up

The

Uogu«

Adv.

To Enroll Now and

title.

Hollanders unleashed a
powerfuloffense in the first half
against the Chlx. building up a
terrific 43-11 halftime margin,
and then coasted to the victory.
Coach Art Tuls used his regulars for less than half the game,
while Mel Bouma of the Zeelanders also substituted frequently,
experimentingwith various com-

LOANS

$25 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street,Holland

two reserves,also did well in the
shootingdepartment,getting 13
points between them during the
time they played.
Zeeland never gave up and
were fighting to the end. They
worked a criss-crossand several
screens throughout the tilt, using
some good ball handling. Coach
Bouma almost used two platoons
keeping a fresh group in the fray
most of the time. Several of his
young performers up from the
reserve squad turned in good
games, indicatingbqjter things to
Van De come for the Chlx. Jim Wyn-

"Nunlca Community Club un- large schools tako to the tournadoubtedly will enroll at Ita meet- ment trail
ing Tuesday night,” laid Mrs.
It marked the second straight
Judson Baldus, president.Nunlca year Holland Christian was named
Community Club participated the No. 1 team in Gass B by the
tor the first time in 1953.
United Press. However, fans from
"Montague PTA I am sure will the tulip town hope Christian
enroll at Its meeting this Thurs doesn't suffer the same toto it
day,” laid Mra. Norman Taylor suffered a year ago.
president
Allegan sidelined Holland ChrisOther organizations will take tian wLrly In the 1953 tournament.
action this month.
This year, Christian Is expected to
The Contest is carried on in survive Its district competition
Mason, Muskegon,
although it might encounter trouOceana, and Ottawa Counties for ble from Hudsonville,• team
advancement of rural community
which ruined Coopersvllle'shopes
life. A number of Granges which
tor a perfectseason.
participate In the Farm-to-ProaThere were do changes In the
per Contest also participateIn the
Clase
ratingi. River Rouge,
National Grange-Sears, Roebuck
Flint Tech, Battle Creek Lakevtow,
CommunityService contest which Mt. Pleasant, Rochester, Coopershas objectives similar to the vllle, Buchanan, Ludlngton and
Farm-to-Prosper, but la confined
River Rouge Lourdes trailed Holto Granges.
land Christian In that order.
The Farm-to-Prosper Contest Is
Lansing St.Mary, winner of fivo
open to all rural community orstate Gass C championship*, outganizations— Granges, Farm Buluted East Jackson and Grayling
reaus, Farmer* Union*, Parentfor first place Ir. that division.
Teacher Associations,Mother!
The Lansing parochial team has
Clubs, Extensionhome economics
a tough task ahead In the district
clubs and independentorganizameet at Lansing Sexton where it
tions.
is bracketedwith Okemos, LanEnrollments by counties to date
sing Everett and Holt-all formidInclude:
able foes.

Newaygo

B

a.m., and choral service and sermon at 11 a.m. Evening prayers
Mason: Riverton, Sumit-Pere
will be read at 4 p.m. on alternate Mrt. Peter Kuyers, 75,
Marietta, Homer, Three Oaks,
Marquette, Custer, Amber, Sauble
Sunday afternoons beginning
Paw Paw, Lakevlew,Chelsea and
River Farm Bureau*; Scottville,
March 7 at the new Grace Church Diet After Long Illness
Ontonagon claimed the final seven
Custer, Amber, South Hamlin
at Michigan Ave. and Cherry St.
Mrs. Peter Kuyerc, 75, died at
berths in the Class C ratings.
PTA’s Mason, Pere Marquette,
These brief devotions will be folRapid River Is the Upoer Peninher home, route 3, North Holland, Fountain, Harmony, Amber Granlowed by a tour of the almost comsula’s
prime hope for a state
at 7 a.m. today after an extended ges, Pere Marquette Home Dem-^
pleted new building.
title. The once-beaten team from
illness. Mrs. Kuyers was born in onstrationCub (first time), total
the north Is scheduled for district
the North Holland area to the 15, Year ago, 4.
competition at Rock and should
Junior League Prepares
Muskegon: Casnovia, MRC, Ra
late Mr. and Mrs. Abel M. Nlenvenna Farm Bureaus; Carr, Fruit- advance to the regional* without
For Kiddie Kamival
huls and had' lived in this com- port Maple Island (first time), difficulty.
The victim was a member of
Beal Qty, Ellsworth,Remus,
Members of Junior Welfare munity her entire life. W. and Ravenna, Laketon Township, Detroit All Saints, Spring Arbor,
Central Avenue Christian Reformed Junior League’s purpose of ser- Andries Steketee, Jim
Beach,
Reeths-Puffer,
Whitehall,
Mrs. Kuyers had been married for
Church and he was a retired vice to Holland’s children.
Vusse and Harold Wise in the 12 garden, besides leading his team League worked on a variety of 54 years. She was a member of Jibson, Phillips, Wolf Lake, Bates, Gobles, LudlngtonSalmon, Lake
novelties—gay Easter bonnets,
Uelanau St. Mary and ConCmlsh
Mrs. Seth Kalkman is assis- and under division; Connie Nor- with 10 points, turned in a fine
painted Easter eggs and baskets the North Holland Reformed Duck Creek, Twin Lake, Jolman, are rated behind Rapid River In
Surviving are the wife, Jennie; tant director,and Mrs. Ed Van lin, twirling in die 13-15 age group,
(loot* game.
church and the Ladles Aid Society Lincoln, .Maple Grove, Orchard
and other items— in preparation for
Qau D.
five daughters, Miss GertrudeBos Eck is in charge of publicity. and a quartet composed of Dave
It was close for the first few
Surviving are the husband;one View, Churchill PTA's; Fruitof Chicago; Henrietta, Alice and Mrs. G. S. MacKenzle and Mrs. Jalving,Birton.Hilson, Stan Har minutes of the contest as the the annual Kiddle Kamival, to be son, Abel P. of Holland and
Unbeaten Lansing Sexton trailed
land, Silica, Ravenna, Lake HarMabel, all at home, and Mrs. James Walsh made the puppets, rington and Brian Ward in the Dutch had little trouble finding staged March 27 in the Armory." daughter,Mrs. Harold J. Aalde- bor, Trent Granges, Total 28. Highland Park In Class A. MusThe group met Tuesday eveHenry Bergman of Hamilton; eight which were painted by Mrs. Rob- 16-18 group.
kegon Heights, Flint Northern,
the range. However, a quick rally
rink of Virginia Park; seven Year ago, 22.
grandchildren.
ert Vanderham.
In all there were 22 separate in the final two minutes of the ning at the Woman’s Literary grandchildren; three brothers, Newaygo: Aetna Mothers Club, Traverse City, Grasse Pointe, Bay
club.
Funeral services will be held
Pictured with the puppets and entries. Participating in the 12 period moved the locals out in a
Big Prairie, Ashland. Fremont, City Central, Saginaw, Kalamazoo
Mrs. Bill Forberg, a cochairman Anthony A. Nlenhuis of Holland,
Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m. at stage are, left to right, Mrs. andrunder group were Kerry hurry as they held an 18-4 lead,
Ensley
Granges; Brookside, Gar- and Benton Harbor trailed in that
Martin
A.
Nlenhuis
of
Overisel
of the affair, reported on progress
order.
Ver Lee Funeral Home. The Rev. Vande Bunte, Mrs. Winchester, Shaffer and Barbara Steenwyk, at the quarter’s end.
field Farm Bureau. Total, 7. Year
and
George
Nlenhuis
of
Grand
of plans and project chairmen
William Hayerkampwill officiate Mrs. Kalkman, Mrs. Borgman, vocal solos; Jeanne Piersma, Jim
ago 7.
With their fast break really gave reports on various featuresof Rapids.
DETROIT (UP) — The l*««w«g
and burial will be in Pilgrim Home Mrs. Winter and Mrs. Fetter.
Vande Vusse and Phyllis Baker, clicking and their tight, semiOceana: Newfield, Benona.West high school basketballteams in the
Funeral services will be held
Cemetery.
At each show, a gay clown pup- instrumentalsolos; Sandra Ver pressing defense intercepting the carnival.
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the North Grant, New Era, Crystal Lake, state by classes, based on a United
Mrs. Lincolh Sennett presided at
The body is at the funeral home pet will serve as announcer for Beek and Callie Zuverink, ballet; any passes, the Dutch really movHolland church with the Rev. Clayb&nks,Shelby, Golden, Ran- Press poll of coaches, sports
the
business
meeting,
which
includwhere friends may call Thursday the puppet performance. The Martha Penna, poems; Mary Van ed in the second quarter to take
Elsworth Ten Clay officiating. Re- sacker Farm Bureaus; Sylvan,
and Friday evenings from 7 to 8 clown’s role was written by Mrs. Kampen, soft shoe dance; trumpet a 27-4 lead with five minutes left. ed reports by Mrs. Clarence Wag- latives are asked to meet In the Blooming Valley, Oceana Center, writers and officialst
Gass A
ner
on
the
recent
spaghetti
dinner;
p.m.
Lincoln Sennett
trio, Jim Vande Vusse, Andries Christian continued the fast clip
church chapel at 1:45 p.m. Ferry, North Weare Granges. To- HighlandPark
Steketee and Harold Wise; viola in the remaining minutes left. Mrs. Ed Van Eck, on the recent Burial will- be in North Holland tal. 15. Year ago, 12.
Lansing Sexton
trio, Mardi Johnston, Jane Veree- Christian continued the fast cliip bridge party planned by new mem- Cemetery. Friends may meet the
Ottawa: Beediwood Mothers Muskegon Heights
Mrs. Leonard Hesselmk,
ke, Jane Huff; vocal duet, Betty in the remaining minutes while bers.
family at the Nibbelink-Notier Club, Pine Creek Community Flint Northern
It was reported that the puppet
il
the Zeelanderswere having show,
Formerly of Holland, Dies Van Huis and Grace Elzlnga.
Funeral chapel Thursday from 7 Club, Talmadge, Conklin Granges, Traverse City
“Deep
in
the
Dingle
Dell,”
Entries in the 13-15 group were trouble penetratingthe Maroon
to 9 p.m. and Friday from 3 to Tuttle, North Chester, Patching Grosse Pointe
currently being presented in local
Word was received here Monday Marjorie Zickler, Marlene Blok defense, throughout the period.
5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
Farm Bureaus, Ferrysburg, Bay City Central
night of the unexpecteddeath of and Ruth Van Howe, vocal solos; Tuls reinserted his regulars only elementaryschools, is being reSpring Lake PTA’s. North Hoi- Saginaw
ceived
with
enthusiasm
by
the
chilMrs. Leonard Hesselink, 70, of RochelleDe Vries and Suzanne briefly in the third quarter, with
land Farm Bureau. Total 10. Year Kalamazoo
dren. The show will /be given at Mrs. Mary Brown, 53,
Marion, Mich. Mrs. Hesselink was Do Free, instrumental solos; Conago, 7.
The unique role being played by formerly Mrs. Peter Vanden Berg nie Norlin, baton twirling; girls’ the substitutesand Scholten hold- next week’s regular meeting for
Benton Harbor
ing their own against the Chix.
Grand total 75. Year ago 52.
Dies
in
Spring
Lake
the Michigan t Department 'of of East Saugatuck.
Oau B
quartet,Linda Riemersma, Evelyn By the end of the period it was children of league members. Mrs.
Health in blood research as a
(Final)
Bill Venhuizen told further plans
Surviving are the husband; the Van Iwaarden, Trudie Van Lente 55-21.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
public service was discussed by children, Gerrit and John HesseHolland Christian
for the March 16 Men’s Night
Mrs. Frieda Bos Weds
and Betty Brower.
Zeeland
and
Christian
reserves
Mrs.
Mary
Agnes
Brown,
53,
West
Dr. H. W. Wiley in an address link of Marion; Gerrit Vanden
River Rouge
flooded the floor in the final meeting and Mrs. Vernon Boersma Spring Lake Road, route 1, Spring N. V. Miller of Cincinnati Flint Tech
before the Kiwanis Club Monday Berg, Theodore Vanden Berg, Mrs.
repeated plans for the final dinner,
eight minutes with everybody
Lake, died Thursday evening in
night at the Warm Friend Tavern.
Mrs. Minnie Daining
Battle Creek Lakevlew
Bert Bouman, Mrs. George Tien,
getting into the game at one to be held In Durfee Hajl.
Blodgett Memorial Hospital Grand
Mrs. Frieda Bos of Holland and Mt. Pleasant
The speaker gave credit to the
Members
again voted to support
Mrs. Albert Van Lopik and Mrs. Succumbs in Drenthe
stage or another. When It was all
Rapids, following a four weeks N. W. Miller of Cincinnati were Rochester
originator of the department, Dr.
a Holland High School delegate to
Fred Vander Ploeg, all of Holover, the Zeelanders had outillness.She was bom in Allegheny united in marriage Tuesday at 6
Young, to Dr. Cummings who was
Coopersville
Wolverine Girls State next sumand; a daughter-in-law,Mrs. Theo
ZEELAND (Special) — Mrs. pointed the Dutch 13-11.
County, Pa., Feb. 5, 1901. She p.m. in Third Reformed Church Buchanan
instrumental in expansion, and Hesselinkof Marion; several
mer.
Minnie Daining 79, of Drenthe or
Christian hit on four out of
owned and operated the Brown chapel.
Xofmer Governor Kelly who sold grandchildrenadd great grandLudlngton
During the work session, coffee
route 3, Zeeland, died of a stroke only 10 foul chances. They shot
Home-made Candy Shop on the
The Rev. Christian Walvoord River Rouge Lourdes
the departmentneeds to the state
children; three sisters, Mrs. John at her home Monday noon after a just one foul shot in the second was served.
West Spring Lake road for the performed the ceremony in the
,
Clus O
Meplans and Mrs. Ben Essen burg
day Illness. She had been in half of the contest. Zeeland conpast 10 years. Her husband, presence of Miss Judy Lynn Bos,
Today the Department of of Holland and Mrs. John Van four
(Final)
ill health for some time and died nected on six put of 21.
Charles A. Brown, died Aug. 31, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Poest of Lansing St. Mary
Service Chib Sponsors
Health employs 332 people, oc- Eyck of Detroit, and a brother, at the same farm where she was
Scholten led the Dutch attack
1950
and
a
son,
Charles
W.
Brown,
Zeeland and Mr. and Mrs. William East Jackson
cupying 13 buildings in the Lan- Joe Vanden Brink of Holland.
bom. She was the daughter of the with 17 markers, followed by Ny- Week-End Festivities
along with 12 other soldiers was Kodros of Alton, 111.
sing area and operates on a $214,Grayling
late Mr. and Mrs. John Vanden kamp with 14. Following Wynkilled in a plane crash in South
The couple are on a month’s Marietta
000 budget, providing citizens of
ALLEGAN
(Special)-Thirty-slx
Berg and the widow of George garden, Art Klamp and Ron WetAmerica
on
Dec.
4,
1945.
honeymoon trip to Florida. They Homer
Michigan with the latest medical Luke J. Woldring, 67,
Daining who died three years ago. herbee had seven for the losers. Allegan county 4-H service club
She is survived by a daughter- will reside in Cincinnati.
advances in blood fractions as a
TVee Oaks
members
were
hosts
to
service
Surviving
are
two
daughters,
Snccumbi at Sparta
in-law, Mrs. Virginia Brown of
Mrs. Miller formerly taught kin- Paw Paw
free public service.The service is
club groups from Shiwasse, Casa
Mrs. August De Witt and Mrs.
Pittsburgh,Pa.; a sister, Mrs. dergarten at Longfellow School.
unmatched throughout the UnitLakevlew
Luke J. Woldring, 67, of 51 Rail- Marvin Newhouse, both of Holand Berrien counties at a three- Richard Bock of Oakdale Pa.; four
ed States and the world, he said. road St, Sparta, died Tuesday af- land and three sons, John and AlChelsea
day winter sports camp in Grand brothers, Howard Watters of ML
Currently, the department pro- ternoon following a Jong illness.
bert of Holland and Arthur of
Traverse at the 4-H camp.
New Scholarship Okayed ntonagon
Pleasant and Charles, Samuel and
cesses whole blood into plasma,
Clans D
Surviving are are the wife, Alta; Drenthe; 16 grandchildren;21
Joining them in a week-end of Lester Watters of Oakdale, Pa.
For Holland Hospital
plasma concentrate,hemophelin one stepdaughter,Mrs. John great grandchildren
(Final)
one
winter sports and recreation were
fraction and five special fractions, Jackiewicz of Grand Rapids; two brother, Jacob Vanden Berg of
Rapid River
82 older 4-H club members. In
On request of the Hospital Beal City
all of which are availableto Mich- step-grandchildren; two sisters, Kalamazoo.
One man received a 15-day jail charge of the program were Lloyd Birthday Party Given
Board, City Council Wednesday Ellsworth
igan residentsthrough their physi- Mrs. R. Sybesma and Mrs. William
sentence on a drunk and disorder- Wood, service club presidentof
night approved the re-establish- Remus
For Rath Ann Rooks
cians free of charge. The anti- Pathuis; and two brothers, John
ly charge and two others entered Otsego; Franklin Kelly, Gobles;
ment of the Ella Coyne Duffy Detroit AH Saints
Funeral
Servicei
Set
hemopheliac or blood clotting (Yocum) and Ralph B. Woldring,
guilty pleas to disorderly charges Delores Miner, North Allegan; SidA birthday party was given last Memorial scholarship in memory
fraction has been of special value all of Holland.
in recent Municipal Cant action. ney Carns, Allegan; Mary Ann Thursday afternoon for Ruth Ann of the late Mra. Duffy and an Spring Arbor
For Mrs.jieiselink
to three families In the Hplland Funeral services will be held
Albert Travan, 34, of 16 South Johnson, Miner Lake; Gladwin Rooks, who celebrated her fifth additionalscholarship to be known Gobles
Funeral services for Mrs. Leonarea, he said. Another fraction Friday at 1:30 pm. at the Hessel
Ludlngton St Simon
ard Hesselink, 70, who died Mon- River Ave. began a 15-day jail Miner, Allegan and Mias Mary E. birthday anniversary.Her mother, as the J. Frank Duffy, Sr., memgives decided reduction in side ef- Funeral Home in Sparta with the
Lake Leelanau St Mary
sentence
after
pleading
guilty
to
a
Bullii, Home DemonstrationAgent Mrs. Preston Rooks, gave the orial scholarship.Mrs. Duffy died
day at Marion, Mich., will be held
fects usually accompanyingmeasRev. Clarence Hutchens official-Thursday at 2 nm. in th#» Rj>hrw drunk and disorderlycount in lieu and William J. MacLean, assist- party at their home, 17 West 26th during the summer of 1952 and Mr. Copemish
les; gamma blobulin,another
ant county agriculturalagent.
^ 5?*!*!*L to both Reformed Church, at Lucas of paying a $34.70 fine.
St. Ruth Ann’s grandmother,Mrs. Duffy died last summer.
fraction under trial, is a polio Holland fori* burial in Pilgrim
Two youths, Gerald Zuverink, This marks the fourth year the Seiger Boerema, assisted.
Services In Holland win be held
Both scholarships are given by
fraction,and fibrin foam sponge is Home cemetery. The body will be
Conduct Burial Service
20, of 178 East Seventh St, and Allegan Service club has conducted
made from a fourth fraction and *hown at the local cemetery Friday at 2 p.m. in the Rehoboth Jade Kleeves, 20. of 116 Walnut a winter sports camp for older Games were played and prizes Miss Eleanor Duffy and J. Frank
Reformed
Church,
at Luca*.
awarded
to
Stevie
Casemier,
Duffy,
Jr.
They
provide
up
to
$500
is used for neuro surgery. A fifth chapel
For 4-Day-0ld Infant
Services in Holland will be held Ave., each paid fine and costs of 4-H dub members.
Kathy Burke and Marilyn Witte- a year in nursing scholarships.
fraction now is under clinical
$19.70
after
entering
guilty
pleas
Friday at 2 pjn.# at Langeland
veen. Favors were given to each The only requirementis that the
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Funtests at the University Hospital
Funeral Home. Burial wW be in to disorderly counts.
guest Walt Disney characters de- recipients after graduation are eral services for Keith Michael
Mrs. Agnes Hardin, 78,
Ann Arbor.
Van
Raalte
Cubs
Stage
. In other court rulings,Charles
East Saugatifck Cemetery.
corated the refreshment table.
employed for a minimum of six Gallagher, four-day-oldson of Mr.
Dr. Wiley, who has been with Dies at Home of Son
Riley, 19, of New Richmond, was Blue and Gold Banquet
FTiepds
may
call
at
Langeland
Guests included Stevie and Cur- months as nurses in the local hos- and Mrs. Ernest O. Gallagher,
the Departmentof Health for
Funeral Home Thursday from 7 JO fined $30 or 20 days after pleading
tis Casemier, Kathy, Tommy and pital
1039 Madison St., who died In
three years, was introduced by H.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
guilty to having liquor in his car
Cub Scouts of pack 3001, __ Dicky Burke, Sue Streeter, Dale
to 10 pm.
Municipal Hospital at 2:30 p.m.
Bulthuis. The meeting was con- Mrs. Agnes Hardin, 78, died early
and driving without a license.
Raalte School, had their Blue and and Ricky Meeusen,Sheryl MariWednesday, were held from St.
ducted by President Russ Breen. Monday at the home of her son.
Walter Taylor, 26, of 75 East Gold banquet last Friday evening lyn, Luann and Linda Wltteveen, 16 -Month-Old Baby
Patrick’s Catholic church at 9:15
Bill Holland of Port Huron was a Harry Hardin, 221 Meridian St, Restitution Ordered
Ninth St, paid fine and coats of at the VFW guest room. A potluck Sandra Warren, Mary and Marla
this morning with the Rev. Edward
guest and John Weller was in- Spring Lake. She was bora in
Snccambs
it
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
$54.70 alter pleading guilty to supper was served to the 175 at- Rooks.
J. O’Hara in charge. Burial was in
ducted into Kiwanis by Past Presi- Schenectady, N.Y., March 25, 1875 Mrs. Helen Miner, 33, Grand Rafurnishing liquor to a minor.
tending.Tables were decorated
Ruth Ann’s little sister, Marla,
dent Jack Plewes.
Gregory John Nlenhuis, 16- Lake Forest Cemetery.
and was married to Charles H. pids, appeared in Circuit Court
Others paying fines were Jack with centerpiecee and place mats celebrated her second birthday anmonth-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Besides the parents the baby Is
Hardin, who died In 1929. Since Thursday for violation of proba- Bury, 23, St Joseph, speeding, made by the Cubs. Cakes decorated nivei*sarythe same day.
Albert Nlenhuis, 275 Riley St., died survived by two sisters, Rita and
Paying $1 parking fines were then she has lived with her son, tion involving theft of $76 from
$10; Paul Tharp, 175 East 15th appropriately for the 44th anniverVernon Poest, 103 West Lawrence who moved to Spring i^ice 18 an Allendale township home. Jter
at home early this morning. He Karen, a brother,Ronald, and the
St, speeding, $15; Harold Lamb, •ary of Scouting were served tor
Ave., Zeeland; Donald Itsen, 21, of months ago from Detroit She behad been 111 for a week. Last week grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Owen
probation will be continued and 35, route 2, Fennville, speeding, dessert
of den 6 played a saxophone solo the child had been in Blodgett Gallagher of Grand Haven and
111 East Eighth St.; John Hilbink, came ill Jan. 3 and was taken to
she was ordered to make restituDen 6 gave the opening prayer. accompaniedby Mrs. Jim Crorier. Memorial Hospital, Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Beselit* of
198 West 14th St; Frank Owen, Blodgett Hospital, Grand Rapids, tion of $76 immediately. She was $10; Luwayne Hop, 17, route 2,
stop sign, $5; Herman Van Kam- Bernard Van Langevelde, Cubmas- Melvin Andringa of den 5 played
for observation.
Murkegon Heights. Funeral ar51, Grand Haven; Paul Tharp, 175 for four weeks. She returned
originallyplaced on probation for pen, 51, of 361 Fodrth Ave., im- ter, was in charge of the program.
an accordion solo and the CubmaaSurviving are the parents; three rangements were by
East 15th St; and William Com- home Saturday.
a year Sept 16, 1952, on a charge proper overtaking and passing,
Tom Steffana of den 1 played a ter entertained by singing for the brothers, Thomas, Ronald and Funeral Home.
paan, 48, of 46 East 118th St., who
Besides the son, she is survived of larceny from a dwelling. On
paid $2 and Frcr1:
ty, 33 by a granddaughterand a great r>-f. 4. if53, her probation was $12; Dale Hunter, 37, Grand Ra- cornet solo accompanied by Len group. To close the program, Charles, and his grandmothers,
pids failure to use truck route, Rummler. Jim Crazier performed
- everyone sang “America” with Mrs. Harm Nftnhuis and Mrs. Cows rarely live
West 35th St, who paid $3.
I extendedfor another year.
82.
magit tricks and DaJwjm Mulder Mrs. Creator at the piano.
Robert Atchison.

p.m. Saturday.

Driver of the Bell Telephone Co.
truck was Douglas J. Jenison, 32,
of 823 Port Sheldon Rd. He was not
held. Jenison told police he was
w e s t bo u n d on M-21 when Bos
“seemed to appear in the middle
of the highway.”
Chief Deputy Clayton Forry who
investigated,said he believed Bos
was crossing M-21 from the south.
The left front of the truck struck
Bos.

Mammy

laborer.
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Club Group Hears Talk
On New Civic Center
Mrs. Bruce G. Van

Many Attend

First

Program

4, 1954

Betrothed

of Conservation Series

Temporary Bridge
Wil Be Erected

Leuwen was
of the Wo-

Operations of the new municipal
building were outlined by Arnold re-elected president
W. Hertel, member of the commit- man’s Literary Club at a regular
tee. at a meeting of the Public
Affairs group of the Woman's Lit-

Mr. Hertel said there was a lot
of misinformation about HoUand on
rentals, uses, and the like, and he
told the women that policies had

been

fully resolved

and

the

committee was endeavoring to
frame a program which would best
serve the needs of the city and,

if

possible,break even financially.

He displayeddiagrams of

the

buildingshowing parking areas,
corridors, special rooms, seating
areas, kitchen and stage. He said

maximum seating,using

meeting of the club Tuesday

The "Winata" Camp Fire group
met in the basement of Van Raalte
School with their leader, Bdn.
Welling. The, girl* repeatedtheir
Wood Gatherers Desire. Judy

afternoon.

Other officers are Mrs.

erary Club Tuesday afternoon.

not

For M-l 18 Travel

Alvin
D. Bos, first vice-president,Mrs.
ClarenceJ. Becker, second vicepresident; Mrs. George D. Albers, recording secretary;Mrs.
Robert Gordon, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. Joseph Borgman,
Jr., treasurer.\
Three new board members also
were elected. They are Mrs. J. D.

French, Mrs. Theodore?Du Mez
and Mrs. Henry K. Alexander.
Feature of the afternoonwas
an illustrated lecture by Thomas
J. Corgan, biologist, lecturer and
photographer,who specializesin
time lapse photography showing
flowers unfold from the ground
into full blown beauty in a few

Allegan Councilmen'

Map Tree Ordinance
At Regular Meeting

Rummler brought the treat.
On Feb. 24, the "Tekawitha”
Camp Fire group met with their

ALLEGAN (Special)-Allegan’s
City Council has been assured by

leader, Mrs. Fabiano.

The meeting
opened with prayer and roll call
was answered by naming different
trees. They had a short business
meeting and then worked on their
Memory Books. Mrs. Fabiano

that a temporary bridge will be
built to carry M-118 over the Kalamazoo River while construction
of a new North Side bridge is in
progreess.

treated.

Harry Coons, districtengineer,
the department never seriously

the state highway department

According to

a

letter from

The "Ot-yo-Kwe” Camp Fire
Group for the month of February
Miss Jeon Irene Zwogermon
contemplated the lengthy Eastern
held a skating party, valentine Announcement has been made by Ave detour to which council obparty, treasure hunt and they Mr. and Mrs. Ben Zwagerman, jected.
worked on Memory Books. Mrs. route 1, Zeeland, of the betrothal Much of Monday night’s long
Walters is their leader.
of their daughter, Jean Irene, to meeting was devoted to discussion
The "Lu-ta-we-to-ma-chick” David Jay Buist, spn of Mr. and of a proposed ordinance for reguCamp Fire, group of Beechwood Mrs. Neal Buist of route 2, lating removal and trimming and
School with their leaders, Mrs. Zeeland.
planting of trees in the city. Many

balcony,
bleachers and floor chairs would moments, while actually , the
reach approximately3,500. Floor growth covers several days or
seats and balcony would accommo- weeks.
date about 2,500. Seating for basket- The lecturer describedtime lapse
ball games using bleachers, bal- technique as the opposite of
Highstreet and Mrs. Northuis, held
changes were made in the first
cony and special bleachers on the slow motion. He told how he and
a valentineparty Friday afternoon.
draft and the ordinancewill be
Man
Plans to Appeal
stage would be 2,700 to 2,800.
They played games and lunch
his associate, John Nash Ott, Jr.,
put to a vote after these changes
He told tne women that current had pioneered in the work years
Mo H. Bartlett AddressesSportsmen at ConservationMeeting
was served.
Assault Conviction
are incorporated.
(Sentinel photo)
finances do not include such fur- ago. In the early stages they used
On Feb. 22, the East "WacahanWith one dissenting vote from
GRAND HAVEN, Feb. 26
Michigan can count on good ings, education and herd control. hunting restrictionsare necesary. apew" Camp Fire group met at
nishings as a piano, kitchen equip- the works of an alarm clock to
Walter Kyes, council approved a
George Lumsden, director of the home of their leader, Mrs. (Special)— William Arbogast, 20,
The critical starvation area has
ment. stage curtain or scenery, trip camera shutters at stated in- deer hunting for years to come .acrequest from John Rudowski,
and said such contributionsfrom tervals. The “alarm clock" has cording to wildlife conservation increased from 100 square miles Adult Education, opened the meet- Andrew D aim an. They went to the Grand Haven, was found guilty owner, to move the Bowery Tain 1930 to 1,500 square miles in ing and introduced Neil De museum to enter their hobbies in in Municipal Court Thursday,
groups or individuals would be developed more than any other
vern from 130 Hubbard to 130
specialist Ilo H. Bartlett, who 1950, he said, but headway is Waard as permanent chairman
more than welcome.
the Hobby Show. Girls entering without a jury, of assault and Water St. The Union Telephone
part of the program and today is
Mr. Hertel was introducedby a large complicated control panel spoke at the first in a series of being made to improve the situa- for the remaining three Monday hobbles were Joyce Peters, Junia battery and was sentenced to pay company, adjacent to the tavern’s
$25 fine and $6.30 costs. Arbogast new location, had withdrawn
Mayor Harry Harrington who said which will shut skylights, light four conservation meetings spon- tion. He defended the "any deer” ^vening gatherings..
Dalman and Karen Andreasen.
Music was provided by Linda The "Ishpeming" Camp Fire immedately filed notice of appeal earlier objections to the move beCouncil is considering the name flood lamps, trip shutters of cam- sored by the Holland Fish and season of 1952 when 100,000 deer
"Civic Center” for the new build- eras, water’ plants, control tem- Game Club and the Holland Pub- were taken, by saying that the Nyhoff on an alto saxophone ac- group met with their leader, Mrs. and furnished $200 for appeal to cause it plans to construct a new
1953 kill was approximatelythe companiedby Norma Houtman William Pluim. Karen Mokma con- Circuit Court.
ing. He said such a name would peratures and humidity, and any lic Schools.
building soon at a different site,
More than 200 sportsmen at- same as the regular kill in 1952. and a quartet including Dave ducted the business meeting. After Charged under the city ordi- according to City Manager P. H.
more adequately describe the func- number of other things.
tions since the building is much
The two men also pioneered in tended the session at Washington Fewer deer had ample food and Jalving, Stan Harrington,Brian the meeting they worked on Mem- nance, Arbogast was arrested Beauvais.
i
the herd increased normally. Deer Ward and Birton Hilson.
more than just a place to play bas- growing flowers in their natural School Monday
ory books and Mrs. Ed Rowan upon complaint of Floyd Allen, Beauvais said the collapse of a
Bartlett gave the audience an in 1953 averaged larger and the
The next in the series will be showed the girls a game with sym- 727 Washington St., Grand Haven, sanitary sewer main just south of
ketball. He cited local objectionsto soil. The climax of the film was a
owner of the Allen Cafe on North the sewage treatment plant was a
the term "RecreationBuilding” unique sequence of dancing flow- excellent illustrated picture of bucks had larger antlers due to presented Monday night at Wash- bols.
ample food supply.
ington School. Paul M. Barrett, The “Ket-chawapakiy”
Seventh Street,where the alleged “rough blow" for the sewer debecause of a fear the place might ers done to the rhythm of a deer management in Michigan.
The speaker traced the trend For the same reason the crop of an expert on land use and re- Fire Girls of Pine . Creek School offense occurred. Arbogast’s es- partment. He said it was the secbecome known as the Rec Build- Strauss waltz.
ing.
Robert Dethmers,Hope College from early days when emphasis fawns was larger. It was emphas- presenting the Michigan Depart- met at the home of their leader, ranged wife is a waitress in the ond time this main had collapsed
As for civic interest, Mayor Har- student, invitedclub members and was almost entirely on law en- ized that if deer hunting is to re- ment of Conservation, will spealj. Mrs. W. Kimball. Officers were restaurant and allegedly was and that repairs were proving
rington said more men and women others to attend the state speech forcement to modern methods main satisfactoryin Michigan Music will be provided by the elected: President, Linda Olsen, being molested by her husband. expensive.
Allen came to her assistance and
are taking part in city government contests on Hope campus Friday. which also include scientific find- scientificcontrol of herds and SPEBSQSA chorus of Holland.
vice president,ChristineSmit; secCouncilmen agreed to advertise
fight ensued between Abogast for bids March 15 on the city’s
than ever before, and he urged that Women’s competition is scheduled
retary, Judy Johnson, and scribe,
the club support well qualified peo- at 4:15 p.m. and the men’s conLonna Olsen. Games were played and Allen. Allen received four workmen’s compensation insurLetter Carriers Mark
stitches in his ear as the result of ance. Present coverage expires
ple for positiOTS,not just people test at 8 p.m. in Memorial Chapand lunch was served.
the fracas.
who want the jobs. He said people
April 1.
The
“Kontahwee”
Camp
Fire
Washington’s BirthJay
Mrs. Arbogast was granted a
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Mrs. Van Leuwen presided.
of high caliber must often be draftDiscussion of proposals for re-‘
Girls met with their leaders, Mrs.
The biggest crowd ever to attend
ed for positionsof civic responsiRural Letter Carriers and Auxi- Shearer and Mrs. Ball. Pat Stan- divorce from her husband in pairs and waterproofing of brickCircuit Court the same day.
the annual pancake supper sponwork at the municipalhydrobility.
liary commemorated George ford called the meeting to order.
by
sored by the Athletic Association
electric powerhousewas postponed
He pointed to the new Civic
They
discussed
the
tulips
which
Washington’sbirthdayat a joint
gathered at the school -Monday
Center as one more accomplishuntil a later meeting. Cost of the
they had planted and are caring
evening.Proceeds will be used
Holland Christian's reserve meeting of the Fifth Congres- for. They went over notebooks and I. Wheaton and Nancy; assistant work has been estimatedat $4,
ment in the city, but pointed to the
to replace equipment lost by the squad dropped its fourth game of sional DistrictMonday evening at
leader Mrs. Lappinga and Donna 260.
needs of the hospital,sewage sysstudied the Woodgatherer’s Desire
school fire last January.
and leader Mrs. V. Hopkins and
Council also discussed starting
tem, new water supply, library,
the season at the Armory and Allendale Community Hall.
and practiced good posture.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Smith are
Shirley. Scribe is Barbara Kuite. inspection of buildings,plumbing
swimming pool and others."It’s so
The “O-ki-ci-ya-pi"Camp Fire
District President Harry Vredetook
its worst licking when they
parents of a girl born Feb. 18 at
The “Ne-top-pew" Camp Fire and electricalinstallationsunder
easy to do nothing,” he said.
A former Holland man recently Douglas hospital.
bowed to Grand Haven’s Little veld or Zeeland and Auxiliary Girls of Lakeview School, with the Girls met at the home of their the city’s buildingcode and directMrs. A. C. Yost, co-chairmanof had a treatise on “Discontinuous
Boy Scouts, enjoyed another leader, Mrs. Frank Working. They
Russell Stevens of Seattle, Wash., Bucs, 49-30, Thursday night. President Mrs. Leonard Van Liere
ed Beauvais to make the neces(he committee, presided.
Servo for Control of Power Re- who has been on vacation in Florof Holland were in charge of ar- square dance Friday evening, Feb. worked on their memory books
sary arrangements.
Coach John Ham’s Christian secactors" published in the January ida, is visiting here at his former
rangements. Dinner was served by 19. Instructorswere Mr. and Mrs. and elected new officers.Joyce
ond
team
closed
the
season
with
O.
Weisner
assisted
by
Mr.
and
issue of the nationally distributed home until he is recalled for work.
women of Allendale ChristianReWorking, president; Peggy Bosmagazine “Nucleonics," w i t h He is staying with Clark Raymond. 14 wins and just four losses.
formed Church. State Chaplain Mrs. Hilbink, Mr. and Mrs. Kar- man, vice president; Sandra Kol- Woman Stricken in Car
which is consolidated“Atomic Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hutchinson Playing without the services of Kenneth Bennett of Grand Rap- sten, Mr. and Mrs. Brink, Mrs. L. enbrander, treasurer; Sydney Dies in City Hospital
(From Wednesday** Sentinel)
Power" and “Atomic Engineer- are parents of a boy born Tuesday Center Dave Vander Hill, who ids led prayer and Kenneth Gane Van Noord and Mrs. S. Kruithof. Sawle, secretary; Barbara ConMrs. Dennis Jongekrijgenter'
at the Allegan Health Center. The has moved up to the varsity, the of Grand Rapids led group sing- On Feb. 23. the group met to make rad. scribe; Charon Oudemolen, Mrs. Agle Glass, 76, route 2,
tained last Wednesday af- ing."
plans for their “BirthdayProject Cleanup girl, and Judy ' Jordon,
He is J. A. De Shong, Jr., son Hutchinson’shave three other boys. Hollanders weren’t in the ball ing.
Hamilton, died unexpectedly in Holternoon, Mrs. Ben Holstege, and
game. They fell behind 9-0 at the
of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. De Shong,
Tostmaster
Robert
Eden
of potluck.”They worked on Memory telephone. The girls, who donated land Hospital at 8 :45 p.m, Tuesday
Robert
Higgins,
who
has
been
children, Mrs. Bert Zoet, Mrs.
very ill in the Allegan Health Cen- outset and never recoveredafter Hudsonville introduced the speak- Books and on Easter favors for the money to the Polio Drive, told of a coronary ailment. She had
Willis Zwagerman, Mrs. Carl Sr. of 239 South 120th* Ave.
De Shong collaborated with J. ter, has been transferred to the that. By* the end of the first per- er, D.J. De Free of Zeeland, who hospital.Leila Lamberts treated. how they had earned the money. been visiting her sister, Mrs. John
Top Mrs. Chester Top and Linda
iod they trailed 11-2. Grand used as his theme "The Bible Our Leaders are Mrs. Lamberts and They are also urging their par- W. Walters, on West 32nd St. and
Allegan County farm hospital.
Kay and Mrs. Martin Tubergen M. Harrer in the article..
The local man is working for Mr. and Mrs. CliffordSmith re- Haven continued to increase the Heritage.” William Thompsort of Mrs. Karsten.
ents to take advantage of the X- was being taken home when she
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman
the remote control engineering turned home Tuesday from a 5,- margin in the second period and London, England, spoke on various The “Tekawitha” Camp Fire ray mobile coming to Holland was stricken in the car near 32nd
announce the -birth of a daughter,
divisionat Argonne National Lab- 000-mile trip to California, New left the floor at halftime with a phases of his religidus work in girls of St. Francis De Satefc School soon. The girls were given a St. and Michigan Ave. She was
Laurrie Ann, last Friday in Holoratory, Lemont, 111. Harrer is Mexico and Texas. They were 27-13 lead.
London. Mrs. Bouman and Mrs. met with their leader, Mrs. Fabi- treat.
immediatelytaken to the hospital.
land Hospital
It was the same story in the Sail of Allendale sang duets.
manager of the research center. gone three weeks. One of the
ano, and assistant leader, Mrs.
On Monday Feb. 8, the "Kon- Her husband currentlyis visiting
Men’s Brotherhoodmet Monday
second half with the Little Bucs
The University of Chicago operaBrief talks were given by Ivan Miller, at the Camp Fire office and tah-wee" Camp Fire group met on a daughter in Irondale, Ala. Mrs.
night in the chapel. A speaker tes the Argonne Laboratory for highlightsof their trip was a visit holding the upper hand 42-22 at
Crist, state president, of Deer- made decorations for the fashion the stage of Beechwood School to Glass also had. been visiting in
with
Mr.
Smith’s
cousin,
Leonard
from the Ottawa Christian League the Atomic Energy Commission
practice their pantomime play Irondaleand returned home a short
Duston, a captain in the army, the end of the third stanza, field: Mrs. Marshall Freeland, show which was held Feb. 20.
discussed the work of that organs
De ’Shong has been working whom he has not seen since he Coach John HaAi substituted of Freeland Mich., state president On Feb. 16, the "Wakatanda and made final plans for the par- time ago.
ization.
freely in the final quarter as they of the auxiliary;Mrs. C. Radford, Camp Fire Girls led by Nan ty that night. The party for their
there for the last six years. De was a small boy.
Survivingare the husband; a
On Friday afternoon women of
outscored Grand Haven, 8-7.
Shong. who is just 37 years old,
Lowell, auxiliary state vice presi- Plewes held a potluck dinner at parents started at 7 pm. Tltey daughteri Mrs. George Slater ot
Mrs.
William
Van
Hartesveldt,
both local churches are invited to
Dave Bos led the locals with 10 dent; Howard Emmons, carriers Longfellow School for their moth- played games and presented their
had 13 years of schooling before Jr., has again been appointed
Irondale; two sisters, Mrs. Peter
the Vriesland Reformed Church
accepting his present position.It chairman of the Red%Cross drive. markers, followed by Warren Boer vice president, and state secre- ers and fathers. Dinner was served play. While several girls were
Van Dyke and Mrs. Walters of
to observe Women’s World Day of
with
six,
Dave
Klaver
with
five,
includes five years at Purdue Uni- The goal is $500 and the territory
tary, Charles Miller of Blooming- buffet style on an attractively- preparing the lunch, five of the
Prayer.
Holland; three brothers, William,
versity, four years at Washington covers the village of Fennville and Harve Westenbroek and Dave Al- ton.
decorated valentinetable. The dec- girls entertained the parents by Peter and John Achterhof of HolI he men's quartet sang several
University in St. Louis, Mo., four all of Gyde township. Her assist- tena with four each and Calvin
district officers elected orations wre made by Nicole singing songs. Lunch consisted of
numbers for patients ’at Sunshine
land, a sister-in-law, Mrs. Harry
years ot General Motors Tech in ants and their coverage are: Rich- Dykman with one. J. Rycenga were Harry Curry of Grandville, Bolhuis, Penny Munkwitz, Lois sandwiches, cup-cakes, chocolate
Sanitoriumin Grand Rapids last
Achterhofof Holland, and three
Flint where he studied mechani- ard Barron, industries;Lynn Chap- paced Grand Haven with 15.
president; Willard Clinton of Ann Wheaton and Betty Lou Essen- milk and coffee for the grownSunday morning.
grandchildren.
cal and civil engineering and tool pell, business places; Mrs. MarGrand
Rapids, vice president; burg. These girls and Rebecca Lee ups, reported by scribe, Laurel
Mr. and Mrs. Mart Tubergen
Ernest C. Shook of Caledonia, were on the clean-up committee Schaftener.
and die making.
vin Hutchinson,residential.Her
spent Monday with their brother
He is married and has three assistantsare Mrs. Frank Osborn, Cab Scout Pack 42
secretary and treasurer. Auxili- and Doris De Fouw, Jannie Wilson
The "Winata" Camp Fire group
and sister-in-law, • Mr. and Mrs.
children,James, III, Julie and Mrs. Ray Fleming, Mrs. Joseph Receives New Flag
ary members elected Mrs. Leon- and Carol Cooper were on the met in the basement of Van
David Wiersma at Sand Lake to
ard Van Liere of Holland, presi- serving committee.Welcome was Raalte School with their leader,
Jeffrey. The family lives at 581 Harris, Mrs. Morris Souders and
.(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
help celebrate Mr. Wiersma’s80th
Presentationof an American dent; Mrs. Edward Plune of given by president,Nicole Bolhuis. Mrs. Willis Welling. The girls
Stratford,Elmhurst, III.
Mrs.
Frank
Stevens.
Seminarian Maas Vander Bitt
birthday.
Another treatisewill be publish- Mrs. Hughes Simpson, Mrs. Flag to Cub Scout Pack 42 Grand Rapids, vice president, Mr. Plewes led the group in sing-, worked on their Indian symbols had charge of the church serMr. and Mrs. Arthur Slag and
ed in the June issue of Nucleon- Glenn Repp and John Bast all of Lakeview School highlighted Mrs. Leyman Hildreth of Grand- ing, accompaniedby Nan Plewes. and elected new officers: Car- vice Sunday morning. The Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lappenga of
ics.
had major surgery Wednesday in a Blue and Gold banquet Wednes- ville, secretary and treasurer.
The girls sang “The Camp Fire ole Risselada, president; Cynthia B. Essenburg of the Jenison
Holland were visitors at the home
day night when 70 persons attendThe De Shong’s have another Allegan Health Center.
Law." Carol Elferdink played two Borr, vice president; Nancy Ryp- church was guest preacher at the
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman
ed the fcimily potluck.
son, Morris, who works in Flint
Rollo
Higgins,
Jr.,
announces
selections on the piano, "Water ma. secretary; Mary Jane Bau- afternoon service..
Saturday.
as national-parts distributor for he has sold his heating plant Mrs. Ruth Harmsen, president, Rites Scheduled Here
The Rev. Robert Evenhuis Iiad
Sprite" and "The Minstrel Man.” man, scribe. Joyce Sweet brought
Harris Oppenhuisenreturned
Chevrolet. He is married and has agency and equipment of his tin- and Mrs. Ann Wojahn presented For Leonard Van Bragt
a classical appointmentto the
Martha Penna, accompanied by the treat.
from the hospitallast Friday and
The "O-ki-ci-ya-pi”Camp lire Beaverdam church.
one son.
shop to Chester Keag. Keag has the flag to the pack on behalf of
her sister, played “The Merry
is convalescing at the home
the VFW Auxiliary.
Funeral services were held in Widow Waltz" on her flute. Gloria girls of Lakeview School met
been
employed
by
the
Blood
BroA servicemen’s Hymn Sing was
of his mother, Mrs. Christine OpSpecial guests at the affair were Holland Tuesday morning for
thers of Allegan. He plans to move
Johnson played “The Thunderer” with their leaders on Feb. 9. They held Sunday evening, sponsored by
penhuisen. Mrs. Van Til also re- Frank Kampen Dies
the equipment to his pwn proper- Principaland Mrs. Donald Van Leonard Van Bragt, 87, former and Carol Cooper played “Camp rehearsed their ceremonial for a the young oeople’s Society.
turned to her home Friday.
Holland resident who died Sunday
ty
on East Main St. and establish Ark.
Bernard Geurink, son of Bert
Town Races” and “Oh Suzanna” Council Fire held Feb. 15. They
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Huyser and At Home in Holland
Donald Runyon is Cubmaster afternoon at St. Mary’s Hospital,
made invitations and name Geurink, and Miss Marlene Langhis shop there. Higgins has . no
on the piano. Doris De Fouw, also
children called on Mr. and Mrs.
favors
for
their
parents
who
atFrank Kampen, 74, of 887 West plans for the immediate future but and Jud Bolhuis, chairman of the Grand Rapids, after a lingering Glenda Butler,
land of Allendale were united in
Lee,
Ben Jeurink and family at Allen
tended the ceremonial. The lead- marriage at Second Christian Re26th St., died Sunday morning at will stay in Fennville temporarily. pack committee, was in charge of illness. For the last several years,
dale Sunday afternoon.
Nicole Bolhuis, Janine Wilson and
his home. He had been ill several
arrangements.
he had lived at 444 Fint St, Penny Munkwitz did a dance rou- ers are Mrs. Julius Lamberts and formed Church in Allendale. A
Mr and Mrs. Bill Hansen
months. Mr. Kampen was the son
Awards were made for monthly Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Junior Karsten. Scribe is large number from this vicinity
Zeeland were guests of Mr. and
tine called “Flora Dora Babies.”
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Auke
Mary Jonker.
projects.Group singing concluded
Surviving are six sons, William,
attended.
Mrs. Arnold Huyser and Peggy Kampen. Before his retirement a
The whole group danced the VirThe "Wekatanda’’ Qamp Fire
the program.
Jack, Chris and Leonard, all of
On Friday evening,February
Tuesday evening.
ginia Reel and the Bunny Hop.
few years ago, he had worked as a
Girls met at the home of Janine
(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
Holland; Joseph of Lansing and
James Huyser of Hudsonville shipping clerk for Home Furnace
The “Lu-ta” Camp Fire Girls Wilson on Feb. 8. They elected 26, Robert Schipper and Miss
The Learn and Do Club met at
Adrian of Fennville; two daughwill spend two weeks with Mr.
Exchangites Hear
met at the home of Sally Alder- new officers: President,Nicola Kathlene Glass were united in
Co.
the J. H. Scholten home for a husters, Mrs. Broughton Welch and
marriage by the Rev. Robert
and Mrs. Gerald Huyser and fam
ink. New officers for the month of
Surviving are the wife, Jeanie; band and wife meeting. Judge About New Products
Marie, botfi of Grand Rapids; 23 March were elected. Memory Bolhuis; vice president, Penny Evenhuis at the parsonage.
ily while his parents. Mr. and
two sons, August of Holland and Harold Weston of Allegan was the
Munkwitz; secretary,Doris De
grandchildren, and a sister-in-law,
books were started Sally enter- Fouw; treasurer, Janine Wilson.
Mrs. Cy Huyser, take a trip
Preston of Lansing; three grand- speaker. He spoke on "Wills and
Howard Davis of the electrical Mrs. John Van Bragt, Holland.
Florida.
tained with records and served
children;one great grandchild, Inheritance."Mrs. Weston accom- products division of Minnetmolis
They made place cards and nap- Rev. de Maagd Speaks
lunch.
Miss Ruth Jean Kerkstra
ru. and two sisters, Mrs. Bert Zwier- panied him.
kins for their planned potluck
Mining Co. addressed Holland
At Mission Conference
On Feb. 22, The "I-yo-pta” dinner.
tog and Mrs. William Van Alsburg
Gibson School has a new 500- Exchange Club Monday on
Kerkstra will leave here Monday, of Holland.
Camp Fire group met at the home The "Ket-chawapakiya',Camp
watt projector, screen and impres- "Development of New Products."
The second annual Missionary
March 8, by plane for Alaska
of their leader,Mrs. Verlynn Hop- Fire girls of Pine Creek School
sive assortment of films.
A leading tape manufacturer,
where she will meet her fiance,
kins. The firls planned a skating met at the home of their leader, Conference being staged at MapleMrs. Abbott Davis of Saugatuck the company produces various
Lloyd Beier. They will be married
party. The Camp Fir? books were Mrs. Walter Kimball for a valen- wood Reformed Church featured A
has contracted to teach McClare types of tape developedIn their
March 10. The Rev. William Heychecked by Mrs. Hopkins.Janice tine party. They played games program under auspices of the
School next year.
own research department, Davis
nen, son of a former minister in
Smeenge joined the group. Games and enjoyed a supper of barbe- Women’s Missionary Society TuesMrs. Henry Bonzelaarhas sign- said. Tapes for specificpurposes
the local Christian Reformed
were In charge of Donna Lappiil- cues, potato chips, french fries day evening. Speaker was the Rev.
ed up to teach Pioneer School for include those which, resist salt waChurch, will perform the marriage
ga, Judy Dorgelo served the treat and Ice cream. Nancy Morris, John de Maagd, missionary to
ter corrosion,water resistant
1954 and 1955.
’ •
On Saturday, Feb. 27, the group Judy Johnson, Karen Kimball and Japan who told of the Japanese
The young people of Gibson tape, magnetic recording tapes
way of life and their reception to
The Rev. Robert Evenhuis of
enjoyed a skating party.
Shirley Rozeboom did the shopchurch will have a roller skating and Scotch tape.
the gospel. Pictures of Japan taken
Borculo preached in the Christian
The
"I-yo-pta"
Camp
Fire
ping for the food and prepared
party at the Coliseum Wednesday
Recording tapes are used not
Reformed church here last Sungroup
met
at
the home of their the supper. Scribe Is Karen Kim- by Theodore E. Flaherty, also a
evening.
just for recording music, but for ;;
missionary to Japan, were shown.
day. The Rev. M. Schemper will
leader, Mrs. Verlynn Hopkins, on ball.
court procedures, speeches, in inconduct the services next Sunday.
Monday,
Feb.
€.
The
girls
played
"Wacahanapew" Mrs. Marinus Oetman presided
dustry and many other ways. It is
and Mrs. Raj Teusink led devoOn March 4, the congregation will
Larceny Case Dismissed
games,
made
valentine
place
Camp
Fire
girls
met
for a supper
now possibleto record an entire
tions. A women’s sextet composed
meet in the chapel for the purpose
cards
and
planned
a
potluck
supat the home of their leader, Mrs.
TV program, color and all, the
In Municipal Court
of calling a pastor.
per for their mothers) Donna Lap- Andrew Dalman. An election of of Mrs. Ed Kolenbrander,Mrs.
speaker said. R may even be posGirls League will meet Thursday
pings served
treat. Janice officers was held. Joyce Peters is Duane Kalawart, Mrs. Paul Baker,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
sible to make a recording that
at 7:45 p.m. in the chape!. The
Smeenge
and
Karen
De Kraker president;Carmen Lopez, vice Mrs. Richart Staat, Mrs. Henry
A charge of larceny from a vacant will operate and control machines
Mission Society has postponedits
were their guests. On Wednes- president; Kqren Cumerford,sec- Schaap and Mrs. Walter Bobeldyk,
building against Thomas Burt, 2509 In industrial plants, he said.
regular meeting for a week.
day, Feb. 10, the group and their retary; KAren Andreasen,scribe; sang two numbers. The Rev. Ray
Moffet St., Muskegon, was disThe speaker also discussed the
Barbara Jean Schrotenboer, inmothers gathered at the Hop- Samira Van Langevelde, telephone Reeverts offered closing prayer.
missed upon examinationThurs- new sheet fabric known as teflon,
fant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
kins home for a potluck supper. chairman, and Junia Dalman, pro- Articles from every missionary
day afternoon by Municipal Judge a fleurocarbon which will stand
Clarence Schrotenboer, was bapEach
girl brought something she gram chairman. The girls made field were on exhibit.
Louis H. Osterhous, for insuffi- up under temperatures ranging PVT. HAHVET Y>. VAN DAM. wa
tized at the morning service last
had made herself.They set the invitationsfor the Mother’s Tea Social hostesses were Mesdames
cient evidence.
from 390 degrees below zero to 500
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van Dam
table and took complete charge of and worked on Frontier experi- Jerome Essink, Harvey KroneBurt, 78 years old, was arrested degrees above. This Is used as a
350 East 24th SL has completed
meyer, Henry Schaap, John Krathe meal. The girls also made n ments.
by sheriff’s officerson. complaint protective covering on Jet engine
combat bask trainingwith the
centerpiece of decorated hearts
The
"Lu-ta-we-to-ma -chick" mer and Stanley Nieboer.
of
his
stepdaughter,
Mrs.
William
parts
and
may
be
used
in
liquid
Third Araorod Division at Fort
WILLIAM J. LANE, member of fbo
The program tonightat 7:30 will
ZEELAND (Special)—Almost 600 l*gal departmentOf Kaiser Frazer Huttenga of Grand Haven, who form as a permanent anti-freeze Knox. ly. He Is now la Iht tank and arrangedpink and white car- Camp Fire group met af the feature a talk by Darrell Franken
nations In it for the table. Games home of their leader, Mrs. Highalleged
Burt
took
some
plumbing
in
automobiles.
division
atFort
Inox.
The
Van
bicycle licenses have been sold,
Carp, hr the last six years, bas
were played with prizes going to street. The girl* made heart- of the seminary. He will speak on
fixtures from tfie home formerly
ExchangiteClarence Jalving Dams were l formerly of Forest
according to Police Chief A1 Boss.
been appointedlegal counselof
the East Harlem. New York, prokcan purchase the Bohn Aluminum l Brass Corp.. ac- occupied by him and his late wife, led group singing. R. H. Muller, Grate. Before entering service Mrs. Wheaton and Mrs. Beckman. shaped place cards for their val- ject. Mrs. Benjamin De Vries,
Present were Mrs. F. Dorgelo and entine party. Cake and chocolate
Prt.
Van
Dam
attended
Zeeland
Christina,
who
died
Jan.
31,
1953.
who
arranged
the
program,
introlent’s office in
cording to an OMpunetmenfmade
The fixtures were missing the duced the speaker. President Rob- High School and was emphyed Judy; Mrs. G. Kuite and Barbara; milk was served. Scribe is Lynne missionary to India, will be speaker
Licenses must be distoday by Sinoa D. Den Uyl, Jobs
at Thursday 's meeting At 7:30.,
Mrs. F. Beekman and Jane; Mrs. Slayer.
at Leaata Coal Co.
early part of December, 1953.
ert Notkg presided.
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